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I

Foreword

Scope of the F2 Program
Research in the Department of Life Sciences F2 at PSI is
focused on two topics:
•

Cancer: Causes.diagnosis and therapy

•

Neurodegenerative diseases: Pathophysiology, biochemistry, diagnosis

Cancer research is performed at all the relevant biological
levels: molecular, biochemical, cellular and macroscopic.
The ultimate goals are the understanding of the mechanisms of action of ionizing radiation and the solution of
problems in clinical radiology and radiation protection.
This research effort has two main components:
Macro tumor therapy: The precise local treatment of
solid tumors with protons ("conformai radiotherapy") and
the highly selective endoarterial application of radionuclide particles.
Micro tumor therapy: The treatment of micrometastases
or micro tumor infiltrates with injectable, tumor-seeking
substances (radionuclide therapy, neutron capture therapy)
The Department of Life Sciences also deals with basic
research needed to understand tumor biology and the effects of radiation, in particular questions of growth control
in cells and tumours.
The second focus of our research - neurodegenerative
diseases - addresses a subject of increasing social importance due to the increasing age median of the population. Impairment and lower performance of the central nervous system often lead to greatly reduced life quality, in
particular in the later stages of life. Prevention, cure, or at
least palliation of these diseases are considered a central
subject of modern medicine. Precise knowledge of cerebral
metabolism in relation to brain structure is required to
provide a basis for further progress.
Positron Emission Tomography (PET), using special types
of radiotracers, is an instrument to analyze in vivo regional
brain biochemistry on a quantitative basis. The main contributions of PET-studies are the elucidation of the regional
or global biochemical mechanisms of a disease (pathophysiology) and direct in vivo data collection, related to
specific regional tissue binding and effective dose of new
pharmaceuticals in humans (pharmacology). Hospital
related clinical research is not a goal of this activity.
However, some diagnostic procedures established with
PET can be transferred to the widely available SPET
technique.

All PET and SPET studies must be based on a highly competent radiopharmaceutical research effort at PSI. Work in
this field is oriented towards the development of new
tracers for neurotransmission in brain (mainly) and other
applications. It consists of highly sophisticated chemical
synthesis and the relevant biological and pharmacological
studies.

1994 and beyond
In the following chapters of this Newsletter, the scientific
program carried out in 1994 is summarized.
In the past year, our research efforts gained considerably in
stability and came close to or reached full fruitage. A
highly motivated F2 staff is contributing in a variety of
relevant fields at the frontier of science. One should never
forget that this activity is often based on systematic development work initiated many years ago by visionaries and
carried out by many people.
While I am confident that our research program will be
highly competitive for the next several years to come, the
outlook seems less clear in a longer term perspective. Given the timescales needed to build up first class research, it
is time to identify new areas and visionaries.
Our activities are strongly dependent on the institute's
major facilities: In the near future, the spallation neutron
source (SINQ) will be commissioned. Furthermore, in
about 5 years from now, the SLS project might offer entirely new possibilities, making synchrotron radiation
available at PSI.
In view of these developments, we are actually exploring a
third focus for our research:
•

Structural research in biology and medicine

Scattering methods with neutrons and photons are of major
importance for the elucidation of biological structures. It
seems very attractive to develop our activities into these
fields, where large user communities and even industrial
partners, offer new possibilities for collaborative research.
Obviously, a significant reorientation in this direction
cannot be started without a decision on the synchrotron
light source project. Explorative activities have been taken
up using synchrotron radiation sources abroad.
Another new and promising line of research has been investigated recently: the conversion of the pion therapy area
into a narrow proton beam line (600 MeV) for stereotactic
neurosurgery. This project seems highly attractive and
could be realized quickly at relatively low costs. Our PET
group has announced their strong interest.

While in 1993 our department was strongly affected by the
decisions to give up the routine production of radioisotopes
and the Pi-Meson Therapy program, the last year became a
period where a new stability level was reached. It now
becomes increasingly difficult to contribute to the staff
reduction schemes of our institute without endangering the
current research or the buildup of new activities.
Finally we would like to acknowledge the work of the
F2 research committee under the chairmanship of
Prof. W.A. Fuchs of the University of Zürich. This commute has been of considerable help in assessing and improving the scientific quality of our work and in planning
future strategies for our department.
1 would like to thank the h'2 statt tor thei. ongoing contributions and cooperation which will bring us an exciting
1995.

Dr. W.Hirt
Department Head
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II

Radiation Medicine

1.

Introduction/Overview

The success of the PSI proton therapy project will strongly
depend on the availability and reliability of the beam.
While in 1994 the beam period ended middle of September, followed by a six months shutdown, 1995 the beam
will be available until the middle of November. The treatment of the first few human patients is planned for late
summer. Besides the technical conditions, the success of
the PSI proton therapy project will basically depend on the
good and established cooperation of the partners at the
institute and in the clinics. Today's acceptance and support
is challenging and encouraging.

H. BLATTMAXN, G. MUNKEL

In 1994 important steps were made towards realization of
the first isocentric proton radiotherapy device in Europe for
the treatment of deep-seated tumors. After a period of
technical construction and installation at PSI, the gantry
and the particular functions of the system could be tested.
This procedure was very satisfactory and served as the
basis for the first protons passing the beam line and
through nozzle into a water phantom in April this year,
where they have been detected, analyzed and measured. At
present an energy of 178 MeV was selected. Dosimetry was
performed, directed towards the irradiation of the first
animal patient.

1.2

The plans to convert the pion therapy area into a narrow
proton beam line for stereotactic neurosurgery have been
pursued further. The present concept foresees a complete
dismantling of the Piotron as well as the beam line between the last bending magnet and the Piotron. A new
beam line equipped with collimating systems and a long
drift distance will be installed. The goal is to provide a
beam of 1 to 20 mm diameter and a patient positioning
system with 3 translational and two rotational axes. The
reproducibility of the positioning is aimed at 0.1 mm. Neurosurgeons and neurologists from Universities, and from
within PSI, have announced interest in the beam line. The
major activities will be in functional neurosurgery. The
experience of this project will also be very valuable to
radiosurgery with synchrotron radiation.

The treatment of spontaneous tumors in dogs, carried out
in close collaboration with the Veterinary Hospital at the
University of Zurich, is pan of essential preparations for
the proton radiotherapy of human patients. In addition, the
animal patients are expected to really benefit from the
proton treatment of their cancer. In a first step, this program will serve as an ultimate test of the entire chain from
diagnostics, treatment planning, patient fixation, dose
verification to reproducible fractionated treatment. Later,
crucial information on normal tissue tolerance in dependence of dose and volume involved will help to optimize
the dose for conformai proton radiotherapy. Further goals
of the treatment of spontaneous tumors in animals may be
combinations of precision radiotherapy with regional or
systemic approach. The project may develop into a broader
program of experimental tumor therapy. A variety of research topics in radiobiology can be addressed on the cellular
as well as on the tissue level. It will allow for transferring
knowledge into the clinical or routine treatment with charged particles as well as conventional beams. Also new
technical/physical developments and their medical applications, such as synchrotron light radiation, could be evaluated in the frame of experimental radiotherapy.

1.1

High energy protons for radiosurgery

The VARIAN prize for Radiotherapy of the Swiss Society
of Radiobiology and Medical Physics has been awarded to
S. Scheib for his work on "Therapy Planning for Protons"
and to U. Schneider for his thesis on "Proton Radiography".
The program has been supported by the Swiss National
Sciences Foundation Grant No. 31-30121.90 and the Swiss
Cancer League Grant No. FOR 163

Proton therapy users group

At the scientific meeting of the proton therapy users group
November 29, 1994, besides reports on the status of the
project, future users have presented their plans for the use
of the beam. The Proton Therapy Users Group, lead by
U.M. Liitolf, University of Zurich, is a cooperative group of
clinicians, physicists and radiobiologists of Swiss radiooncology departments and some colleagues from other
European countries. Protocols have been discussed and a
selection agreed upon. The indications, several phase II
trials, were defined on the basis of medical needs and comparative treatment planning, which allows for a detailed
intercomparison of radiation doses to targets and normal
tissues, related to conventional photon therapy and protons. In a next step the decision will have to be taken with
which indication to start.
-3-

2.

2.2.1

OPTIS

1351 cases of monolatcral choroidal melanomas were
treated with a proton dose of 54 Gray in 4 fractions between March 1984 and February 1994. 122 patients died
from metastases. The survival rate was calculated using the
Kaplan-Meier method. The results are shown in Fig. 1.

E. EGGER, L. ZOGRAFOS*, T. BOHRINGER, L. BERCHER*,
L. CHAMOT*, G. MUNKEL, H. BLATTMANN, C. GAILLOUD-

'Hôpital Ophtalmique Jules Gonin, Lausanne

2.1

Survival

Introduction

Survival 1%)
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Since March 1984 patients with ocular tumors are being
treated with 70 MeV protons from our injector I cyclotron
in close collaboration with the ophthalmologists of the
University Eye Clinic of Lausanne. At the end of November 1994 we had irradiated a total number of 1771 patients.
1630 of them were choroidal melanomas, 46 recurrences of
melanomas, 24 haemangiomas, 40 melanoma"; of the conjunctiva, 19 intraocular metastases, 6 age related macula
degenerations and 6 other intraocular tumors.

2.2
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Summary of the results
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In 1994 our main effort was spent in the analysis of the
results for our choroidal melanoma patients. These results
can be summarized as follows:

Fig.l:
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treated with proton beam irradiation.
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An interesting fact is that clinical detection of metastases
of the treated tumor can take up to 7 years after a successful treatment of the primary tumor. The parameters influencing patient survival were analysed using the Cox proportional hazard model. The survival rate was found to
depend from the largest tumor diameter, the presence of an
extraocular extension of the tumor, the age of the patient
and the local ïumor control after the first treatment. Larger
tumors and older patients have lower survival probabilities,
as well as tumors growing outside of the eye. The failure of
local tumor control has also a very negative influence on
patient survival. For this reason our main concern was to
increase local tumor control despite the fact that our number of recurrences was already very low.

The survival of the patients treated with proton beam irradiation is comparable to the survival following other
treatment modalities (enucleation, irradiation with radioactive applicators). The 5 year survival rate is - 80%.
The local tumor control rate following proton beam irradiation was calculated to be 92% five years after treatment
taking into account all the patients treated. The experience
gained with time and previous work on the analysis of our
results lead to an increment of the local tumor control rate
at five years from 89% to 95%. This value is higher than
the local tumor control rate following a treatment with
radioactive applicators where values varying between 70
and 90% are found in the literature. We expect to increase
the local tumor control rate to -98% due to the very extensive analysis performed during this year and the introduction of a more detailed eyelid model in the treatment
planning program last year.

2.2.2

Analysis of local tumor control failures

52 cases of local tumor control failures had to be deplored
among 1448 choroidal melanomas treated with proton
beam irradiation between March 1984 and March 1994.
The causes for local tumor control failure were identified
as follows:
• In 14 cases the eyelid was inside the irradiated area and
its thickness was not evaluated properly so that the beam
range was too short to irradiate sufficiently the whole
tumor. This problem has been resolved with the introduction of a new eyelid model in 1993 allowing a more
accurate estimation of the eyelid geometry.
• In 16 cases the tumor was located partly in the ciliary
body and recurred in the ciliary body part of the eye. We
suspect that microscopic invasions of tumor cells in this
region not visible during the surgical fixation of the tantalum clips were the cause for local tumor control failure.
We presently treat these cases with a larger safety margin in the ciliary body.

Beside local tumor control, eye retention is another main
goal of proton beam irradiation. In 90% of the cases the
eye could be preserved five years after treatment. This
value is comparable or better than the eye retention probability following a treatment with radioactive applicators
where values between 75 and 85% are found in the literature. At this place however, it has to be mentioned that
- 50% of the tumors treated with proton beam irradiation
can not be treated with radioactive applicators because of
their size and/or their location. The eye retention probability is mainly dependent on tumor height: 98% for tumors with a height smaller or equal to 5 mm, 88% for
tumors with a height between 5 and 10 mm and 70% for
larger tumors where complications after radiotherapy are
the reason for enucleation.
Presently our work concentrates on the analysis of the
functional results for our choroidal melanoma patients.
-4-

• 7 recurrences in the first years of proton beam irradiation
were due to an inaccurate fixation of the tantalum clips.
The experience gained by the ophthalmologist has resolved this problem.
• 5 recurrences were due to reduced safety margins. In
order to avoid an irradiation of the optic nerve wc treated
some patients with less than 2 mm safety margin (down
to no safety margin) in the first years. Today we know
that the tumor extension can not be determined more
precisely than ± 1 mm so that we do not treat patients
with reduced safety margins anymore.
• 4 patients had flat rumors with no pigmentation so that
tumor extension was very difficult to estimate. We have
resolved this problem by increasing the safety margin to
3 or even 4 mm in such cases.
• The eye model used in the treatment planning program
assumes the eye to be a sphere. In 3 cases the geometry
of the eye was far from the one assumed in the model
and the treatment plan did not model it accurately
enough to ensure local tumor control. In those cases we
now increase the safety margin.
• 2 patients showed growth of a second tumor independent
from the first one in the treated eye, which can be considered as new tumors and not as recurrences.
• one patient was enucleated by the referring ophthalmologist because of a recurrence, but the patient was not seen
by one of us so that the reason could not be identified.
loo

•
•
•
•
•

7 patients were enucleated outside Switzerland for reasons not known to us
5 patients had the eye removed for a suspicion of local
tumor control failure that was not confirmed by the histologic analyses
3 cases of ophtisis bulbi 3 uveitis
5 enucleations because of functional loss of the eye, one
eye was removed for psychologic reasons
2 eyes had total retinal detachment

We had seen already some years ago that very large tumors, i.e. tumors with a height larger than 10 mm lead to
complications requiring the eye to be removed with a probability of - 50%, so that wc treat the very large tumors
only if they are not associated with a total retinal detachment or if the patient refuses the enucleation. The eye
retention probability for the cases treated before and after
1988 is shown in Fig.3.
loo
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Proton beam irradiation is now widely accepted as a valuable treatment for ocular rumors. This is demonstrated by
the increasing number of facilities in Europe for which the
OPTIS group plays an important role of expertise due to
our large number of patients. Despite this fact, the number
of patients treated by us yearly has not decreased even if it
has become necessary to be present at more conferences to
ensure patient referrals. We expect that it will be even
more difficult in the future to recrute patients since Switzerland is presently not a member of the European Union.
Our main efforts in the near future however will concentrate on the search for new ocular applications of the 70
MeV proton beam.

before Jan. 88

90

4

" " - 5

Conclusion

6

Local tumor control in function of treatment
year

The experience gained in the first years was already reduced the number of recurrences from 28/320 in the years 84
to 88 to 24 / 1128 in the years 88 to 94. Fig. 2 shows the
Kaplan - Meier curves for local tumor control for the patients treated before and after 1988.

2.2.3 Eye retention probability
Among 1351 cases of monolatcral choroidal melanoma
treated with a proton dose of 54.54 Gray in 4 fractions,
87 eyes had to be removed following the irradiation. The
causes for enucleation were:
• local tumor control failure in 13 cases
• neovascular glaucoma in 44 cases
• impossibility to evaluate tumor evolution because of
invisible eye fundus in 4 cases
-5-

3.

It is now possible to adjust the elements of the beam
line with a single command from a workstation by setting all the beam line data from a file.
The beam was successfully transmitted through the
gantry in April 1994, with the gantry in the horizontal
position. The results of the beam optics tests are presented in the next section.

Status of the development of the
200 MeV proton therapy facility at
PSI

E. PEDRONI, H. BLATTMANN, T.BÖHRINGER, A. CORAY,
E. EGGER, B. KASER-HOTZ, S. LIN, A. LOMAX, G. MUNKEL

3.1

[ii] The installation of the mechanical components of the
gantry, designed and fabricated for PSI by an external
engineering company (Schär Engineering AG, CH8416 Flaach), proceeded well through all 1994. The
following mechanical components were delivered to
PSI during 1994 (for a more detailed description of the
components see ref. [I]):

Introduction

At PSI we are developing a new application technique, the
so-called spot scanning technique. The focused proton
pencil beam is applied directly on the patient and is scanned under computer control in all three dimensions in the
patient's body. The PSI spot scan method relies on the
sequential deposition of a large number of pencil beams
(dose spots), with typically 10000 static spot depositions
being applied in a few minutes for a reference target volume of 1 liter. By choosing individually the position and
dosage of each spot, complex dose distributions with exact
conformation of the dose to the target volume can be deposited in the patient, without using patient individual
hardware and completely under computer control. The
method is designed specifically for the PSI compact gantry,
the second and smallest proton gantry in the world.

-

-

-

The major events of the proton therapy project in 1994
were:
[i]

the successful transmission of the First beam through
the gantry beam line in April 1994,
[ii] the development of the spot scanning treatment technique on the gantry and the dynamic treatment of the
first veterinary patient,
[iii] the successfully completion of the thesis work of the
two PhD students of the proton therapy group,
S. Scheib and U. Schneider, which is the result of a
new collaboration between PSI and the Institute of
Biomedical Engineering and Medical Informatics of
the ETH and university of Zurich.

[iii] The steering system of the motors of the gantry has
also made a remarkable progress. It is now possible to
move and position the patient table on the gantry with
a precision of about 0.1 mm using a wireless control
box ("local mode" operation). The gantry can be rotated now through 360°. The connection between the
VME/OS9 based control system for the motors and
the VME/rtVAX/Camac based therapy controller (the
computer which supervises the dynamic application
of the beam) has been established. With the motor
control system operating in "remote mode" it is now
possible to move the patient table of the gantry during
scanning of the beam according to the commands delivered by the treatment planning system.

In the report, the progress of the installation of the proton
facility will be first presented, followed by a summary of
the experimental results of the beam time period of Summer 1994. Ongoing new developments are then briefly
described and the plans for next year conclude the report.

3.2

The retractable supports for X-ray and proton radiography (recognisable in Fig.l)
The carriage system used for the transport of the patient
lying in the couch from one room to another (patient
transporter system)
The new table for the computer - tomography - unit
(CT), completely redesigned to allow the automated
coupling of the patient couch on the CT-unit (using the
same mechanics as for the gantry).
The different protection shields, which will be mounted
around the gantry devices and which will be used to
safeguard patients against possible mechanical collisions.

[iv] The installation of the CT-unit dedicated to proton
therapy is also well under development. A second
hand CT-unit, a Somatom, was purchased in August
1994 (this unit was used until recently in a major
hospital in Zürich for diagnostic purposes). The
preparation work for the installation of the CT in the
medical pavilion, namely the installation of the foundation of the supports for the gantry and patient table
of the CT is now completed. The CT-unit is expected
to become operational in spring 1995.

Status of the technical installations

The new proton facility at PSI is presently being commissioned. For a general presentation of the main features of
the proton therapy project, we refer here to the literature
and to previous annual reports. The most complete report
on the project is a recent publication submitted to Medical
Physics which will appear in January 1995 [1].
Fig.l shows a photograph of the PSI compact gantry
during final installation in October 1994.

[v] The x-ray tube for controlling the position of the patient has been also mounted on the gantry. Most of
the major components of the facility have been delivered but many of them are still to be tested and will
be put into operation in 1995.

During 1994 the following installation work was accomplished:
[i] The beam line elements of the gantry, including vacuum, cabling, power supplies and electronic controls
were tested and were put into operation in spring 1994.
-6-

Fig.J: Photograph of the PSI gantry during final installation in October 1994.

3.3

By changing the current in the sweeper magnet the beam
could be displaced parallel to itself over a range of ±9.5cm.
The parallelism of the swept beam is wrong by only 2 mrad
convergence for a 10 cm displacement. We plan to correct
this error by shifting the position of the sweeper magnet by
a small amount along the beam axis. Fig. 2 shows the
measured x profiles (along the sweeper direction) of the
swept beam. The change of the amplitude of the profiles
reflects the change in width (in x and y) of the beam due to
a slight displacement of the beam focus during sweeping.
In most situations, this enlargement of the beam profile by
about 1 mm has no practical consequences for the dose
distribution resulting from the scanning of the beam (this
has also to be compared with the changes due to multiple
Coulomb scattering in the patient).

Beam properties of the PSI gantry

The installation of the beam line on the gantry was completed in spring 1994 and the first beam was successfully
transmitted through the gantry in May 1994.
3.3.1

Beam size

During summer 1994 we could measure only one beam
energy, which was chosen to be 177 MeV. The size of the
beam was measured at this energy in air in the isocentcr
region to be 1cm FWHM in both transverse directions. The
shape of the beam did not change when changing the
setting of the momentum slits in the beam line ahead of the
gantry. This was a practical demonstration of the achromaticity of the beam transport system of both the NA3
beam line and of the gantry. The momentum band was
chosen to be ±0.6%.

The shape of the beam at the isocenter has been found to
be very close to a 2D-Gaussian distribution. At the exit
point of the range shifter system the shape of the beam is
however distorted. We will therefore have to invest additional work in the beam optics optimization in spring 95
and try to shift the good quality of the beam at the beam
focus backward from the isocenter to the exit of the nozzle,
since this is for most of the patient the preferred treatment
position.
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Pencil Beam Dose Calculation Model

After having optimized the beam optics of the gantry, we
performed the basic measurements needed for the calculation of the dose distribution of the individual pencil beams
deposited by scanning the beam in the patients.

10

Beam profile measurements as a function of the
sweeper magnet setting.
-7-

The dose of the proton pencil beam is calculated using two
distinct contributions:

Comparison with e x p e r i m e n t a l data
°*' i .

[i] The integral depth dose T(w).
This integral quantity determines essentially the dose in
the homogeneous region of the dose field when the
beam is scanned regularly in all three dimensions over
dimensions larger than the beam size.
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Integral depth dose T(w) as a function of depth
in water. Comparison of the physical dose
model with the data measured in summer 1994
on the gantry. The fitted contributions to the
dose from nuclear interactions are depicted on
the lower part of the figure.

This dose was measured very precisely with a plane parallel ionization chamber, which covered completely the lateral extent of the pencil beam and which was scanned in
depth in a water phantom.
The integral dose T(w) has been parametrized using a
semiempirical physical model, which takes into account
following physical effects:
a. dE/dx (slow down approximation),
b. convolution of momentum band and range straggling,
c. beam flux attenuation (using nuclear interaction cross
sections found in the literature),
d. and an empirical model for the dose deposition of
charged secondaries from nuclear interactions.
In Fig. 3 we show the comparison between measured (on
the gantry) and calculated (using the physical model) dose
depth curves T(w).
[ii] Beam width o\(w) and ay(w).
The quantity a(w) describes the dose falloff of the dose
distribution at the edge of the dose field (resulting from
the superposition of the scanned beams).
The spatial dose distribution of the pencil beam has been
measured as 2-dimensional xz- and yz- dose maps across
the beam axis using a diamond detector. The measured x
and y beam profiles were fitted by Gaussians and the resulting beam widths are plotted as a function of depth in
Fig. 4. The data has been measured both in air (beam phase space) and in water (propagation of multiple Coulomb
scattering in water) and are compared with the predictions
of the physical model used for treatment planning in
Fig. 4.

Beam width a(w) as a function of depth and
comparison of the data measured on the PSI
gantry with the predictions of the physical
model.

With the help of the physical model it is possible to calculate the dose of the pencil beam absolutely in Gy/proton.
Using Faraday cup measurements we will normalize our
monitor system in monitor units / proton. In this way the
dose will be normalized in our treatment planning system
from the very beginning already for the pencil beam data.
The final value for the dose normalization will however be
performed using thimble ionization chambers calibrated in
a normalized Cobalt source, following the international
recommendations.

3.4

Steering system

During summer 1994 each of the devices used for scanning
the beam were put into operation on the gantry.
The actual treatment is performed using single static dose
spot irradiations. For the fastest varying spot motion we
use a deflecting magnet (the sweeper magnet). The time
needed to scan the beam has been measured on the gantry
to be 40 ms for a full sweep. The motion along the second
axis of scanning is realized with a range shifter system,
which scans the dose spot in depth. The time needed to
move a polyethylene plate into the beam is about 30 ms.
The third direction is covered by the motion of the patient
table itself, which is the slowest and the least frequently
used motion. The dead time (time with beam off) of each of
the scanning devices was set by software, for the sake of
simplicity at the beginning of the development, to be about
twice as big as the original design values [1]. The corresponding dead time was therefore about a factor of 2 larger
than anticipated. These software limits will be reduced in
the next beam period on the basis of more refined measurements.
An extensive safety system is currently under development
in order to eliminate completely the risk of uncontrolled
dose delivery to the patient. The safety system is based on
redundancy and diversity. Two separate computer systems
are used independently of each other, to apply, and to
check, the deposition of the dose of each spot. A major

effort has been invested during 1994 in the design of this
safety system and most of the basic hardware is now
available. The electronics for the interlock system has been
implemented in the Camac crates by the control group of
PSI and two additional mechanical beam stoppers were
mounted by die diagnostic group of PSI in the NA3 beam
line. The back-bone structure of the steering software is
being developed by the computer group of PSI, which will
implement the interlock diagnostics and the basic interrupt
modules for the control of the beam scanning into a modern X-window based system.
The devices used for scanning were designed for a typical
application rate of about lO'OOO spots in 2 minutes in a 1
liter volume. The system was put into operation performing at about this rate in summer 1994, but using only the
active steering system. The passive control system (dose
controller) will be implemented in the next beam period.

3.5

"JESSY": The first dynamic treatment
on the gantry

In summer 1994 the hardware for the PSI spot scanning
technique was put into operation on the gantry and the
practical feasibility of this method was demonstrated by the
completed (10 fractions) treatment of an infiltrative lypoma in the leg of a dog. This dog is the first (veterinary)
patient treated on the PSI gantry.

Although very preliminary and only to first order, the
results of the dosimetry tests performed for this treatment
showed that the dose shaping and the dose control capability of the scanning system were performed correctly. The
absolute normalization of the dose was determined using
Cobalt-calibrated ionization chambers. The shape of the
dose distribution was also measured with films irradiated
in a sandwich of plexiglas plates. The comparison of the
densitometric analysis of the films with the dose distributions recalculated by the treatment planning system for the
same scan file in an homogeneous medium (plexiglas)
showed a good agreement in the shape of the dose distribution. Fig. 5 shows an example of the comparison for one
slab.
These results arc however very preliminary and more work
has to be invested in order to achieve the desired precision.
The time per fraction was around 10-15 minutes for the
treatment of the dog. For human patients the dose per
fraction will be about 1/3 lower (30 instead of 10 fractions). Since we expect to be able to work with a 15 uA
split beam proton current after 1995 (instead of the limited
5 uA available in the dégrader from the splitter at the end
of summer 1994 due to splitter problems), we expect that
treatment times per fractions below 5 minutes will be possible for human patients in the future at our facility.

3.6
Other ongoing developments
3.6.1 Treatment planning
The basic tools for the PSI treatment planning system were
developed by S. Scheib, who has now concluded his thesis
work on this subject at the ETH-Ziirich. Dr. A. Lomax is
now developing the system further, (p. 11)
3.6.2

Proton radiography

The thesis work of U. Schneider "Proton Radiography as a
tool for quality control in proton therapy" has been completed [3] and two papers were submitted to Medical Physics for publication [4,5].
We have learned from this work, using a range-calibrated
proton radiography of a sheep head, that proton radiographs can be used to check the position of the patient in
the beam and to quantify proton range uncertainties (range
errors due to the combined effect of density heterogeneities
and multiple Coulomb scattering in the patient). In addition, the measured proton ranges can be compared directly
with corresponding calculations of treatment planning
using calibrated CT data. In this way we can check directly
the validity of such calibrations.

Fig.5; isodensity distribution (contours lines) of a densilometric analysis of a fdm irradiated using the
same steering file used for the treatment of the
first veterinary patient at PSI. The result is compared with the dose distribution predicted by
treatment planning (gray shades plot).

Although very preliminary, the results of this work show
that the usual calibration of the CT-data based on tissue
substitutes measurements is not free of errors and that the
situation can be improved by a more refined analysis of the
data. By fitting the response of the CT as a function of the
chemical composition (the Z-dependence) of the CT-probes
used for the calibration, new calibration data points for
"real" biological tissues can be calculated and more refined
calibration curves can be obtained.

Fig. 6 shows an example of the usual calibration curve,
which connects the tissue substitute data points, together
with an alternative "biological" calibration curve, which
takes into account additional calculated "real tissues" data
points. In Fig. 7 we see the range error improvement which
can be obtained by using a different calibration curve.

3.6.3

A Monte Carlo code which simulates a full spot scanning
treatment by tracing individual protons in the CT volumetric data, has been developed by A. Tourovsky (ITEP
Moscow) during his sabbatical year at PSI. The goal was
here to specialize the code for speed in such a way as to be
able to provide dose distributions in very complex anatomical situations with sufficient proton statistics (at the
size of the pixels of the CT data). The code is now available and can be used to simulate the spot scanning treatment in the anatomy of the patient.
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S. SCHEIB:"Spot-Scanning mit Protonen: Experimentelle Resultate und Therapieplanung". Thesis
Nr. 10451, ETH-Zürich, 1994

Histogram of (pixel by pixel) range differences
between measured and calculated proton radiographies. The solid line and the dashed line
are the results obtained using the tissuesubstitute and the "real tissues" calibrations of
Fig. 4 respectively.

4.

4.2.4

The PSI proton spot scanning
treatment planning package: current status and future directions

Dose calculation

Due to the novel proton delivery method being developed
at the PSI for proton radiotherapy, we are currently developing our own software for the purposes of planning patient treatments. In this report, the current status of this
system will be described and areas of on-going development outlined.

Once a treatment field has been defined, a prediction of the
distribution of dose within the patient can be calculated.
The calculation of the deposited dose is based on the superposition of a large number of discrete proton beams,
each of which is presently described using an analytical
pencil beam model [1]. The relative weights for each of
these individual pencil beams, or spots, is calculated using
an iterative optimisation scheme such that the resulting
dose to the target volume is matched as accurately as possible to a pre-calculated prescription dose. At present, the
dose calculation is performed on a field by field basis with
the resulting dose distribution for a multi-field plan being
calculated by the weighted summation of individually
calculated single field distributions.

4.2

4.2.5

A. L LOMAX, E. PEDRONI, B. SCHAFFNER, S. SCHEIB,
T. BÖHR1NGER

4.1

Introduction

Current status

The current implementation can be considered to consist of
five parts, definition of volumes of interest (target and
critical structures), definition of treatment fields, visualisation of treatment fields, calculation of dose and dose
visualisation arid analysis.
4.2.1

Calculated dose distributions can be viewed either in the
field geometry viewer or more usually using a dedicated
dose visualisation and analysis module. This module allows for the interactive selection of slices in the transaxial,
sagittal or frontal planes, with the simultaneous overlaying
of dose using either colour wash and/or iso-dose contours
and VOIs. Also included are dose volume histogram and
statistical calculations for single or combinations of VOIs
and a number of image display and dose normalisation
options.

Definition of Volumes of Interest (VOIs)

The basic input to the treatment planning package is a set
of CT images of the patient to be treated. The first stage of
planning is to use this and the relevant clinical data of the
patient to define both the target and critical volumes. Presently, the PSI contouring package allows for basic operations like drawing a contour, modifying contours and deleting contours. As an alternative, contours can be defined
using the TOMAS module of the VOXELPLAN photon
planning package (TOMAS réf.) which provides a powerful tool for drawing, modifying and visualising defined
VOIs.
4.2.2

4.3

Ongoing developments

4.3.1

The treatment planning user interface

In an effort to make the planning process more userfriendly, we are presently working on integrating sections
4.2.2 - 4.2.5 above into a single module. Using the dose
visualisation module as the base, the aim is to be able to
interactively select field directions, automatically calculate
the parameters defining each field (possible spot position
etc.) and perform the dose calculation/optimisation.
Presently, the display of previously calculated spot positions has been incorporated into this module, along with a
tool for interactively selecting field directions. An example
of this is shown in Fig.l. The spots for a single field, the
direction of which is indicated by the green field indicator,
are shown, with the colour of each spot indicating their
relative weights (see colour-bar at right). In the near future, we will be able to automatically set most of the parameters required by the dose calculation programs directly
from this tool, as well as be able to initiate the dose calculation, the result of which will be viewed and analysed all
from within the same module.

Treatment field definition

Once the target and critical volumes have been defined, the
next stage of treatment planning is to define one or more
treatment fields, a field being a single direction from
which the proton irradiation will be applied to the target
volume. Presently, a field is defined by creating or editing
a number of parameters in an ASCII input file. These include the desired gantry and couch angle, the beam energy
to be used for the field and a number of other field geometry parameters. Each defined field of a plan is fully defined
by such an ASCII descriptor file.
4.2.3

Dose visualisation and analysis

Field geometry visualisation

Fig.l: see Appendix 2.

A number of routines running within Visuals Numerics'
PV-WAVE package allow for the visualisation of the field
geometry defined in the input file. These include visualisation of spot positions, visualisation of target and normal
anatomy contours and various other parameters of the
patient and field geometry systems. This program also
allows for the display of calculated dose distributions in the
form of iso-dose contours.

4.3.2

Beam weight optimisation

As stated above, the dose calculation is presently performed on a field by field basis. Although this approach is
sufficient in many cases, particularly complex treatment
geometry's require a more sophisticated approach. We are
currently developing the beam weight optimisation code so
-11 -

that an optimisation of dose spots deposited by all defined
treatment fields can be performed simultaneously. This
approach will provide a much more flexible regime for
determining beam weights and should lead to significantly
improved dose distributions in complex situations. In addition, it is only possible at present to prescribe a dose to
the target volume. This has been found to be a restrictive
approach, especially when critical structures abut against
part of the target volume and we are currently modifying
the optimisation to allow for the inclusion of prescription
doses for critical structures.
4.3.3

ray casting technique. Initial results show a good correlation between the two, and it is hoped that the information
from the Monte Carlo and the ray casting can eventually be
incorporated into the optimisation procedure to correct for
such cases.

Proton beam volumetrics

One of the hardest decisions that needs to be made in
treatment planning with protons is from which direction
fields should be defined. Although contours for the target
and critical structures can be displayed on individual slices
of the CT data set, it is difficult to quantify the volumes of
these structures which will actually be irradiated. To aid
such decisions, we have adopted a technique in which the
estimated irradiated volumes of normal tissue and critical
structures can be calculated for a number of different possible field directions. In this approach, each critical structure can be assigned a relative importance, ensuring that
particularly sensitive structures will have a greater weight
in the calculations than the bulk of the normal tissue.
Fig. 2 shows an example plot of the weighted volume of
normal tissue and critical structures that may be irradiated
against field direction in the co-planar case. For this example, it is clear that a gantry angle of 40 degrees would
perhaps be the most favourable for avoiding unnecessary
irradiation of non-target tissue. At present, the usefulness
of such a technique is being evaluated and will eventually
be included as an option in the full treatment planning
system.

4.3.4 Monte Carlo dose calculations
The analytic dose model used by the treatment planning
has been shown to match very well to measured data in a
homogenous water phantom [1]. However, although inhomogeneities within the patient are taken into account when
calculating the spot positions, more complex effects of
density heterogeneity's are presently not considered. In a
previous report, we described the development of a Monte
Carlo dose calculation for the accurate modelling of proton
interactions in the heterogeneous case [2]. This code is
currently being used to investigate in more detail such
effects. By comparing the dose distributions predicted by
the analytic model to those calculated by the Monte Carlo
code, it is possible to identify those regions of inhomogeneities that will have a significant effect on the actual deposited dose. Fig. 3 shows an example of such a comparison. On the left is shown the dose distribution as calculated by the analytic pencil beam model. On the right is the
Monte Carlo calculation of the same plan. A clear cold
spot is evident at the distal end of the target contour, a
consequence of the highly inhomogenous path of the beam
through the skull area. Work is currently being undertaken
to correlate such areas with the calculation of range uncertainties for the same areas by the use of a fine resolution

Fig.2:

An example of proton beam volumetrics. The y
axis indicates the amount (and importance) of
critical structures that may be irradiated for
different gantry angles around the patient (x
axis) A clear 'window' showing a potentially
useful field direction can be seen at 40 degrees.

Fig. 3: see Appendix 3.

4.4

Summary

The treatment planning system for proton therapy using
the spot scanning approach is progressing well. As has
been previously reported ([1], [3]), the dose model has
been accurately verified by measurements in both the horizontal proton beam line and, during this summer, on the
isocentric gantry. In the past year, some more effort has
been put into the user interface of the planning system and
into studying the characteristics of the optimisation procedure as the first step in its future development. The initial
work utilising the Monte Carlo code has shown some very
interesting results and the incorporation of these into the
treatment planning system, along with the development of
the optimisation code, will be an exciting challenge for the
coming year.
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limited by the beam's diameter of 3 cm and its depth range
of 3 cm. In order to be able to include a safety margin the
tumor volume had to be small. To avoid geographic miss
patients with extensive disease were preferably treated with
electrons, where a larger treatment volume could be irradiated.

Spontaneous animal tumors as a
model for establishing conformation therapy on the Gantry
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One turtle, 5 cat« and 6 dogs were treated. The turtle was
the very first animal. It served the purpose well to see
whether it is feasible to treat animal patients at a research
institution. Four out of six canine patients were male, two
were females. Among the cats there were three males and
two females. The age in the canine population ranged from
4 to 12 years, in the feline from 8 to 18 years.
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5.1

Seven of the treated animals had squamous cell carcinomas, two (feline) at more than one site. Three animals
had a melanoma, one a recurrent basal cell tumor, one an
undifferentiated round cell tumor.

Introduction

The current aim of this program is to study normal acute
and late tissue effects and tumor control rate in spontaneous animal tumors irradiated either with electrons or protons. We will report on preliminary findings obtained and
on the progress made in building up such a program during the past year.

All tumors, except for two, were located in the head region. The two exceptions were located on extremities. Therapeutic amputation would have been necessary to treat
these.

Radiation therapy is a treatment modality newly offered to
private practitioners and University Veterinary Hospitals in
Switzerland. Therefore it was difficult to predict the number of animals that would be entered into the program.
Until now 49 animals have been treated with a maximum
of seven animals at a time and the demand continues to
increase. Animals from different European countries are
now being referred. This will allow us to have a large
enough basis for the selection of cases for research and
help improve the knowledge of cancer biology and treatment in animals in general.

Nine of the treated animals are still alive. A 12 year old
canine patient died immediately after the first treatment
due to cardiac arrest. The turtle died 11 months after
treatment. An 18 year old cat had to be euthanized four
months after treatment because of a systemic tumor not
directly related to the one she was treated for.
The treatment protocol consisted of two fractions per day
over 4 days and required anaesthesia twice a day. With the
exception of one dog, all animals, including the turtle,
tolerated anaesthesias well. Most animals lost some weight
during this week but would gain it rapidly once they were
released from the hospital. This study shows, that treatment twice a day is feasable. If given an option, owners
preferred to hospitalize their animal for one week instead
of three, as is necessary with larger electron treatment
fields.

13 animals were treated at the Paul Scherrer Institute. 12
with the 72 MeV proton beam used for occular melanoma
irradiation and one dog was treated this summer on the
new PSI gantry. This is the first live patient ever to have
been treated with this new dynamic application technique.
The success of this treatment is a direct consequence of the
experience we gained during the last year.

The dose delivered is 40.5 CGE given in 8 fractions. This
relates to a biologic effective dose for late effects of 66.6
Gy and for early effects and tumor response of 53.0 Gy
when calcuated for a traditional protocol used in humans.
A RBE of 1.1 is used to convert physical dose to biologically effective dose.

There were 36 animals irradiated with various energies at
the betatron of the Institute of Medical Radiobiology in
Zürich. For a few patients palliative treatment was offered
because only when a regular clinical radiation oncology
service can be provided are veterinarians willing to refer
their patients on a regular basis for research projects. It
was interesting to note, that some owners were interested
in treatment once they had been informed that their animal
would serve as a model for further studies in veterinary and
human medicine.
5.2

Results

5.2.1

Treatments with 72 MeV Protons

All animals were followed up for acute reactions during
the first month after treatment. Skin was always in the
treatment field. Animals developed various degrees of
edema, erythema, dry and moist desquamation, which
peaked 10 to 14 days after completion of radiation therapy.
The skin reaction healed within the next two weeks. Hair
loss became apparent in the 2nd and 4th week. In the same
time period there was loss of pigmentation in dark colored
skin. Mucosa appeared to respond earlier than skin. On the
last treatment day mild erythema and hyperemia could be
observed-progressing to mucositis, which peaked 7 to 10
days after irradiation. In none of the animals was ulcer-

12 animals were treated with 72 MeV protons. There were
fewer animals on this arm, because the treatment field is
-13-

ation or necrosis observed, neither for skin nor mucosa.
Some animals required local treatment, but the acute effects were well tolerated by animals - and owners. Hair
grew back after 4-6 months, often in a different color.

Our results on tumor control are of course very preliminary. On tumor response our clinical impression is that
acanthomatous epulides tend to shrink during treatment,
however a fibrous mass may remain. All epulides treated
are controlled. Sarcomas are more difficult to control but
we have several animals with no recurrence a year after
treatment. We are considering increasing the dose for these
tumors. Although we have only treated 3 dogs with oral
melanomas, they appear difficult to control and a change to
larger fractions, 5 or 6 Gy, would probably be more suitable knowing the cell survival curve of melanoma cells. In
brain tumors treatment is very satisfactory, as a clinical
improvement is noted during radiation therapy. None of
our animals treated for brain tumors exhibited nausea or
vomiting. Overall, animals tolerate the 3 week course of
radiation therapy with 10 anaesthesias well.

We are continuing to collect information on late effects.
For some animals, the treatment has not yet exceeded 6
months. One dog with bone tissue in the treatment field
developed a coarse bone pattern with decreased bone density 6 months after treatment. This radiographic finding was
observed during a routine follow-up examination. The dog
does not show any clinical signs. A cat treated 20 months
ago appears to have a more fragile skin and mucosa at the
treatment site.
It is premature to report in detail on tumor response. It was
our clinical impression, that sqamous cell carcinomas were
very radioresponsive and that a treatment twice a day may
be beneficial in this tumor type.

5.3

5.4

Treatments with 8-30 MeV electrons

36 animals were treated. 12 for tumors of the oral cavity,
11 for soft tissue sarcomas, 5 for brain tumors, 3 for mastcell tumors, 1 for a nasal tumor, 1 lymphnode (palliatively), 2 benign conditions and 1 thymoma. There were 30
dogs and 6 cats, 18 female and 18 male animals. The age
ranged from 6 months to 17 years.
29 of the treated animals are still alive. One dog died at the
end of treatment due to a thrombophlebitis which subsequently developed into meningitis and septicemia. A dog
with an oral melanoma relapsed 4 months after treatment
and was euthanized. A cat with a fibrosarcoma on the
thoracic wall developed a second tumor (fibrosarcoma)
outside the treatment field 9 months after treatment and
was euthanized. Two dogs treated for oral tumors developed tumors not related to the original tumor 16 respectively 10 months after treatment. One dog was treated for a
brain tumor in the cerebrum. This dog had severe seizures
before treatment and did very well during ten months, then
seizured again and was euthanized. 3 dogs treated palliatively were put to sleep at various time intervals.

Proton gantry

One dog with a recurrent, infiltrative lipoma was treated
before the end of the beam period 1994. The primary purpose of this treatment was to gain first information on the
relative biological efficiency of protons applied using the
voxel scan technique. The dose to the distal part of the
treatment volume is deposited by single spots of protons
near the end of their range, with increased stopping power.
Although we assumed the RBE would not be higher, it
appeared prudent to obtain information on normal tissue
reaction of at least one animal before more animals would
be irradiated. We will now have a 6 month observation
period, so serious late effects of tissue in the irradiated
region should be picked up.
In order to get the relevant information it was necessary to
treat a volume shaped in three dimensions, but preferentially with visual inspection of the distal surface of the
treatment volume. Because the preparation time for the
actual treatment and the possibilities for verification of
precision of dose application was limited, a relatively simple treatment geometry was selected. We selected a 9 year
old, female, neutered Airdale Terrier, "Jessy", with a large
infiltrative lipoma on the left hind leg. This tumor had
been operated on twice over the last 2 years. The tumor
was slow-growing but infiltrated between fascial planes
and muscles. Historically infiltrative lipomas are locally
invasive but do not metastasize. The histology of this tumor revealed well differentiated fat cells with irregular
fibrous septation. There were some muscle cells interspersed. The tumor involved a large portion of the leg, from
the proximal metatarsi to the distal femur. The tumor volume was about 2 liters. The owners were given three options: no treatment, amputation or radiation therapy. We
informed them, that it was not likely, that the tumor mass
would shrink with irradiation, but we felt there was a
chance to stabilize the tumor mass for some time. The
owners were willing to try treatment.

Acute reactions developed in the third week of treatment
(mucositis) and 1-2 weeks after completion of therapy
(skin reactions). The dog with a cutaneous mast cell tumor
developed the most pronounced skin reaction - confluent
moist desquamation. Two months after treatment the skin
had healed. This dog had a history of Pyodermia and had a
light hair color. It is our impression, that dogs with darkly
pigmented skin develop less skin reactions. Cats seem to
experience milder reactions, too, since no moist skin reaction was seen. In general, acute reactions were judged to
be well tolerated. Owners were well informed and instructed before treatment and were supportive and caring.
No late reactions were clinically apparent.
The routine protocol is 10 fractions of 4 Gy given on a
Monday, Wednesday, Friday scheme to a total dose of 40
Gy. The palliative protocol includes 3 fractions of 8 Gy on
dayO, 7, and 21.
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opposite leg she had patchy areas of moist desquamation.
She was put on systemic medication for 5 days. Within a
week the skin reaction subsided. When she was presented
for the 2 month follow up the hair in the irradiated zone
had fallen out. Her skin remained hyperpigmented. The
tumor measured the same but appeared better demarcated
upon palpation. 3 months after treatment the bulk of the
tumor was very cold when the dog was resting but became
warm after running. We assume that radiation had damaged the rumor's microcirculation. She never showed any
lameness, put on some weight and seemed to do very well.

5.5

Outlook

The plan is to continue to treat canine patients beginning
March 1995. Soft tissue sarcomas, nasal and oral tumors
will be the selected tumor groups. A dose escalation program will be conducted keeping treatment time and fraction size the same but adding more fractions. We will begin
with 12 fractions of 3.5 CGE on a Monday, Tuesday, Friday protocol and then fill in a fourth fraction on Thursdays. The fractionation protocol is given because of accelerator schedule.
A comparative radio-oncology program using spontaneous
animal tumors as a model for new therapeutic approaches
has the potential to serve well for many different approaches, such as BNCT or radionuclides.
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One week after treatment the irradiated skin was hyperaemic and the dog showed some mild pruritus but was
normal otherwise. Between the second and third week the
skin of her leg was dark from hyperpigmentation. On the
medial side of the treated leg and on the medial side of the
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6.

In the past year, a three way collaboration between PSI, the
University Hospital in Lausanne and the German Cancer
Research Centre in Heidelberg has begun with the main
purpose of providing data and developing the techniques
necessary for performing both types of comparisons. In
addition, we are also collaborating with the Cantonal
Hospital of Geneva in investigating the use of protons for
particularly difficult paediatric and adult cases .

Comparative treatment planning
as a tool for determining indications and the efficacy of proton
therapy

A. J. LOMAX, G. MUNKEL, H. BLATTMANN, E. PEDRONI

6.1

Introduction

6.3

We have reported in previous PSI Annual Newsletters the
development of a software system for the comparative
analysis of treatment plans for different radiation therapy
modalities [1], [2]. In the past year, this software has been
used in a number of studies to determine the improvement
in the calculated dose that may be expected from using
proton radiotherapy over conventional techniques. In this
years report, we will describe in more detail our overall
plan for the comparative planning project, which has evolved throughout the year, will look at some of the problems
that still need to be addressed and finally will present example comparisons showing the typical cases where it is
expected that proton therapy can produce a significant
improvement.

6.2

On-going developments of comparative
techniques

6.3.1 Development of the comparison module
The dedicated module for comparing treatment plans,
previously described in the 1993 Newsletter [2], has been
further developed with the addition of a number of extra
options, notably the ability to select different normalisation
points. To apply a calculated treatment to a patient, a particular radiation dose must be prescribed to a selected dose
level in the plan. The choice of such a point can make a
considerable difference on the analysis of different plans.
We now have the ability to select a number of different
normalisation points when comparing plans. These include
the 1CRU recommended point, the mean target dose, the
minimum target dose as well as the maximum dose. In
addition, plans can be normalised relatively, such that the
normalisation dose in both plans are forced to be equal or
are normalised absolutely. As described in the report by
Pedroni in this Newsletter, we are developing our pencil
beam model and dose calculation to give absolute dose in
Gray. The Monte Carlo code previously described ([4])
also provides absolute dose values, calculated directly from
the number of proton histories traced. The absolute normalisation mode will provide a way of comparing these
two different calculations of dose in a way that is not possible using the relative mode.

Overall aims

Over the past year we have refined our ideas on the aims of
the comparison project, such that it can now be divided
into two distinct legs. Firstly, and perhaps most importantly, we wish to investigate the predicted improvement
from proton dose distributions as compared to standard
radiotherapy techniques. By standard techniques, we refer
to those irradiation techniques that are available in advanced radiotherapy clinics at present or that will become
available in the very near future. Secondly, we wish to
compare protons with the state of the art photon techniques that are currently being developed at a number of
research centres around the world.

6.3.2

The rationale for the first leg of our comparisons lies in the
need to be able to select patients that will be expected to
benefit most from the use of protons. As we aim to start
human patient treatments towards the end of summer
1995, it is necessary to investigate the advantages of protons over the techniques currently used in clinics. By this
method, we hope to identify those classes of cases that can
most benefit from the new treatment, given that the patients involved must travel from their local hospitals to an
institute such as PSI.

Development of methods for the quantitative
comparison of plans

We have now planned using protons and standard and/or
state-of-the-art photon techniques a number of different
cases. These have been compared using qualitative techniques such as visual comparison of the dose distributions
and dose volume histograms for the defined target and
critical structures. However, there is a clear need to try to
quantify the differences between different plans at the
clinical level. Biological modelling of radiation effects
have been used for this purpose in the literature, but these
have a number of drawbacks. Firstly, the modelling of
normal tissue complication probabilities (NTCP) is based
on scarce clinical data and in particular, the effect of partial volume irradiation of different organs is still not fully
understood. Secondly, only the most severe, grade 4,
complications are considered by these models. Grade 2 and
3 complications of normal tissues are not included even
though these can cause quite debilitating side effects in
patients. Despite these drawbacks, we aim to use these
models to see the effects of possible dose escalation regimes in each of the plans to be compared. By setting an
upper limit on the estimated NTCP for selected organs, we

The second leg has broader aims. There are presently a
number of very interesting and sophisticated techniques
being developed that allow one with photons to accurately
conform the high dose region to the target volume (see e.g.
[3]). However, the physical advantage of protons remains
and it is a point of great interest to compare these new
photon techniques with the proton methods being developed at PSI.
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can increase the dose for each plan and determine the
corresponding increase in tumour control probability.

6.4

Along with the biological modelling, we are beginning to
investigate clinically driven scoring systems for quantifying plans. The rationale here is to use the clinical experience of the participating medical staff in assessing the
plans. As a starting point, clinical répons of each compared plan will be produced, stating the advantages and
disadvantages of each and with a clear statement indicating which plan would be adopted if the patient were to be
treated. Such répons may be further refined into a set of
defined criteria to which the clinicians will provide a
score. The advantage of this type of approach is that it
could provide a clinically relevant score, driven as it is by
the clinicians themselves and allows for patient specific
histories to easily be incorporated. Eventually, such scoring
schemes could be processed to produce a single 'quality
factor' for each plan, using techniques similar to that
described by Jain et al [5],

Space precludes including all the individual comparisons
that have been performed in the past year. However, we
will provide two examples which perhaps indicate the
types of cases which could be treated advantageously with
protons. Case 1. This patient had a very large (volume of
1.5 litres) sarcoma lying anterior to both the spinal column
and kidneys. Both proton and state-of-the-art photon plans
were performed on this plan, the later being done by DKFZ
in Heidelberg using the so called inverse planning
technique [3]. Both distributions are shown in Fig. 1. The
photon plan, shown on the right, was produced using nine
equally spaced photon fields, each of which were individually shaped in cross-section and modulated in intensity. The proton plan on the left was planned using a single
anterior field applied using the spot scanning method as is
being developed at PSI. Both plans successfully conform
the high dose (red) region to the target volume, outlined in
yellow.

Example comparisons

Case 1.
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Dose volume histograms (DVHs) for the nvo cases described in the text

However, it is clear that for the photon plan, the volumes
of normal tissues and critical structures irradiated to doses
less than about 80% (green colour band) are very much
larger. DVHs for the kidneys and spinal column, the main

critical organs for this patient, for both plans are shown in
Fig. 2a. For each of these, the proton DVH shows that only
a small fraction (<5%) of the kidneys are irradiated above
50% of the prescribed target dose. In contrast, the photon
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plan irradiates about half of both kidneys to the same limit
and both kidneys get a minimum whole organ dose of 20 30%. For the spinal column, a 'perfect' critical organ DVH
is achieved using protons, indicating that none of this
organ will be irradiated for this plan. For the photon plan,
over 70% of the outlined spinal cord is irradiated to the
50% dose level. One should note that for the photon plan,
the good conformation of the high dose region can only
normally be achieved by using a large number of fields,
leading to an increase in the integral dose to the tissues as
compared to the proton distribution.
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compares to nearly 90% for the photon plan.

6.5

A. LOMAX,
E. PEDRONI,

Summary

In the past year we have consolidated the mainly developmental work of the previous years by beginning comparisons with other techniques in earnest. We are indebted
to the Departments of Radiation Oncology at the University Hospital of Lausanne and the Cantonal Hospital of
Geneva for their selection of interesting cases and to the
German Cancer Research Centre in Heidelberg for performing the inverse planning methods in these comparisons. We plan further studies with all these institutes in the
New Year and hope to further develop our comparison
methods to more fully quantify dii/'erences between alternative plans.
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7.

Teaching Activities and Publications

7.1

Teaching Activities and Lectures

E. EGGER, L. ZOGRAFOS: "Einsatz von Protonen beim
Augenmelanom". 76. Jahresversammlung der Schweizerischen Gesellschaft für Dermatologie und Venerologie,
Zürich, 22.-24. Sept. 1994, Vortrag auf Einladung

H. BLATTMANN: "Bestrahlungstechniken bei perkutanen
Bestrahlungen". VI. Winterschule der DGMP, OEGMP.
SGSMP in Pichl/Steiermark, 17.-21.01.1994

B. KASER-HOTZ: "Radiotherapie bei Hund und Katze Indikationen, Möglichkeiten und Grenzen". 25. Jahresversammlung, Interlaken, Schweizerische Vereinigung für
Kleintiermedizin

H. BLATTMANN: "Nuclear Physics Applications in Medicine". NuPECC Workshop on Impact and Applications of
Nuclear Sciences, Dourdan, Feb. 02.-06. 1994, invited talk

B. KASER-HOTZ:
"Strahlentherapie: eine Übersicht.
Weiterbildung für praktizierende Tierärzte". Tänikon, Mai
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H. BLATTMANN: "PSI Proton Radiotherapy Project". Lecture at the 67th Meeting of Japanese College of Medical
Physics at Kobe, Japan, April 6, 1994, invited lecture

B. LARSSON, H. BLATTMANN: "Radiobiologie im Rahmen

der Medizinischen Radiologie". 6. Semester Medizin,
Universität Zürich

H. BLATTMANN: "PSI Proton Radiotherapy Project". Lecture at the 67th Meeting of Japanese College of Medial
Physics at Kobe, Japan, April 6, 1994, invited lecture
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H. BLATTMANN: "Particle Beam Therapy at PSI". Division
of Radiation Medicine, NIRS, Chiba, Japan, March 29,
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H. BLATTMANN: "Proton Beam Project, Accelerator". Division NIRS, Chiba Japan, March 31, 1994, invited talk
H. BLATTMANN: "Panicle beam radiotherapy at PSI: on
Pion Experiences and Proton Project". Tokyo University
Hospital, Tokyo March 30,1994, invited talk
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H. BLATTMANN: "Three Dimensional Dynamic Pion Radiotherapy at PSI - a review on pelvis irradiations with
regard to local control and especially late side effects".
13th Annual ESTRO Meeting, Granada, Spain, 26-29
September 1994
In: Radiotherapy and Oncology, Vol. 32, Suppl. 1, 8/1994

H. BLATTMANN: "Radiobiology". International Workshop
on Teaching in Biomedical Radiation Physics, Archamps,
Oct. 12,1994, invited talk
H. BLATTMANN: "Medical Applications of Nuclear Physics". Amsterdam NIKHEV, ICHJA (international Committee on High Intensity Accelerators) Dec. 9, 1994, invited
talk
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13th Annual ESTRO Meeting, Granada, Spain, 26-29
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Suppl. 1,8/1994

E. EGGER: "Bestrahlung von Augentumoren mit Protonen:
Technische Aspekte". Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Berlin, 14.
Feb. 1994, Vortrag auf Einladung

G. MUNKEL, E. PEDRONI, H. BLATTMANN

E. EGGER: "Bestrahlung von Aderhautmelanomen mit
Protonen: Ergebnisse". Charité - Klinik, Berlin, 14. Feb.
1994, Vortrag auf Einladung

"Three dimensional Radiotherapy with Protons at PSI (Status report & future developments)". CERRO-Meeting,
Les Ménuires, Frankreich. 10.-14.01.1994

E, EGGER: "International Workshop: The Hadron Radiotherapy Centre in Krakow - Development and Perspectives". INP Krakow, Poland, November 30, 1994 on invitation to Panel of Experts

G. MUNKEL: "Medical Use of Accelerated Charged Particles". Vortrag anlässlich des 20jährigen Bestehens des PSIBeschleunigers, 1994
G. MUNKEL,

A. LOMAX,

S. SCHEIB,

E. PEDRONI,

H. BLATTMANN: "Comparative Treatment Planning".
PTCOG XX-Meeting, Chester, England, 16. -18.05.1994
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G. MUNKEL: "Radiotherapy with charged Particles at PSI".
Invited talk at the University of Pavia, Italy, 10.06.1994

H. BLATTMANN: "Pions at Los Alamos, PSI and Vancouver". Hadrontherapy in Oncology, Elsevier. International
Congress Series 1077, U. Amaldi and B. Larsson (Editors)
199-207(1994)

G. MUNKEL, H. BLATTMANN, A. LOMAX, E. PEDRONI: "A

Medical Network for a Non Hospital Based Proton Therapy
Facility". PTCOG XI, Chiba, Japan, 14.-16.11.1994
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Grundlagen, Indikation und Bedeutung". Schweiz. Arch.
Tierheilk. 136, 319-328 (1994)
S. LIN,
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U. SCHNEIDER, A. TOUROVSKY: "The 200 MeV Proton
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Seminar on the Application of Heavy Ion accelerator to
Radiation Therapy of Cancer, 14-16.11.94, National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Chiba, Japan
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E. PEDRONI: "Beam delivery". Proceedings of the First
International Symposium on Hadrontherapy, Como, Italy,
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International Congres;: Series 1077, U. Amaldi and
B. Larsson (Editors) 434-452 (1994)

Publications
S. SCHEIB: "Spot-Scanning mit Protonen: experimentelle
Resultate und Therapieplanung". Dissertation ETH No.
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Reviewed Papers

H. BLATTMANN, G. MUNKEL, E. PEDRONI, A. CORAY,
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U. SCHNEIDER, E. PEDRONI: "Proton Radiography as a Tool
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for quality control in proton therapy". Submitted to Medical Physics
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Radiopharmacy

1.

Overview

ducing a single chain antigen-binding fragment of chCE7.
Furthermore, in this context, molecular modelling is being
applied in order to identify possible sites in the molecule
for further modifications by genetic engineering. The more
accessible techniques of chemical protein engineering have
also been used to generate novel multivalent antibody constructs which have been proven to retain their biological
activity.

P.A. SCHCBIGER

Having transferred our production activities to industry
during the course of 1993, the year 1994 was the First in
which we have been able to fully concentrate our resources
on our research interests. These interests fall under two
main headings - Radionuclide Therapy of malignant disease and PET/SPET-tracers for the study of neurodegenerative diseases.

In the second field of research - PET/SPET tracers for
application in the study of neurodegenerative diseases - we
not only continued to provide the basic load of tracers for
the PSI medical PET programme but also developed several new tracers for use here at PSI and for external
nuclear medicine departments.

Although the supply of the therapy nuclides 186Re and
lHAg was interupted by the closing of our neutron source
(the Saphir reactor), we were able to secure reliable delivery from external reactors to cover the period until the
SIN(Q)-neutron source goes into operation. Also, alternative production methods for 186Re with protons and deuterons are under investigation. 67Cu production (a cyclotron-produced nuclide) has been improved so that we can
now produce 67Cu reliably in sufficient quantity and quality
for our present studies.

For "C-brofaromine (MAO-A-inhibitor) an elegant new
direct labelling and deprotection technique has been introduced. Unfortunately PET evaluation of this tracer didn't
reflect MAO-A distribution. A further ' 'C-tracer developed
during the past year is uC-ketamine, useful for studying
the glutaminergic system. Preliminary studies in a rhesus
monkey showed rapid uptake of radioactivity in the brain,
and human PET-studies will be started next year. For the
study of dopamine transport to presynaptic re-uptake sites,
ß-CIT-precursors have been synthesised and labelled with
U
C. This project falls under the auspices of the European
COST-Action B3 (15 countries participating, chairmanship: P. A. Schubiger) and it has also been helped significantly by colleagues from the PET-group of the University
Hospital, Zurich. They have also developed the production
of nC-flumazenil, important for the medical PET programme of the PSI. Tracers for the serotonergic system are
also underdevelopment (123I-DOI, uC-psilocin). Since ISFDOPA can be produced not only by l 8 F - non carried added - but also by electrophilic substitution with 18F2 - carrier added - a metabolic comparison has been initiated. Clinical investigations were carried out with I23I-Ro-0463 - a
MAO-B inhibitor - on human volunteers to study the usefulness of this tracer for the study of MAO-B-related neurodegenerative diseases. Because of the possibility of comparing SPET-results with PET the same tracer has been
developed with the lsF-label.

Interesting and widely noted achievements can be reported
in the field of radionuclide therapy. A completely new type
of Re+-carbonyl complex has been developed, showing
great potential for use in the labelling of anti-tumour antibodies to form radioimmunoconjugates. The search for
Ag+-complexes for similar application has led to a new
thio-crown ether ligand, which appears suitably stable for
use under physiological conditions. This ligand has been
functionalized and is now ready for first attempts at coupling to antibody.
Our investigations on the evaluation and improvement of
67
Cu-labeIled antibodies have continued to make rapid
progress. The first preliminary clinical study of a 67Culabelled anti-colon carcinoma antibody has just been completed. Tumour could be recognised by radioimmunoscintigraphy in all six cases and a more detailed evaluation of
the results is in progress. A parallel study using a 67CuF(ab')2 antibody fragment has not yet been possible because
of the unwanted kidney accumulation observed in laboratory-based studies, but initial work aimed at the circumvention of this problem has given encouraging results.
Also aimed at the reduction of unwanted accumulation of
metallic radionuclides in vivo, the uptake and processing of
67
Cu-labelled antibody has been further elucidated at the
cellular level. The clinical imaging studies on the iodinated
andibody chCE7 against neuroblastoma were extended to a
first positive low dose therapy application. Much effort was
invested over the last year in the search for improved tumour seeking vehicles. In order to determine the structure
of the chCE7 binding antigen at the molecular level an
expression cloning strategy has been pursued. We have
also started to introduce some of the powerful techniques of
genetic engineering in our laboratory with the aim of pro-

I am happy to report that during 1994 a PSI research
committee review gave high marks to our research activities, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
many national and international collaborators who have
contributed to our work. Through joint doctoral students
we have also strengthened our close links to the universities and the Swiss Institute of Technology, where a mandatory lecture in radiopharmacy has been included in the
curriculum of the Pharmacy Department.
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2.

Radionuclide production and target chemistry

2.1

186

Re production from tungsten targets

While the irradiation of natural W metal with protons was
unsatisfactory, the irradiation with deuterons (15MeV) at
Heidelberg showed more promising results as shown in
Fig.2.

R. SCHWARZBACH, P. BLÄUEXSTEIX

One of the most favourable nuclides for radioimmunotherapy (RIT) is !86Re. Until the end of 1993 we intended
to produce this nuclide with neutrons from the "Saphir"
reactor. Because of the need for minimal carrier the Szilard-Chalmers effect was studied as a means of improving
specific activity. The decision to close the Saphir reactor
made it necessary to search for other production routes for
this nuclide and during this year experiments were started
to evaluate the irradiation of tungsten (natural \V contains
28.6 % 186W) with protons and deuterons. The reactions of
interest are:

1VI

'AS

W3

W!

NtofWfoll

Fig.2:

Yield in kBq of the Re isotopes in the respective
Wfoil.

'86W(p,n)186Re

^WCd^lSôRe
The reactions with protons can be studied at PSI while the
irradiations with deuterons are performed on the cyclotron
in Heidelberg by Dr. G. Wolber, whom we wish to thank
for supporting our work. In addition to these main reactions there are many side reactions leading to either stable
Re isotopes (mainly ' S5 Re) or other radionuclides. In the
case of proton irradiation these nuclides (various isotopes
of Ta and W) are too numerous to be shown here. In contrast to the Re isotopes they can be separated in a chemical
process and are therefore less important. The major advantage is the specific activity, which is expected to be much
higher than could be obtained by neutron inadiation of
stable Re. Some of the other radionuclides produced in this
process are rather long lived Re isotopes which strongly
impair application in RIT. The results of the first irradiations are shown in Fig.l and Fig.2. The overall yield of
i86Reis0.7MBq/u\Ah.

D Re-182m

Overall, l86Re is produced with deuterons of 15 MeV at a
rate of 4 MBq per uAh. The irradiation of enriched l86W
should not only result in a higher production rate of 186Re
but also a reduced production of the lighter Re isotopes.
Future experiments will show whether it is possible to
obtain a radionuclidic purity which is sufficient for RIT.

2.2

77

Br

J.-E. RYSER, N. RÉMY, K. ZIMMERMANN, P. BLÄUENSTEIN

Building on our previous experience, the production apparatus was improved to produce these bromine nuclides on a
regular basis according to the procedure described in last
years report. For safety reasons (leakage of krypton) no
more than 10 MBq of 77Br and 76Br was produced once a
week and used to label deoxyuridine. To overcome this
restriction a new apparatus is being built and we expect to
produce up to 1 GBq of either 77Br or 76Br starting early in
1995. The radiobiological part of this work is described in
the section VII Medical Radiobiology.

S Re-183
S Re-184

Production of 76Br and

2.3

Production of 18F-BF3

R. SCHWARZBACH

W9

W10

Wll

W12

W13

W14

NrofWfoil

Fig. 1:

Yield of Re isotopes (kBq at EOB) detected after
irradiation of W foils with 72 MeV protons.
186Re was found only in the foils 9 to 14 which
are shown here.

A feasibility study (AN-22-94-03) on the use of 18F-BF3 as
a positron source was done for the benefit of F3A
(Department of Condensed Matter Research and Material
Sciences) utilising our experience in the chemistry of 1SF.
The most promising route for production of l8 F with the
highest possible yield should make use of the following
reaction at proton energies of 70 - 40 MeV:
23

Na(p,2p4n)18Ne->18F

The synthesis is done starting from K18F or Na l8 F in the
presence of sulphuric acid and sodium tetraborate at
200°C. These conditions demand a very careful evaluation

of the material of the apparatus. Under the chosen conditions and specifically in the "no-carrier-added" situation,
the educts do not react quantitatively. The yield of B 1 ^
was about 55 % (decay corrected). With respect to an irradiation of two hours and 100 u,A, a yield of at most 160
GBq (4.4 Ci) can be achieved. The central problem was
the unambiguous identification of the reaction products. At
the carrier-free level it is hardly possible to distinguish
between the expected B18F3 and the side-product H18F.
Additionally, %ve have no reliable proof that H l8 F was
always completely separated from B18F3. Based on this
experience, we recommend the rejection of BI8F3 for use
as a positron source.

2.4

2.5

K.
ZIMMERMANN,
R.
SCHWARZBACH,
T. NEIGER, P.A. SCHUBIGER

T. NEIGER, K. LIEBHARDT', S. KOS, K. JAKOB
1 SECTION "MONTAGETECHNIK"

H2180 is the target material for production of the 18F used
to label materials by the nucleophilic method. The price of
1 ml H2lsO is about 100 SFr. and as several hundred ml
are required each year for our experiments we decided to
develop the necessary enrichment columns ourselves. This
year the first two of three went into operation. The third
will be built next year. Some technical details are summarised in Table 1.
column 1

column 2

column 3

height (m)

10

10

10

diameter
inside (mm)

74

38

20

column volume (1)

43

12

3

nat. (0,2 %)

1%

10%

i

I

i

1 %

10%

70%

3000

800

-300

100

10

5(?)

enrichment
from

i
to
heating power (Watt)
production
rate (ml/d)
Tab.l:

K.

JAKOB,

The production method for 67Cu described in the annual
report of 1993 yielded good results except in terms of the
amount of associated inactive zinc. Despite the fact that Zn
was depleted by a factor of about 1000, it was still present
in a quantity which could interfere with antibody labelling.
Using an anion-exchange column (AG 1x8, Bio Rad) switched into the eluate of the chelex column we could solve
this problem. Thereafter 67Cu could be produced on a routine basis and was at disposal for antibody labelling. The
detailed experiments are described in a submitted publication.

Enrichment of H 2 1 8 0 from natural
water

Specification

Improvements to the production of 67 Cu

Technical details relating to H2180 enrichment
columns.

Within about 2 years we will be able to get 70 % enriched
H2180 from our own columns.
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3.

Chelator chemistry

3.1

Silver

2.7813 A) and four short bond lengths (av. 2.6665 A). To
elucidate the structures with our functionalized ligands we
grew crystals and were able to solve the structures by
single crystal X-ray diffraction.

R. ALBERTO, W. NEF, M. IFTIMIA

3.1.1

ni

Surprisingly, in the case of [19-aneS6]-OH, the Ag+ is
coordinated only through four sulphur atoms, exhibiting a
tetrahedral coordination geometry. Two of the sulphur
atoms remain uncoordinated. In contrast to [Ag(lSaneS6)]+ all Ag-S distances are very short (av. 2.605 Â).
The complex with the [20-aneS6]-OH behaves similarly
and has also a tetrahedral coordination geometry. Since
these complexes are formal 18e" systems we expect them
to be very stable and this assumption is mirrored by the
very short Ag-S distances.

A g production

After the production and supply of i n Ag from neutronirradiated palladium could be established on a routine
basis, the definite shut down of the "Saphir" reactor forced
a gap in our continuing research into the labelling of antibodies with the promising nuclide u l A g . However, palladium is now irradiated at the reactor at Petten in the
Netherlands and the material transported to PSI, where the
separation of ! 11Ag is performed as before. Some difficulties had to be considered resulting from a different isotope
distribution due the altered irradiation conditions. The
7.45 d half-life of u ' A g permits this expensive procedure
without excessive loss of activity. Consequently we have
re-established the routine supply of I1] Ag at the required
quality and activity and therefore extensive investigations
can again be performed.
3.1.2

Silver complexes with macrocyclic fchioether
ligands

As described in the annual report 1993 (section 3.1.2) we
have focused our interest on macrocyclic hexadentate bifunctionalized thioethers as ligands for the labelling of
proteins with UlAg. Among ligands with different ring
sizes we chose the 18- 19- and 20-membered rings for
more extensive investigations (Fig. 3). The syntheses of
these ligands have been improved and [18-aneS6]-OH and
[19-aneS6]-OH are now available on the gram scale. We
have chosen macrocyclic thioethers for several reasons.
From the literature and modelling studies they can be expected to encapsulate the labile Ag+-centre quite completely, thus stabilising it from a kinetic point of view. In
addition, due to the multidentate coordination sphere provided by this type of ligand a high thermodynamic stability
should be achieved.

Fig.4:

Figure 4 depicts "ball and stick" representations of the
complex cation [Ag(19-aneS6)]+ along different axes. The
Ag+-center is well encapsulated by the ligand but possesses
a "hole" on both sides with a cone angle of approximately
60°C. These positions might leave the Ag+ center accessible for an attack by other ligands or for coordination to
functionalities of protein groups ending in decomposition
of the complex. Additional introduction of alkyl groups at
the corresponding ring carbon atoms will help, if necessary, to shield the metal center more effectively against
ligand exchange.
3.1.3

Fig.3:

View of [Ag( 19-aneS6)]+ along different axes.

[l9-aneS6]-OH and [20-aneS6]-OH

Formation of Ag+-complexes in aqueous
solution

Complex formation on the macroscopic level with Ag+ and
macrocyclic thioethers has been performed in organic solvents due to the low solubility of the latter in water. The
complexes themselves are well soluble in water and could
therefore be studied in respect of their stabilities. Qualita-

A silver complex with unfunctionalized [18-aneS6] has
been described and structurally characterised. It showed an
octahedral coordination geometry with two long (av.
-26-

tive tests using TLC as the analytical tool proved these
complexes to be stable over weeks in phosphate buffer
(pH = 7.4) and in 5 % human serum albumin solution at
room temperature and at 37°C. To investigate the behaviour on the tracer level in different aqueous systems we
applied again TLC methods and trace amounts of 111Ag
prepared from irradiated palladium. At the tracer level the
solubility of the ligand is no longer important. We could
show that down to a 0.5 mmol solution of the ligand the
complexes were formed quantitatively in a 15 min time
period. The formation of the complex was studied in phosphate buffer and in 1-5 % HSA solution at room temperature and at 37°C. For a typical post-labelling procedure the
ligand concentration would be about 10 times higher (1 mg
antibody / 5 ml with 5 ligands / antibody corresponds to a
6.7 mmol solution). The composition of the solution was
observed by TLC. The complexes were found to be stable
over a 3 day period. However, at the lowest concentration
level, small amounts of the l [ 'Ag were found to be with
the protein fraction indicating either recomplexation or
decomposition. Only in vivo investigations, which are
planned for the near future, will allow the evaluation of
these potentially useful systems.
3.1.4

much higher in a solution at physiological pH. The stability constants still have to be determined more accurately
and at different ionic strengths. The trend to a decreased
stability for larger ring size seems to be reasonable from
entropie considerations. We intend to quantify this trend by
measuring also the stability constants with an IS- and a
21-membered ring system.
3.2

R. ALBERTO, R. SCHIBLI, A. EGLI, J. MÜLLER

3.2.1

Synthesis of [ReBr 3 (CO) 3 ]2-

For application in RIT it was most important to find a low
pressure access to the title compound which originally was
only available from Re^CCOJio- We developed a quantitative synthesis of this key compound starting with perrhenate, on the tracer level as well as for macroscopic
amounts. This synthesis is one of the very rare examples in
the literature to date which allows the preparation of a
metal carbonyl under moderate conditions in quantitative
yield. The synthesis can also be performed with technetium
and the corresponding Tc-compound might become a very
important synthon for the development of basic organometallic technetium chemistry.

Bifunctionalization of [19-aneS6]-OH

In the annual report of 1993 we presented a maleimide
derivative of [10-aneS3]-OH as a potential linking group to
proteins. The maleimide group in combination with the
thioether ligand has the disadvantage of a very low aqueous solubility. In addition, the system is not "coloured" and
the labelling yield of the pure ligand to the protein thus
could not easily be determined. For these reasons we have
chosen a "diazo" linker which has an intense absorption
band at 355 nm (e > 15,000) and which makes the ligand
soluble in water at physiological pH due to the deprotonated carboxylic group. Labelling of monoclonal antibody
MAb47 with the linking group alone caused no problems
and the labelling yield could easily be determined. A maximum of 7 linkers per antibody was determined by absorption at 355 nm.
3.1.5

R h e n i u m chemistry

(NBu4)CI

[NBU4][Fte04]

Fig.5:

3.2.2
186

. [NEt4J2[ReCI3(CO)3]
diglyme/BBs
4h/100°C
(NEW a

Low pressure synthesis of
(NEt4)2['S6ReX3(CO)3]

Basic studies of Re(I)-complexes in aqueous
and organic solutions

Re is an important radionuclide for RIT. The usual protocols to label proteins described in the literature apply the
pre-labelling approach. We intend to introduce a new method by investigating the direct labelling of a protein with
an organometallic fragment which provides, due to its
electronic configuration, a very high kinetic stability. Bifunctional ligands would therefore be superfluous since the
Re(I) fragment coordinates directly to functional groups of
the protein. If the kinetic stability of such conjugates
should not be high enough, our approach will allow the
application of a postlabelling procedure which would also
be very new in the field of rhenium chemistry (Fig. 6).
To understand the basis of this type of labelling we studied
the fundamental behaviour of [ReBrçfCO^]2- in water and
in organic solvents. The behaviour in water is unique. Wc
could show that [ReBr3(CO)3]2- forms in water a "semi
aqua-ion" of the composition [Re(OH2)3(CO)3]+ which is
perfectly stable even if exposed to air. This characteristic is
a very important base for the use of this fragment in protein labelling experiments.

Determination of the stability constants of
[Ag(19-aneS6)]+

To get an idea about the thermodynamic stability of the
[Ag(19-aneS6)]+ complex the stability constant was determined in aqueous solution by classical methods. A solution of the ligand was titrated with a standardised Ag +
solution in the same solvent at constant ionic strength. The
free Ag+ was measured after each step. Only very few
stability constants with pure sulphur ligands have been
measured. Some investigations have been published on the,
stability constants with mixed N,S ligands. The highest
values described therein have a log K of around 14 for an
18-membered N2S4 system. We have determined the log K
for [19-aneS6]-ÖH to be around 12.5 and for [20-aneS6]OH to be around 12.2. Although the mentioned N2S4 system is higher in stability, the conditional stability constant
might be lower because pH equilibria play an important
role. In contrast, the stability constant with [19-aneS6]-OH
is absolute and not pH dependent and might therefore be
-27-
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Behaviour towards [OH"] is a primary point of interest
since OH" can compete for complexation with proteins.
This has been investigated by alkaline titration of aqueous
solutions of [Re(OH2)3(CO)3]+. The complex behaves like
an A-type metal center in that at least three different
hydroxy-bridged oligomers are formed (Fig. 7), all of
which have been fully characterised. Formation of these
compounds is slow and occurs mainly above pH = 8. Consequently hydrolysis should not play »n important competitive role in the labelling process.

ft "

°\\P

o - \ k<J s~-o
3 q

,s

THF /HT

Fig. 8:

The substitution reactions with different types of ligands
and [ReBr3(CO)3p- in water and in organic solution have
been studied. We are interested in systems containing
functional groups which also occur in proteins. Carboxylic
acids, imidazole and thioethers are typical functionalities
which have been investigated in this respect. A broad
number of compounds could be synthesised and fully characterised. Some examples are shown in Figure 8. Their
behaviour with amino acids' and nucleic bases is complicated and currently under investigation.

3.2.3

oc/No
cc

Typical substitution reactions with
[ReBr3(CO)3pDirect
labelling
[186ReX3(CO)3]2-

of

proteins

with

The principle of the direct labelling procedure with the
organometallic "fac-Re(CO)3" moiety is based on kinetic
rather than on thermodynamic stability. Although the
above described reactions with model ligands indicate the
preferred ligand sphere and ligand atoms, only extended
investigations will reveal the optimal conditions for a direct labelling. However, preliminary studies on direct labelling have already been performed. The complex
[Re(OH2)3(CO)3]+ could be synthesised with high specific
activity i86Re from the "Petten" reactor. The Re-carbonyl
was mixed with protein solutions in various buffer systems
of varying pH ranging from 5.2 to 8.0. The reaction times
were varied from 1 h to 24 h. Subsequently the mixture
was purified by gel chromatography. In the blank solution
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(no protein present) only very low amounts of l86Re were
detected in the fractions where the protein would elute. In
the presence of protein however, up to 30 % of the total
activity eluted with the protein fraction and the labelling
yield depended on the pH and the duration of labelling.
TLC analysis of the purified protein fractions revealed that
the 186Re was bound to the protein (same Rf-value). Such
purified protein fractions were checked by TLC over a
seven day period. At room temperature no decomposition
was found. Whether these systems are stable under in vivo
conditions and if the labelling yield can be improved are
under investigation. The most important point of these
experiments however was to prove that a direct labelling
occurs and that the conjugates are stable in buffer systems.

4.

Nuclide t h e r a p y

4.1

First therapeutic application of antineuroblastoma antibody chCE7

I. NOVAK-HOFER, A. JASCHKO, Y. ElCHHOLZER, U. DÖRR1,
H. BIHL1
1

Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, Katharinenhospital, Stuttgart,
GDR
In the course of 1994 we have continued our collaboration
with the Katharinenhospital, Stuttgart, performing a clinical study with diagnostic doses of 131I-chCE7 in stage IV
neuroblastoma patients. In a total of 6 patients with bone
marrow infiltrations rapid and strong uptake of l3lI-chCE7
into bone marrow metastasis was observed. An increase in
the amount of antibody applied also permitted imaging of
solid tumour masses. In view of the excellent tumour imaging properties of 13II-chCE7, a therapeutic dose of 35 mCi
of 131I-chCE7 was applied to a patient suffering from massive bone marrow disease. The dose was tolerated well, and
a partial response in terms of decreasing catecholamine
levels as well as decreasing 13II-MIBG uptake into tumour
infiltrations was observed. This encouraging result will
lead to further therapy trials, beginning with a dose escalation study.

4.2

Tumour uptake and metabolism of
Cu-chCE7

67

I. NOVAK-HOFER, A. JASCHKO, H. MAECKE1, H. AMSTUTZ2
1
2

front

i

origin

4

1
Fig.9:

2

Autoradiograph of a thin layer chromatogram,
separating tumour cell extracts after 20 h of internalisation and degradation of 67Cu-chCE7
(1), 67Cu-CTPA complex (2), 67Cu-CTPA-lysine
(3). The radioactive spot close to the front represents free 67Cu.
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Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital, Basel
Central Laboratory of the Swiss Red Cross, Bern

We have continued our studies on the metabolism of antineuroblastoma antibody chCE7 labelled with the potential
therapeutic nuclide copper-67. We have previously examined internalisation and degradation of 67Cu-chCE7 in
SKN-AS human neuroblastoma cells and observed that
radioactivity from 67Cu-chCE7 remains associated with its
target cells for longer times than in the case of cells loaded
with radioiodinated chCE7. We found that cellular retention of a low molecular weight 67Cu-chCE7 metabolite,
consisting of the copper-chelator complex, is the reason for
this effect. We have now identified this metabolite as a
lysine-adduct of the 67Cu-chelator (CTPA) complex
(Fig. 9).
A biodistribution study of 67Cu-chCE7 and its F(ab)2 fragment in nude mice bearing neuroblastoma xenografts
showed excellent tumour uptake and low levels in normal
tissues of 67Cu-chCE7. S7Cu-chCE7 F(ab)2 fragments were
investigated because their more rapid blood clearance is
thought to lead to reduced systemic toxicity. The results
showed that in the case of S7Cu-chCE7 F(ab)2 fragments
radioactivity accumulates strongly in the kidneys. Previously, similar results have been found by our "Radioimmunotherapy" group using 67Cu-labelled F(ab)2 fragments of anti-colon carcinoma antibody MAb35. The mechanism leading to increased accumulation of 67Cu in the

kidneys after application of radiocopper labelled antibody
fragments is unknown. In order to find out more about the
molecular form of the radioactivity appearing in the kidneys after administration of 67Cu-chCE7 F(ab)2 we analysed kidney extracts at different times post-injection. We
found that the activity consists essentially of the 67CuCTPA-Iysine metabolite, which predominates in kidney
extracts as early as 1 h after injection. It is not known if
this rapid accumulation of 67Cu-CTPA-lysine in the kidneys is due to uptake of the metabolite into the kidney or
due to retention of the metabolite generated within the
proximal tubule cells of the kidney. We investigated the
biodistributions of 67Cu-CTPA, 67Cu-CTPA-lysine and
ö
"?Cu-glycine-CTPA in blood, liver and kidneys of nude
mice and found that the 67Cu-lysine-CTPA metabolite is
taken up more strongly and retained over a longer time
period in the kidney than either the 67Cu-CTPA complex
itself or its glycine adduct (Fig. 10).

4.3

Molecular cloning of the CE7 antigen

F. CARREL, I. NOVAK-HOFER, H. AMSTUTZ1
1

Central Laboratory of the Swiss Red Cross, Bern

The target of the CE7 antibody (see sections 4.1, 4.2) is a
190 kD glycoprotein, which is expressed on the surface of
human neuroblastoma cells. Its tissue distribution is highly
tumour specific. It is found on neuroblastoma, pheochromocytoma and ganglioneuroma and the only normal human tissues which express it weakly are adrenal medulla
and lumbar sympathetic ganglion. We want to determine
the amino acid sequence of this protein in order to define
the target of the CE7 antibody at the molecular level.
Knowledge of the nature of the antigen will open possibilities to engineer novel therapeutic agents.
At present we are employing an expression cloning strategy using the eukaryotic expression vector PCDNA3
(Invitrogen). A cDNA library from SKN-AS human neuroblastoma cells in this vector was custom-made by Invitrogen. We are transfecting pools of the library, which
consists of 2xl06 recombinants into mammalian cells
(COS1) by electroporation. Positive pools are selected by
binding of radioiodinated chCE7, followed by cellular
autoradiography. One of the major problems we are facing
at the present and which we hope to overcome in the future, is the loss of positive cells after 3 rounds of transfection.

Kidney retention of 57 Cu-CTPA complexes

4.4

Fig-JO: Radioactivity (% injected dose/g) appearing in
the kidneys after injection of67Qu-CTPA, 67CuCTPA-glycine and 67Cu-CTPA-lysine. Results
are means ± S.E.M. of three mice.

Expression, purification and characterisation of a single chain fragment (scFv)
derived from antineuroblastoma antibody chCE7

F. CARREL, I. NOVAK-HOFER, H. AMSTUTZ1
1

Central Laboratory of the Swiss Red Cross, Bern

Small antibody fragments may have advantages over intact
antibodies because of better diffusion through capillaries
and better penetration into tumour tissue. Genetic engineering will eventually allow the optimisation of such
molecules for therapeutic applications. We have started to
introduce some of the powerful techniques of genetic engineering in our laboratory, first by modifying Mab-chCE7.

These results indicate that the principle metabolite generated by the degradation of 67Cu-chCE7 and its F(ab)2
fragments is preferentially taken up by the kidneys. Because high levels of radioactivity in the kidney are only observed with 67Cu-labelled F(abh fragments and not with intact
67
Cu-chCE7, in the case of the 67Cu-F(ab)2 fragments the
metabolite is likely to be generated and retained within the
kidney. From these experiments it can be seen that not only
the nature of the metal complex but also the attachment
site of the complex on the antibody (here lysine versus
glycine in Fig. 10) has an influence on the biodistribution
of metabolites of metal complex-derivatized antibodies.
Based on such insights from studies of antibody metabolism we will continue our search for metal complexes and
dcrivatization methods leading to a similar high tumour
uptake as 67Cu-CTPA, combined with low accumulation in
normal tissues.

A gene construct (H. Amstutz) consisting of the variable
region of the heavy chain (VH) and the variable region of
the light chain (VL) of Mab chCE7 joined by a 15 amino
acid linker (CE7-scFv) was cloned into a pC2-based vector
and transfected into bacteria. Cotransfection with pREP4
plasmid was used for selection. Induction of CE7-scFv
expression in this system is by addition of IPTG
(Isopropyl-ß-D-thiogalactopyranoside) and growth conditions of the bacteria had to be optimised, because overexpression of the plasmid was found to lead to cell death.
At present, expression for 5-6 h at room temperature gives
a yield of up to 5 mg/1 scFv secreted into the medium. The
protein was purified from the medium by affinity chromatography on Ni-agarose, making use of the hexa-histidine
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tag attached to its C-terminus. During purification and
storage, aggregation of the scFv was found to present problems.

which are largely conserved in structure, and 3 complementarity determining regions (CDRs); both chains come
together to form the antibody combining site. The ability of
antibodies to bind to an enormous range of foreign antigens is the result of variability in the 6 hypervariable loops
(CDRs) within the variable fragment (Fv) of the antibody.

When the binding affinity of CE7-scFv to SKN-AS cells
was measured by displacing radioiodinated chCE7 with
increasing concentrations of CE7-scFv, binding was found
to be strongly dependent on temperature (Table 2), with a
50 fold decrease of binding affinity at 37°C compared with
the value at 4°C. A chCE7-F(ab)' fragment, which is similar to a single chain fragment but of higher molecular
weight and stabilised by an internal disulphide bond, also
showed a decrease in binding affinity at 37°C, however
less strongly than the scFv. Binding affinity of the intact
chCE7 was not much affected by temperature.
IC 50 *

The molecular modelling program AbM (V2.0) from Oxford Molecular was used to build a three-dimensional model of the variable domain (Fv) of the CE7 antibody. The
modelling was done in several steps.
First the alignment of each of the two chains was carried
out. Each chain was compared with the sequence of chains
of a number of antibodies with known tertiary structure
and known framework and CDR structure. The light chain
has the nearest identity with the light chain of a 1REI (REI
human Ig Bence-Jones) antibody (70.1 % identity) and the
heavy chain with GLB2 (Gloop2 Fab) (75.9 %).

temperature

intact chCE7

1.9 x 10-10M
3.9x 10-10M

4°C
37°C

CE7-F(ab)'

1.7 x 10-10M
l.Sx 10-9M

4°C
37°C

CE7-scFv

1.3 x 10-10M
6.0 x 10-9M

4°C
37°C

The framework regions are built by homology from known
antibody crystal structures using a procedure which checks
poorly defined regions and replaces these with regions
from more reliable structures. The side chains of the framework regions are replaced using the maximum overlap
protocol. Particular attention is paid to the interaction
between VL and VH and the positions CDR attachment.
By their very nature, building of the CDRs is a more difficult problem. In natural antibodies, 5 of the 6 CDRs may
generally be classified into canonical ensembles. The sixth
loop (CDR-H3) is much more variable and insufficient
structures are currently known to classify this loop into
canonical structures. In a small percentage of antibodies,
some of the other 5 loops do not match the known canonical ensembles.

Tab.2: Temperature effect on binding affinity.
* IC50 describes the concentration necessary to achieve the
displacement of 50 % of the 125I-chCE7 Mab bound to
SKN-AS cells fixed on microtiter plates.
When CE7-scFv was labelled with '"5I its immunoreactivity was also found to be strongly dependent on temperature
with 50-80 % of 125I-CE7-scFv being immunoreactive at
4°C, whereas at 37°C a high level of non-specific binding
was observed. Further characterisation of CE7-scFv is
under way, such as its tumour targeting ability and tissue
levels in vivo.

The program automates the building of CDRs which match
the requirements of canonical ensembles and indicates
which loops cannot be built by this method. The remaining
loops are built in a special way: An all-protein structure
database is searched for loops which show structural homology with antibody loops around the takeoff region, using
inter Ca-distances. The mid region of each loop (that region most likely to be in contact with the antigen), is especially treated using the conformational search procedure of
Bruccoleri et al. Side chains for the conformations arc
built, using conformational search.

A series of experiments using site-directed mutagenesis
will be performed introducing an internal disulphide bond
between the VH and VL sequences in addition to the linker
which is already present, in order to find out if this
"stabilisation" reduces the temperature dependent reduction in binding affinity as well as the tendency of the molecule towards aggregation. Molecular modelling of CE7scFv structure should help in finding the optimal place for
introducing the disulphide bond into the molecule (see section 4.5).

4.5

Each of the conformations generated is subjected to energy
minimisation, using the EUREKA force field. A filtering
procedure using backbone torsion angles is employed to
select a final conformation for each loop.
The CDR loops of the CE7 antibody belong to the following canonical classes:

Three-dimensional modelling of the
CE7 humanised monoclonal antibody
variable fragment.

P. H. HASLER
Molecular modelling of the variable domain (Fv) of the
CE7 antibody was carried out on a SGI work-station. The
F v fragment consists of a light (VL) and of a heavy chain
(VH)- Each chain itself consists of 4 framework regions,

L'ght Chain

Heavy Chain

LI: Class 2

HI: Class 1

L2: Class 1

H2: No class

L3: Class 1

H3: No class

Tab.3:
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Canonical classes of the CDR loops.

The calculated and modelled CE7 antibody fragment was
then visualised with the viewer program of Insightll
(Biosym). The three-dimensional structure shows very
clearly that the two ends of the two chains - which should
be connected by a linker of the length of 14 amino acids
(Glu-Gly-Lys-Ser-Ser-Gly-Ser-Gly-Ser-Glu-Ser- Lys- ValAsp) from the carboxy end of the heavy chain to the amino
end of the light chain - are at a distance of 30.4 À. Therefore, it should be no problem for the linker to bridge this
space, especially because both important ends of the two
chains are in a border region of the two chains and also of
the combined two chains, which form the variable region
of the antibody.
A modelled structure of the CE7 variable fragments linked
by a spacer (single chain) will be generated to guide further improvement of the stability and consequently the
affinity of the antibody construct.

4.6

First clinical studies with
anti-tumour antibodies

A. SMITH, A.
C. DE PASQUALE

BISCHOF-DELALOYE1,

67

Cu-labelled

F. BUCHEGGER 1 ,

'Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital, Lausanne
One of the main objectives of our Schweizerische Krebsliga supported project on the evaluation of 67Cu for use in
RIT has been fulfilled in that an initial series of colon
carcinoma patients have been injected with diagnostic
amounts of 67Cu-labelled anti-CEA monoclonal antibody
MAb35 to allow scintigraphic evaluation of whole body
distribution. Selective tumour accumulation was seen in
6/6 patients and percent injected dose per kilogram
(% ID/Kg) of tumour could be determined following surgical resection. Table 4 below shows a and ß phase blood
clearance (Tl/2), tumour accumulation and the important
tumour to blood ratios for 67Cu-MAb35 and co-injected
l:i5
I-MAb35 from three representative patients.

perform precise dosimetry for tumour and critical organs
by positron emission tomography using the positron emitter 64Cu, which is produced here in PSI associated with our
67
Cu. The lower blood levels of the radiocoppcr-labelled
form of Mab35 when compared to the 125I-labellcd form
however suggest that there may indeed be substantial uptake by the liver. These lower circulating levels of 67CuMAb35 give rise to improved tumour: blood ratios when
compared to conventional iodine-labelled MAb35. This
ratio is of importance as blood-bome radioactivity is a
major source of irradiation of the bone marrow, and contributes to the dose limiting toxicity observed in all clinical
RIT studies to date. A first clinical paper describing our
Findings is currently in preparation.
To use as quickly as possible our expertise in this area for
the benefit of patients, we will try and circumvent the problems of systemic use of radioimmunoconjugates by selection of malignant conditions which allow a regional or
intra-vesicular application in which systemic leakage is
minimal and where access of the radioimmunoconjugate to
the target tissue is unhindered. Carcinoma of the urinary
bladder is such a case. Bladder cancer accounts for 2 % of
human malignancies and most originate in the transitional
epithelium. Most tumours are detected while still superficial and are surgically resected. However, recurrence occurs in 80 % of cases and 10 % progress to higher grade
carcinoma of poor prognosis. Recent work by Perkins at
the Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham, England, indicates a prophylactic RIT approach to prevent recurrence
may warrant further study. Importantly, the ability to rinse
out unbound activity after an appropriate period and the
inability of the immunoconjugate to enter the circulation
from the urinary bladder will reduce the likelihood of radiation toxicity should a therapeutic ß-emitting radionuclide be used. We have initiated a collaboration with
Dr. Perkins to evaluate a 67Cu-labelled anti-bladder cancer
antibody at diagnostic levels. Dosimetric calculations will
be made to assess the feasibility of moving to a therapeutic
dose.

4.7
Tl/2 a (h)

Tl/2 ß (h)

%ID/Kg
tumour

Tumour/
blood ratio
A.

67Qj

1251 67Cu 1251 67Cu

1251 67Cu

C.

DE

PASQUALE,

M.

LANKJNEN 1 ,

R.E. OFFORDI, K. ROSE', R. WERLEN*

'Department of Medical Biochemistry, University Medical
Centre, Geneva

24

43

74

84

18.7 10.4

7.1

3.4

P2

20

40

52

78

4.3

7.0

2.9

P3

22

40

42

80

21.9 24.0

10.2

4.4

Tab.4:
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In vitro studies on chemically engineered antibody constructs

6

^Cu-MAb35 distribution data from 3 representative patients.

A clear problem to be addressed in our intended studies
and which has been defined through this work is the apparent high liver accumulation of 67Cu. Precise values have
not yet been determined and the visual impression of high
accumulation obtained from scintigrams may be due to the
relative large size of the liver, however it is our intention to

In collaboration with the Dept. of Medical Biochemistry of
the University of Geneva we have commenced studies on
the characterisation of chemically engineered vehicles for
use in RIT, in the hope of improving the pharmacokinetic
behaviour of the resulting radioimmunoconjugate. The
methodology employed centres around techniques developed in Geneva which allow the chemical reassembly, in
stable form, of antibody fragments, thereby generating
novel vehicles which may be homodi-, homotri- or homotetravalent in their binding capacity. In this way, the effect
on the association constant of increasing the number of
antigen-binding units per antibody construct can be

examined. Results of our first experiments in this area are
shown in Table 5. Both conventionally generated monoand divalent fragments and encouragingly the chemically
engineered di- and trivalent constructs could be labelled
with 67Cu and were found to retain 100 % immunoreactivity. As to be expected, the conventional divalent F(ab'):
was found to have a significantly higher association constant than its monovalent Fab counterpart. The divalent
construct displayed a similar association constant to that of
the F(ab') 2 . The trivalent construct had a five-fold higher
constant than the Fab and two-fold higher than the divalent materials.
Immunorcactivity

Association
constant

Binding sites
per cell

Fab

100 %

1.9.x 10SM-1

6.1 x 105

F(ab')2

100%

5.6.x 108M-I

4.6 x 105

Divalent
construct

100%

5.4 x 10SM-I

4.9 x 105

Trivalent
construct

100%

Tab.5:

one hour prior to the administration of the copper-labelled
preparation. As can be seen in Fig.l 1 below, lysine resulted in a marked reduction in accumulation of 67Cu within
the kidney.

Tissue
Fig.]]:

1.0xl09M-i

4.1 x 105

In vitro bioevaluation data for chemically engineered antibody constructs.

The reduction in kidney accumulation of 67Cu observed as
late as 24 hours post-injection suggests this approach must
be further evaluated and, if possible, transferred to the
clinic. First studies will again be performed in mice. Specifically, this protocol using lysine will be compared with
the positively charged amino acid arginine and with the
Synthamin 14 preparation. Additionally, the amount and
timing of the injection of the amino acids must be examined, particularly as the lysine seemed to protect against
kidney accumulation out to 24 hours post injection - considerably longer than might have been expected. If a reliable
method of reducing kidney uptake can be determined the
intention is to attempt to stage a small clinical study in
conjunction with the Dept. of Nuclear Medicine in Lausanne, again using the MAb35 F(ab')2-

First in vivo testing of these materials, in a nude mouse
model system, is now being performed. This methodology
also permits generation of constructs derived from components of antibodies directed against differing antigens so
that the products are heterovalent in nature, offering the
possibility of maintaining divalency in terms of tumour cell
binding but reducing any tissue cross reactivity to monovalency. This potentially could improve rumounnontumour ratios.

4.8

The effect of lysine on the in vivo distribution of
Cu~labelled Ffab'k fragment. Tu, tumour;
Li, liver; Spl, spleen; Ki, kidney; Ht, heart;
Int, intestine. Bars to the left are from animals
without lysine pre-treatment.
67

Blockade of 67Cu-F(ab')2 accumulation
in the kidney

A. SMITH, C. D E PASQUALE

4.9

As described in last years report, a major obstacle to the
employment of 67Cu-labelled monoclonal antibody fragments in the clinical situation is high kidney accumulation.
The most likely mechanism for this accumulation is that in
an effort to salvage amino acids the proximal tubule cells
sequester protein fragments and polypeptides from the
glomerular filtrate. Knowledge of this process, in which
the initial interaction is between a free amino or guanidino-group in the protein and a negatively charged site
on the tubular cell surface, led other workers to attempt
saturation of this uptake mechanism, using an amino acid
mix called Synthamin 14, to prevent kidney accumulation
of an '"in-labelled somatostatin analogue pentetreotide.

Preliminary in vivo distribution studies
on m Ag-19S6 complex

A. SMITH, R.
C. DE PASQUALE

ALBERTO,

M.

IFTIMIA,

W.

NEF,

The introduction of the beta-emitting radionuclide u l Ag
for use in radioimmunotherapy requires the design and
production of novel bifunctional chelators. One such chelator, described under section 3.1.4 of this report, has been
the subject of preliminary in vivo distribution studies in
advance of its evaluation following attachment to antibody.
Non-chelated m A g and IH Ag-19S6 (as confirmed by thin
layer chromatography) were injected i.v. into groups of
mice which were then dissected at appropriate time points.
As seen in Fig. 12, H I Ag alone is prone to rapid accumulation in the spleen during the first hour p.i. This may be
due to colloid formation leading to mechanical trapping in
the spleen or to interaction of the labile silver with other

Hoping to employ a similar strategy to circumvent kidney
accumulation of 67Cu, we have performed a small preliminary study in a nude mouse model system using lysine
alone, as 4 x 12.5 mg, given at hourly intervals starting
-33-

blood components. The chelated u l Ag, in contrast, is accumulated in the liver. Relatively rapidly the l u Ag then
leaves the liver, apparently through biliary excretion into
the intestine, as observed for more lipophilic materials.
The ability of the complexed material to exit the liver is
encouraging as high levels of metallic nuclides retained
within the livers of patients in recent clinical studies have
been recognized as a hindrance to the application of therapeutic doses in RIT.

4.10

50-1
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»Y Particles

Y. EICHHOLZER, P. BLÄUENSTEIN
9D

y" particles have shown very promising clinical results in
the treatment of inoperable liver tumours in a number of
patients. However, the shut down of the "Saphir" reactor
has delayed the project. In order to be able to continue, and
additionally to solve some problems observed during the
first studies, we looked for a new source of 90Y. A first
attempt to irradiate yttrium metal at the ECN reactor in
Petten (NL) was less successful than expected because the
delay of delivery made it necessary to irradiate Y much
more than was necessary at PSI. This led to an increase in
the activation of impurities of Y, mostly rare earth metals.
160
Tb with a half-life of 72.1 d was the most problematic
radionuclide. To circumvent this problem we have started
to develop a 90Sr/90y generator. We studied the possibility
of separating 90 Y by means of a cation exchanger (Chelex
100) with which we have experience in several applications. Inactive experiments and active tests with maximally
2 MBq 90 Sr showed promising results. Thus we expect to
build this generator on a level of about 5 GBq 90 Sr early in
1995 and soon thereafter we should be able to restart the
human studies with 90Y particles.

Bl

Ht

Lu

Sp

Ki

Int

Li

Mu Fe

Tissue

Fig. J2:
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In vivo distribution of U'Ag* (above) and I ' ]Ag19S6 (below) at 1,2,4,8, 24 & 48 hrs postinjection, expressed as % injected dose/g. Bl,
blood; Ht, heart; Lu, lung; Sp, spleen;Ki, kidney; Int, intestine; Li, liver; Mu, muscle; Fe,
femur.
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Production of [11C]-labelled radiopharmaceuticals

[1]

5.1.1

Synthesis of HC-brofaromine and PET evaluation

P.C. WALDMEIER, P.A.

BAUMANN: "Effects of

CGP 11305 A, a New Reversible and Selective
Inhibitor of MAO-A, on Biogenic Amine Levels
and Metabolism in the Rat Brain". NaunynSchmiedeberg's Arch. Pharmacol. 342, 24-26
(1983).

S.M. AMETAMEY, H.-F. BEER, A. ANTONINI

[2]

Brofaromine is a piperidine derivative and is known to be a
selective and reversible inhibitor of the A-form of monoamine oxidase (MAO) [1]. In a previous paper (sec 1993
PSI Life Sciences Newsletter) we reported two approaches
to the radiosynthesis of nC-brofarornine. The first method
involved the direct methylation of the phenolic function
whereas the second method consisted of a series of reaction
sequences involving the protection of the more reactive
amino functionality with a BOC-group, O-methylation and
subsequent deprotection. The latter method, however, is
the method of choice, since the first method proved not to
be feasible due to inherent target problems. For the purpose
of achieving high radiochemical yields, optimum reaction
parameters for the indirect method were established. The
total radiochemical yield obtained was 10 % (from EOB
and decay corrected) with radiochemical purity greater
than 98 %.

P.C. WALDMEIER, K. STÖCKLIN: "Binding of [3H]Brofaromine to Monoamine Oxidase A in vivo:
Displacement by Clorgyline and Moclobcmidc".
Eur. J. Pharmacol. 180, 297-304 (1990).

5.1.2 Radiosynthesis and evaluation of

11

C-ketamine

S.M. AMETAMEY, H.-F. BEER, E. SINNIG

Ketamine in subanesthetic doses is known to induce psychotic symptoms due to its binding to the glutaminergic Nmethyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor operated ion channel
[1]. PET studies with "C labelled ketamine might throw
more light on the in vivo psychopharmacological effects
related to the interaction with the NMDA-receptor complex. For this purpose, and in collaboration with Prof.
I. 0ye of Oslo University, the radiolabelling of ketamine
with the positron emitting radionuclide U C was undertaken.

PET evaluation of the radioligand in a rhesus monkey
showed high uptake of radioactivity in the brain. In order
to determine the specificity of ' 'C-brofaromine binding to
MAO-A enzymes, the same monkey was pretreated in
3 different experiments with 3 different MAO-A inhibitors, moilobemide, clorgyline and brofaromine, several
hours before i.v. injection of "C-brofaromine. No apparent
decrease in radioactivity accumulation in the monkey brain
was observed. The activity profile in the pretreated monkey
paralleled that of the untreated monkey. This result is an
indication of a high non-specific binding during the 1 hour
of PET scanning. A possible explanation for this nonspecificity could be the slow pharmacokinetics of brofaromine as known from the literature [2], However, owing
to the short half-life of carbon 11 (20.4 min), blockade
could not be followed for more than 1 hour. If slow binding
is the reason for non-blockade then a suitable radionuclide
such as 76Br with a half-life of 16 hours may be more useful in labelling brofaromine as longer periods for PET
scanning may be needed before blockade is measurable.

The synthesis of uC-ketamine was based on the first published report from Shiue and coworkers [2] who outlined
a strategy for the 1!C labelling of racemic and (-) ketamine.
In optimising reaction parameters in the present study with
the racemic precursor norketamine, we established that a
solvent mixture of DMF and DMSO in 3:1 ratio, 2 mg
(0.0089 mmol) of norketamine and a reaction time of 10
min at 110°C are the best conditions for the successful U C
labelling of ketamine. Synthetic work in this regard has
been completed.
Preliminary binding studies in a rhesus monkey with the
radiolabeled (±)-ketamine using PET showed a rapid
uptake of radioactivity in the monkey brain and in the eyes
(retina), peaking at 7 min. Whether this radioligand binds
specifically to the NMDA receptor operated ion channel
will be determined soon when blockade and displacement
studies will be performed.

It can therefore be concluded from these results that the
brain tissue uptake of HC-brofaromine does not reflect
MAO-A distribution in vivo during the 1 hour period of
brain scanning. Details of the above have been submitted
for publication.

Future PET studies with "C-ketamine will be carried out
using the optically pure S-enantiomer and reaction conditions for the UC labelling of the S-norkctaminc are expected to be similar to that of the racemic norketamine.
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5.1.3

Psilocin

H.-F. BEER, O. LANGER, S. AMETAMEY. D. BOURQUIN',
F.X. VOLLENWEIDER2

UAIH4

1 Pharmazeutisches Institute der Universität Bern
2 Psychiatrische Universitätsklinik Zürich
N—R2

Psilocin (4-hydroxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine) is the active
metabolite of psilocybin (4-phosphoryloxy-N,N-dimethyltryptamine) a naturally occurring hallucinogen, found in
various species of mushrooms, and which is a structural
analogue of the endogenous neurotransmitter serotonin.
These mushrooms were used in pre-Columbian cultures for
religious purposes. Psilocin binds to serotonergic receptors
and can therefore be used after labelling with " C as a
PET-tracer for the investigation of the serotonergic system.

psilocin:
synthesis
Scheme 1: Psilocin
precursor
R1=R2=Me
R=H,
R,=H,
R2=Me
R=Me,
1:
R,=H,
R2=Me
2:
R=benzyl.
R,=H,
R2=Me
R=H,'
3:
4: R=benzyl, R,=R2=Me

To label psilocin with HC, 4-hydroxy-N-methyl-tryptamine either protected in the 4-position or unprotected has
to be synthesised as the precursor. The synthetic approach
is shown in scheme 1.

5.1.4

Synthesis of nor-ß-CIT, ß-CIT [ n C]-ß-CIT
and trimethylstannyl-ß-CT

S.M. AMETAMEY, J.T. PATT, C.-G. SWAHN1, C. HALLDIN1

Deprotection of the phenolic functionality leading to the
compounds psilocin and 3 has to be performed with HI in
the case of the 4-methoxy group or with Pd/H-, in the case
of the 4-benzyloxy group.

1

Karolinska Institute, Dept. of Clinical Neuroscience,
Stockholm, Sweden
The cocaine analogue ß-CIT (2ß-carbomethoxy-3ß-4iodophenyl-tropane) binds to dopamine and serotonin
transporters.

The compounds 1, 2 and 4 have already been synthesised.
4 shall provide us with reference material. Synthesis 4 was
possible with high yields whereas the yields of 1 were
rather poor.

In our efforts to also establish the routine production of
l lC-labelled ß -CIT for PET and the 1231-labelled analogue
for SPET, it emerged that large quantities of the corresponding starting materials should be synthesised. These
precursors are commercially available but are delivered at
rather high prices and so, in collaboration with the PETChemistry group in Stockholm, we carried out the synthesis of nor-ß-CIT, trimethylstannyl-ß-CT and "cold" ß-CIT
as depicted in reaction scheme 2.

As the next step, labelling using the well established methylation with HC has to be performed. Using the protected material the best deprotection condition has to be
developed. The other strategy is the labelling of the deprotected material 3 using our experience with brofaromine.
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At the last Bottstein Colloquium at PSI (6-7th October
1994) experts working in this area of research agreed that
ß-CIT is no longer the best tracer for studying the dopamine transporters. The N-fluoropropyl derivative of ß-CIT
(FP-ß-CIT) has been suggested because of its faster
washout and higher specificity as compared to ß-CIT.
Work has therefore commenced again in collaboration with
the PET-Chemistry group in Stockholm to synthesise the
corresponding precursor for the " C radiolabelling of FPß-CIT.
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Nor-ß-CIT 8 was labelled with J JC using the well established methylation approach (reduction of CUT by L1AIH4
and conversion of the resulting methanolate to Mel by HI).
In 500 (il AcCN, 300 mg of 8 were dissolved at 80/110°C
for 5 min. The reaction mixture was purified using normal
phase HPLC (uPartisil 7.8 x 300 mm, 10 mm) and a mixture of dichloromethane/methanol/triethyl amine 90/10/0.1
as solvent at a flow rate of 4 ml/min. The product (ß-CIT)
appeared after 5 min and the yield ranged between 30 and
60 %.

* % >
(Me,Sn>,
VIINOvlltSO.

(PSW'

Reference
Scheme 2:Synthesis offi-CITand its derivatives
Anhydroecgonine methyl ester 3 was prepared by refluxing
cocaine 1 in cone. HCl for 20 hours followed by dehydration and esterification with methanol-hydrogen chloride in
75 % yield. The next crucial step which involves the conjugate addition of phenylmagnesium bromide to 3 was
performed at -60°C to -40°C. After hydrolysis of the resulting magnesium complex at -78°C with trifluoroacetic
acid, purification was effected with flash chromatography
to give 50 % and 29 % of the ß- and a-isomers 4a and 4b
respectively. The direct iodination of the key intermediate
4b to afford ß-CIT 5 proved tedious as no detailed procedure is available in the literature. In the course of numerous experiments, it was established that the best results
axe obtained when a 1:5 mixture of nitric and sulphuric
acids in 100 % acetic acid is employed at 42°C.

[1]

R. A. MILLIUS ET AL.: "Synthesis and receptor
binding of N-substituted tropane derivatives. Highaffinity ligands for the cocaine receptor", J. Med.
Chem. 34, 1728-1731(1991).

5.1.5

Production of ^C-flumazenil

G. WESTERA1, I. EBERLE1, P.A. SCHUBIGER.

'Division of Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital, Zürich
Flumazenil is a benzodiazepine receptor antagonist. n C labeled flumazenil can be used as a tracer for PET to map
the benzodiazepine receptor.
To enable the study of the benzodiazepine receptor in temperal-lobe-epilepsy-patients with amygdalohippo-campectomy and in patients with Parkinson and Huntington disease (PSI-clinical PET programme), we have prepared " C flumazenil in a remotely controlled system.

The trimethylstannyl derivative 6 was obtained from 5 in
52 % yield (yield not optimised) using the well known
hexamethylditin reagent in the presence of palladiumtetrakis-triphenylphosphine.
Nor-ß-CIT 8 was obtained by N-demethylation of 4b according to the procedure of Millius et al. [1] followed by
direct iodination.
Autoradiographic studies using [125I]- ß-CIT (prepared by
iododestannylation of 6) on human brain slices demonstrated, as expected, a high level of specific binding in the
striatum.
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"C-Flumazenil was prepared by methylation with "C-Mel
of demethyl-flumazenil (a generous gift from Dr. W. Hunkeler, F. Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel). "C-Mel was produced by the usual method via LÎA1H4 reduction of n C - C 0 2
in THF and (after removal of the THF) reaction of n C MeOH with HI. The subsequent reaction with demethylflumazenil in 200 ml DMF, containing 1 mg/ml demethylflumazenil and 0.9 mg/ml NaH, proceeded (2 min., 70°)
with a radiochemical yield of 20-50 %. The compound was
purified by preparative reversed phase HPLC eluting with
0.1% H3PO4 / AcCN = 69 / 31. The eluent was removed
under low pressure in a rotavapor and the product was
redissolved in phosphate buffer pH 7.5. With a total pro-

auction time of 50 minutes wc thus obtained an overall
yield of > 10 % radioactivity (not corrected for decay).
5.1.6

CH3O

[ n C] and [n3I]-labeled Iomazenil: A direct
PET-SPECT comparison
1

CH3O

/-—(

0CH

nitroethane

3

/

^

I

CH3

OCH3

1

G. WESTERA , A . BUCK*, C. BURGER , K.L. LEENDERS*,
G.K. VON SCHULTHESS', P.A. SCHUBIGER

UAIH4

'Division of Nuclear Medicine, University Hospital Zürich;
Medical PET-Programrne, PSI

2

CH30

The benzodiazepine receptor ligand iomazenil was labeled
with "C to allow a direct PET-SPECT comparison with
the 'Well known 123I labeled compound. Imaging showed
the same regional distribution for both modalities.

CH3O

NHR

CHi

Blood sample activity was corrected for metabolites by
extraction with chloroform and HPLC analysis. Metabolism is very fast: 5 min. after application over 85 % of the
plasma activity is present as hydrophilic metabolites.

?H2

protection

iodination

Kinetic methods were used to obtain regional estimates of
transport rate constants and receptor concentrations. A
three compartment model was employed which gave transport rate constants for brain uptake (Kl) and the distribution volume for the specifically receptor bound compartment (DVS). Kl varied from 0.32 to 0.50 ml/min/g for the
cortical regions, cerebellum, thalamus and striatum for
PET and SPECT.

CH3O

NHR

CH3O
CH

3

H

NHR
'

ether

CH3

cleavage

OCH3

Scheme 3-.Scheme of the synthesis of the precursor of!ICDOI(R = CF3CO-)

Mean DVS - PET and DVS - SPECT values for the occipital cortex were 23 ± 6 , 30 ± 7, for the cerebellum 11 ± 7,
14 ± 6, for the thalamus 7 ± 2, 10 ± 4, for the striatum 5 ±
3, 10 ± 4, for the pons 3 ± 2, 4 ± 2 ml/g respectively. These
values correlated very well individually.
Thus quantitative benzodiazepine receptor information can
be obtained from dynamic SPECT imaging much the same
as with PET.

5.2

[ 1 8 F]-labelled radiopharmaceuticals

5.2.1

[18F]-N-(2-aminoethyl)-5-fluoro-2-pyridinecarboxamide, a site specific tracer for MAOB mapping with PET

H.-F. BEER, M. HÄBERLI

5.1.7

n

Synthesis of the precursor for [ C]-DOI, a
potential tracer for the serotonergic system

Because of the successful clinical results with [i2il]
Ro 43-0463 reported below and the negligible influence of
a change from one halogen to another in 5-position we
designed a synthetic method based on information from
Hoffmann-La Roche (scheme 4) to prepare [!8F]N-(2aminoethyl)-5-fluoro-2-pyridine-carboxamide to allow the
transfer of the promising SPET results to PET. We investigated the nucleophilic labelling of N-[2-(t-butylcarbarnoyl)ethyl]-5-nitro-2-pyridine-carboxamide 5 with [18F]
F" and the electrophilic labelling of N-[2-(t-butylcarbamoyl)ethyl]-5-trimethylstannyl-2-pyridine-carboxamide
6 with [18F] Fi. Using 50 mg 6 in 8 ml freon in preliminary
experiments 44 MBq of [18F]N-[2-(t-butyl-carbamoyl)ethyl
]-5-fluoro-2-pyridine-carboxamide 7 were obtained after
treatment with the irradiated target gas (62 ml, 26 bar,
Ne/0.06 % F 2 , 30 uA, 15 min) and purification with 8 ml
CH2C12 over a NaiSoCtySiOi (20/80 w/w) column. The
radiochemical purity of the intermediate 7 was only 55 %.
In contrast, labelling of 5 with ['8F] F" using the well

N. RÉMY, S. GÖRLICH, S. AMETAMEY, P. BLÄUENSTEIN

Receptor binding compounds labelled with a radionuclide
(= tracer) are a powerful tool for in vivo investigation of
brain receptors. DOI is known to be an agonist which
binds selectively to the 5-HT2 receptor (a receptor subtype
of the serotonergic system; disorders of this system relate
to depression). DOI is of special interest for us because
methoxy and iodo substituents are bound to the aromatic
ring (see Scheme 3) allowing labelling with both 123I (see
5.3.1. below) and UC and comparison of the investigation
with SPET and PET. Because no suitable precursor is
commercially available for U C labelling the synthesis has
to be done by ourselves.
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known FDOPA procedure (20 mg 5, 22 mg kryptofix,
440 MBq [lgF] F", 0.9 ml DMSO, 20 min, 135 °C, purification over Sep-Pak RP-18) resulted in 106 MBq nca 7
(40 % yield decay corrected) with 100 % purity. Deprotection of the BOC-group with HCl and purification with
RP-18 HPLC leads to the new radiopharmaceutical.
OM

amino)-pentanoate, a compound we hope suitable for use
as a precursor in preparing 18F-DFMO via S^ reaction.
This compound, however, could not be obtained in pure
form because of its instability to chromatography or dcstillation due, in part, to partial hydrolysis. The method used
here for the above mentioned compound was in analogy to
the synthetic approach used by Phillipe Bey et al. [2]. We
have just started with radiolabelling experiments.

ON

Meanwhile work on the separation of the optical isomers of
(±)-DFMO is also in progress. So far, we have achieved a
baseline separation of the (±)-DFMO on a reverse phase
analytical column and need to improve on that as the resolution achieved is not good enough to allow separation of
the enantiomers on a semi-preparative scale.

butyl(-2-afflinoettiyl)carbarnale

NaNO

He. y

^ r

^ ^
,

^-coon

3

This project is funded by grant No.31-39513.93 from the
Swiss National Fonds.

^ COOH

l-buiyi(-2-aminoetfiyi)cart3amate
CDI
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5.3

[ 123 I]-Iabelled radiopharmaceuticals

5.3.1

[ 123 I]-DOI a potential tracer for the serotonergic system

N. RÉMY, Y. EICHHOLZER, S. GÖRLICH, S. AMETAMEY,
H.-F. BEER, P. BLÄUENSTEIN

Scheme 4:Synthesis of [18F] N-(2-aminoethyl)-5-fluoro-2pyridinecarboxamide

DOI is a receptor agonist which binds specifically to the 5HT2 receptor. Iodine-123 has both suitable chemical
properties to perform easily the labelling of DOI and suitable decay properties which allow imaging with SPET. By
now we have finished all chemical investigations and animal studies which are a prerequisite for human application
(the BAG-file is in preparation).

5.2.2 Synthesis of difluoro-methylornithine (DFMO)
S.M. AMETAMEY, E. SINNIG, H.-F. BEER, D. SLOSMANI
'MEDICINE NUCLEARE HÔPITAL CANTONAL GENEVE

The labelling of [123I]-DOI was done according to the
known Cu-assisted bromine iodine exchange and ascorbic
acid as reducing agent. After HPLC purification [123I]-DOI
was ready for first animal studies. They were performed
with mice with the main goal to estimate the radiation
burden during human studies. The results are given in the
Table 6 and Fig. 13.

The concentration of poiyamines such as spermidine,
spermine and their diamine precursor putrescine together
with their biosynthetic enzymes have been shown to be
elevated in growing tumour tissues [1]. Differential diagnosis based on changes in metabolism in these tumours
could be essential in determining the kind of therapy to
apply. Difluoromethylornithine (DFMO) is an inhibitor of
ornithine decarboxylase (ODC), an enzyme known to be
involved in the biosynthesis of poiyamines. DFMO, if
labelled with l8 F, could be a potential tracer for tumour
studies using PET. In collaboration with Prof. Donath and
PD Dr. Slosman a project for further elucidation of [l8F]DFMO as a PET tracer has been started. We have therefore
prepared
methyl-2-(bromofluoro)-2,5-bis(benzylide-

The high excretion rate via the kidneys leads to a lower
radiation burden than other 123I labelled tracers developed
in our laboratory. The main problem is the unknown nonspecific binding of DOI, which has been observed in in
vitro studies [I]. It is still unclear whether and to what
extent this effect jeopardises human studies of 123I-DOI.
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5.3.2

[ 1 2 3 I]
N-(2-aminoethyl)-5-iodo-2-pyridinecarboxamide (Ro 43-0463), a site specific
tracer for MAO-B mapping with SPET

Organ

15 30 45
min min min

Blood

1.30 2.40 1.20 1.88 1.32 1.24 0.75 0.15

Heart

0.76 0.51 0.52 0.37 0.22 6.15 0.05 0.01

H.-F. BEER, E. SINNIG, L.D. FREY'. A. BUCK*

Liver

7.13 6.93 6.90 6.05 4.36 2.91 1.21 0.54

1

lh

4h

2h

19 h

8h

Spleen

0.82 0.85 0.51 0.50 0.29 0.15 0.04 0.01

Kidneys

6.34 5.97 5.42 5.31 2.92 2.32 0.40 0.04

Stomach

3.5

3.4

5.1

5.0

4.9

1.6

0.4

Intestine

10.8 10.4 9.8

9.6

8.0

7.8

5.6

0.8

Ovaries

0.06 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.00

Muscle

0.44 0.23 0.30 0.24 0.13 0.09 0.02 0.01

Femur

0.28 0.26 0.27 0.18 0.11 0.07 0.02 0.00

Lung

4.39 3.77 4.17 3.14 1.43 1.10 0.20 0.02

Brain

1.59 1.86 2.22 1.58 1.69 0.87 0.19 0.02

Carcass

55

41.6 42.4 30.6 21.7 13.3 6.6

0.3

Excreted

1

12

61

99

Tab.6:

5.2

44

41

33

14

U3I-DOI: % of the injected dose per organ at
various time points after injection.

ABTEILUNG

AARAU;

FÜR

NUKLEARMEDIZIN,

KANTONSSPITAL

2KLINÎK FÜR NUKLEARMEDIZIN, UNTVERSITÄTS-

SPITAL ZÜRICH

In spring 1994 we started clinical investigations with
[123I] Ro 43-0463 on normal human volunteers. Two volunteers were investigated without any additional intervention to receive baseline data. The next two volunteers
were pre-treatcd orally with L-dcprcnyl, a pharmaceutical
binding to the same binding site as Ro 43-0463. A 60%
decrease in radioactivity uptake in the brain was observed.
In addition two persons were treated after i.p. injection of [
12
3I] Ro 43-0463 with L-deprenyl and finally two volunteers were investigated by planar scintigraphy to establish
the organ distribution.
In Appendix 4 a comparison is shown between
[123I]R0 43-0463 SPET and 99mTc-HMPAO SPET. A
striking difference is seen in the brain stem which is
known to contain MAO-B but only a very weak perfusion
with 99mTc-HMPAO could be observed there.
Clinical studies will be continued to establish the usefulness of this radiopharmaceutical for investigation of MAOB related neurodegenerative diseases.

5j

5.4

4

Iron-52 and the 52Fe/52mMn Generator

3

R. PELLIKKA, P. BLÄUENSTEIN

2

Iron-52 is a radionuclide which is used for studying iron
metabolism in the brain with PET. It is also used as the
mother nuclide for the 52Fe/52mMn generator, thus providing 52mMn, a tracer useful for perfusion studies of the
heart.
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52Fe was produced once per week for PET studies at PSI.
Towards the end of the year long irradiations were done
(about 11 h) to obtain sufficient 52Fe for the generator
production which allowed first clinical testing. As was
discussed in the Annex II 1993, the 52Fe/52mMn generator
was already used about ten years ago, but later disappeared
from the literature. The reason is unclear. The few generators produced and tested so far do not allow a reliable judgement of the value of this generator, but preliminary
conclusions can be drawn:

MI-DOI: Braiivblood activity ratio at the respective time points after injection into mice

Reference
[1]

DJ. MCKENNA, S.J. PEROUTKA: "Differentiation
of 5-hydroxytryptamine2 receptor subtypes using
i25i-R.(.)-2,5-dimethoxy-4-iodo-phenyisopropylamine and 3H-ketanserin." J Neurosci 9, 3482-3490
(1989).

-

The elution with glucose is certainly a great advantage
compared to earlier applications (where 4 M HCl was
used for elution) because the eluate can be injected immediately.

— It shows that the image quality depends on the individual situation of the patient, specifically on the size of
the liver.
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— PET centres having access to i^N-ammonia will certainly prefer this agent for heart studies and not rely on
the iron manganese generator.

6.

Teaching Activities and Publications

— The situation might be different in so called satellite
PET, however, further tests have to be performed to
clarify the situation.

6.1

Teaching Activities and Lectures

5.5

R. ALBERTO: Presymposium on Coordination Chem.
"Synthesis and Chemistry of [MX3(CO)3p: An organometallic compound for application in nuclear Medicine",
Invited lecture, Kyoto 18-21 July, 1994.

Routine Production of PET-radiopharmaceuticals

J. JEGGE, R. ERNE, A. ISENSCHMID,
S. BURATTI, M. KARLSCH, I. EBERLE'

C.

R.' ALBERTO: "Alkaline titration of (Et4N)2 [ReBr3(CO)3]
in aqueous solution". Lecture at the XXX. Int. Conf. on
Coord. Chemistry, Kyoto 24-29 July, 1994.

OESCHGER,

'Nuclear medicine. University Hospital Zürich

R. ALBERTO: "Organometallkomplexe für die Nuklearmedizin", Vortrag an der Techn. Universität München und
am Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Mai 1994.

For the medical SPET/PET-investigations at PSI and outside nuclear medicine departments routine-tracers have
been produced. Between 1.1.1994 and 26.11.1994 the
following products have been delivered ready for injection:
number of
batches
1994 (1993)

product
iSF-FDopa
18F-FDG

61

number of
patients

R. ALBERTO: "LOW CO pressure synthesis of [MX3(CO)3]
audits substitution behaviour in water and organic solvents", lecture Technetium in Chemistry and Nuclear Medicine, Bressanone, 12.-14 September, 1994.

destination

(41)

61

PSI-PET

193* (138)

> 1000

PSI-PET

P.H. HASLER: Eingeladener Vortrag "Einblicke ins funktionale Gehirn", Rotary-Club Aarau, 25 October, 1994.
I. NOVAK-HOFER: Invited lecture "Possible impact of 67Culabelled chimeric chCE7 in neuroblastoma". Ten Years of
Experience in Neuroblastoma: New Horizons. Sylt, Germany, 24th April, 1994.

UCRaclopride

45

(42)

45

PSI-PET

HC
Methionine

32

(33)

32

PSI-PET

52Fe-Citrate

30

(32)

30

PSI-PET

76Br dlUR

20

(0)

11CFlumazenil

6

(0)

6

PSI-PET

P.A. SCHUBIGER: Vorlesung "Radiopharmazie und Bioanorganik", ETH Zürich. SS 94, SW 94/95.

52Mii/52FeGenerators

6

(0)

6

KS Aarau
(at USZ)

P.A. SCHUBIGER: Seminar "Radiopharmakologische
Grundlagen für nuklearmedizinische Diagnostik und Therapie", Nuklearmedizin Basel, 9 February, 1994.

Tab.7:

for animals

P.A. SCHUBIGER: "Praktikum in Radio-Onkologie und
Nuklearmedizin", Universität Zürich, SS 94, WS 94/95.

PSI-PET

Routine PET radiopharmaceuticals for the period 1.1.1994-26.11.1994. *Parts of these
batches have been delivered to USZ Zürich
(152), Geneva (67 ) , Bern (10).

P.A. SCHUBIGER: Vortrag "Gehirntracer", Fortbildung
SGRM, St. Gallen, 5 March, 1994.
P.A. SCHUBIGER: Invited lecture "Radiopharmaceutical
research programs at Paul Scherrer Institute", Brookhaven
National Laboratories, Long Island, U.S.A., 8 April, 1994.

Furthermore, the production of 123I for 123I-MAO-B research(18); 67Cu for 67Cu-Mab's (21) and various irradiations for other divisions (9) have been carried out.

P.A. SCHUBIGER: Eingeladener Vortrag "Der Einsatz von
Radiopharmaka in der Onkologie", Dermatologie-Kongress, Zürich, 24 September, 1994.
P.A. SCHUBIGER: Eingeladener Vortrag "Logistik der FDG
Distribution in der Schweiz", Österreichische Gesellschaft
für Nuklearmedizin, Feldkirch, 19 November, 1994.
P.A. SCHUBIGER: Invited lecture "Labelling strategies,
formulation and quality control", European Federation for
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Nürnberg, 9 December, 1994.
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6.2
6.2.1

Publications

A.

Reviewed Papers

T. SCHENKER, P.A. SCHUBIGER, R.A. STAHEL,: "A comparison of 67 Cu and 131T-Iahelled forms of monoclonal
antibodies SEN7 and SWA20 directed against small cell
lung cancer", Int. J. Cancer, 8,43-48 (1994).

R. ALBERTO, A. EGLI, U. ABRAM, K. HEGETSCHWEILER, V.
GRÄMLICH, P.A. SCHUBIGER.: "Synthesis and reactivity of

SMITH,

U. ZANGEMEISTER-WITTKE,

R.

WAIBEL,

A. SMITH, R. ALBERTO, P.A. SCHUBIGER: "Influence of
radiolabel on the in vivo processing of intact and fragmented anti-tumour monoclonal antibody", J. Nucl. Biol.
Med., in press.

[Nct4]2 [ReBr3(CO)3]; Formation and structural characterization of the clusters [NEt4][(u.3-OH) (u-OH)3(CO)9] and
[Net4] [Re2(u,-OH)3-(CO)6] by alkaline titration", J.
Chem.Soc. Dalton Trans., 2815-2820, (1994).

G. WESTERA,

R. ALBERTO, R. SCHIBLI. U. ABRAM, A. EGLI, W . A .
HERRMANN, P.A. SCHUBIGER: "LOW CO pressure synthesis

T.

RÜLICKE, A.

SMITH,

S.

DUEWELL,

G. K. VON SCHULTHESS: "Difference in biodistribution of
the anti-CEA murine monoclonal antibody CE-25, its
F(ab')2 fragment and its intact mainly human chimeric
form: dependence on tumor size and injected dose". Cancer Immunol. Immunother. in press.

of (Et,N). [MX,(CO),] and its substitution behaviour in
water and organic solvents". Technetium in Chemistry' and
Nuclear Medicine, 4, Cortina International, Milan (1994).
R. ALBERTO, R. SCHIBLI, U. ABRAM, W.A. HERRMANN,

6.2.2

P.A. SCHUBIGER: "LOW pressure carbonylation of [MOC1J'
and [MOJ", J. Organomet. Chem., in press.

Books and Review Articles

H.-F. BEER, L.D. FREY, I. ROSSETTI, N. RÉMY, A. MAIER,
P.A. SCHUBIGER: "[123I/I25TLRO 43-0463, A site specific

P.A. SCHUBIGER, A. SMITH: "Optimising the radioimmunotherapy of malignant disease: the broadening choice of
carrier and effector moieties". Pharm. Acta Helv., in press.

tracer for MAO-B mapping with autoradiography as well
as with SPET", J. Recept. Research, in press.
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P.H.
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BEER,

L.

FREY,

I.
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S.M. AMETAMEY: "Synthesis of nor-ß-CIT, ß-CIT and
trimethylstannyl-ß-CT", VIII. Böttstein Colloquium,
Workshop of COST-B3-Action on "New Radiotracers and
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ROSSETTI,
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inhibitor (Ro 43-0463)", J. Nucl. Biol. Med., in press.
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IV Magnetic Resonance Imaging
1.

mouflage of the nanoparticle: polyethylene glycol (PEG)
and glycophorin B (GPB).

Introduction

L . TlEFENAUER

Thus, the concentration of PEG- and GPB-particles in the
tumor tissue was investigated. The time point of the measurement after administration and the concentration was
optimized. In addition, the relaxation time T2 of the tumor
tissues was measured. The relaxation time was statistically
lower in tumor tissues with high magnetite concentration
(Table 1). An absolute concentration of about 4ug Fe/g
tumor was achieved which is about 10 times higher than
the minimal concentration needed for an image contrast in
phantoms. Other factors such as tumor size, vascularization, tumor origin and animal strain can also influence tissue relaxation times, possibly explaining some discordant
results. Indiviudal tumors are now being examined histologically in order to investigate the distribution of the particles within the tissue.

Magnetite nanoparticles-dextran beads have been shown to
be taken up by the liver, and can thus be used for diagnosis
of hepatic disorders. In order to achieve an accumulation
in tumor tissues, nanoparticles have been endowed with
antibody molecules specific for antigens present on colon
cancer cells. The functionality of the contrast agent was
shown by in vitro tests. However, phagocytotic cells of the
reticuloendothelial system scavenge very effectively the
vims sized particle from blood. The erythrocyte membrane
protein glycophorin B was evaluated, among other compounds, for camouflage in order to achieve an accumulation in the target tissue.
Soms interesting collaborations with external research
groups were established. The high field imager was used to
investigate the brain of mice. Due to the very good image
resolution, the effects after a tissue transplantation could be
followed precisely and non invasively in individual mice.
Another collaboration concerns the continuous assessment
of cell metabolism in a bioreactor by phosphor spectroscopy. In collaboration with the Institute for Medical Radiobiology novel dosimeter systems have been investigated.

2.

Tumor specific contrast agent

2.1

Preparations

2.3

Based on the decrease of the relaxation times due to the
accumulation of magnetite in tumors, an image contrast
can be expected if an appropriate MRI technique is
applied. The optimal echo and repetition time of a spin
echo (SE) sequence has been found. Soon mice will be
imaged to which 200 u.g of magnetite-GPB has been administered. Using an image segmentation process describe
earlier, tumors will be visualized.

Magnetite nanoparticle are coated with a polypeptide
(Poiy-GIu-Lys-Tyr, PEKY) which is stabilized by a homobifunctional crosslinker. The antibody is coupled to this
coat covalently in its correct orientation. The presence of
amino groups in the lysine residue allows covalent coupling of activated camouflage molecules. We prepared
particles with small (glucuronic acid, N-acetyl-neuraminic
acid, succinic acid) and large camouflage molecules
(albumine, polyethylene glycol, glycophorine B) for in
vitro and in vivo evaluation. The surface charge and the
biological function of these materials were assayed. Some
preparations were further analyzed using laser light scattering, atomic force microscopy and size exclusion chromatography in order to obtain information about size.

2.2

Imaging

Contrast agent

[FelQig/g)

T 2 (ms)

Magnetite-GPB

4.0±0.2

56±1

Magnetite-Mucine

3.2+0.2

62±2

Magnetite-PEG

3.0±0.5

61+6

none

65±4

Table 1: Contrast agents in tumor tissues (n=4).
Iron concentrations achieved after administration of 200 \ig of various contrast agent in
nude mice with colon carcinoma and the relaxation times T2 measured from the corresponding excised tumors.

Biodistribution

The elimination of polypeptide coated magnetite particles
from the circulation in nude mice without tumors is very
fast: After a few minutes, most of the contrast agent is
present in the liver and in the spleen. We found that the
blood concentration is significantly higher in mice with
tumors even after 1 day. In the first evaluation phase, two
compounds have been identified to be effective in the ca-
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3.

typical cross-sectional image of the brain of a mouse bearing a graft with disrupted BBB is shown above.

Collaborations

G. KÜHNE

First results have been published.

3.1

Introduction
3.3

This year we have started two different projects with external users. One is the collaboration with the Institute of
Neuropathology at the University Hospital in Zurich in
which our part is the high resolution (0.2 mm) imaging of
the brain of mice. The second collaboration with the Department of Chemical Engineering at the ETH in Zurich
uses another ability of our MR system: 3I P spectroscopy.

3.2

Imaging of Neural
Transgenic mice.

Transplants

Non-invasive Studies of Bioreactors
with volume-selective 31P-Spectroscopy

M.R. SCHUPPENHAUER*, A. SMALA*, G. KÜHNE, L. TIEFENAUER

* Department of Chemical Engineering , ETH Zurich
A fluidized bed reactor, as used in the industrial production of pharmaceuticals with high-density cell cultures, was
designed for the cultivation of anchorage dependent cells
in a magnetic resonance imaging unit with a bore diameter
of 30 cm. Localized 3IP-NMR spectroscopy elucidated the
influence of axial gradients and step changes on the energy
state of cells, expressed as NTP (nucleotide - triphosphate)
and NDP (nucleotide - diphosphate) concentrations, at the
top and the bottom of the reactor. By correlation with onand off-line value transport pattern, reaction rates, and
effects of environmental conditions on the metabolism
could be accessed.
First results have been published.

in

S. ISENMANN*, S. BRANDNER*, G. KÜHNE

* Institute of Neuropathology, University Hospital Zurich
A neural grafting model was used that allows to keep central nervous tissue of genetically enginereed (transgenic
and knock-out) mice vital for a period far exceeding the
life span of the donor animal. This technique is particularly useful for biological and developmental studies and for
long-term investigation of pathological processes in such
animals.

3.4

3D-Dosimetry

I. CORDT*, C. NIEVERGELT*, G. KÜHNE

* Institute for Medical Radiobiology (IMR) of the University of Zurich and the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)
As mentioned in the last annual report, the Fricke infused
gel dosimeter is much less sensitive in the high LET region
of the Bragg peak than in the lower LET region in front of
the Bragg peak of protons. Therefore we have examined
another type of chemical dosimeter system which seems to
have a weaker dependence on the LET of protons; the eerie
sulfate dosimeter. Due to the overall low sensitivity of this
dosimeter reliable results are not available yet.

Fig.l:

Another type of dosimeter system which we have under
examination is based on the radiation induced polymerization of acrylamide/N,N'-methylene-bis-acrylamide-comonomers in agarose. The promising results from studies
with electrons could not be duplicated with protons.
Further experiments are planned in order to achieve a
linear relationship between the applied radiation dose and
the observed polymerisation.

MRI image of a mouse brain with neuronal
transplant

In order to characterize this system, we have established a
MRI protocol to assess the location and size of neural
grafts in the recipient mouse brain in vivo. For successive
monitoring of the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) during the
weeks foilowing the grafting procedure, Gd-DTPA was
used as a contrast agent (Fig.l). The images were acquired
using a 35 mm surface coil positioned around the head of
the mice. Spin echo Tl-weighted sequences (TR/TE =
260/18 ms) were obtained before and after intravenous
injection of Gd-DTPA to visualize iir« BBB function. A
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4.

Teaching Activities and Publications

4.1

Teaching Activities and Lectures

G. KÜHNE: "Kernenergie", SS 94, Ingenieurschule beider
Basel HTL Muttenz

4.2

Publications

4.2.1

Reviewed Papers

P. GERMAIN., P. METEZEAU, L.X. TIEFENAUER. H. KIEFER,
M. H. RATINAUD, G. HABRIOUX: "Use of biotinyl-cstradiol

derivative to demonstrate estradiol-membrane binding sites
on adherent human breast cancer MCF-7 cells",
Anticancer Research 13, 2347-2354 (1993)

4.2.2 Proceedings and Abstracts
5. ISENMANN, G. KÜHNE, J. BONER, L.X. TIEFENAUER,

A. AGUZZI, S. BRANDNER: "MRI Assessment of Neural
Transplants in Mice",
2nd Meeting of the Society of Magnetic Resonance SMR,
San Francisco, Abstract 1393 (1994)
M. RUDIN, N. BECKMANN, A. SAUTER AND L. TIEFENAUER:

"Assessment of brain perfusion in the rat using snapshot
NMR and an intravascular contrast agent",
2nd Meeting of SMR, San Francisco, Abstract 1026 (1994)
L.X. TIEFENAUER AND R.Y. ANDRES: "Complement C4
binds to magnetite nanoparticles and may induce fast blood
elimination",
2nd Meeting of SMR, San Francisco, Abstract 929 (1994)
M.R.

SCHUPPENHAUER,

IJ.

DUNN,

G.

KÜHNE,

L.X. TIEFENAUER: "Non-invasive Investigations of the
Energy State of Cells in Fluidized Bed Bioreactors",
Conference of the American Chemical Society ACS, Anaheim (1994)
M.R.

SCHUPPENHAUER,

G.

KÜHNE, L.X.

TIEFENAUER,

A. SMALA, I.J. DUNN: "Non-invasive on-line investigations

of industry style bioreactors",
13,h Meeting of the European Society of Animal Cell Culture, Veldhoven NL (1994)
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V

Radiation Hygiene

1.

Overview

2.

Dosimetry

R. ANDRES

2.1

The division of radiation hygiene is responsible for the
operational radiation safety at PSI and additionally acts as
a consultant in radiological matters to various Swiss governmental organisations.

Development of a new Personal Neutron
Dosimeter

C. WERNLI, A . FlECHTNER

An instrument for reading chemically etched polycarbonate
(CR-39) detectors, the Autoscan 60, has recently become
commercially available. This instrument has been used for
tests with a prototype dosimeter badge based on three types
of converters (polyethylene, polyethylene with lithium, and
aluminum) and PN3 type CR-39 detectors. The two step
etching process involved a "pre-etching" for 30 minutes in
a mixture of 60 % methanol and 40 % sodium hydroxide
(6.25 N) at 70 °C followed by a second etch for 6 hours in
a bath containing 100 % sodium hydroxide (6.25 N) at
70 °C. The pre-etch is applied to polish the detectors by
removing a surface layer. This procedure reduces background. Lithium is added to one of the converters to increase the sensitivity for thermal neutrons. In the nuclear
reaction of 6Li with thermal neutrons alpha particles and
tritons (3H) are produced. While the range of the alpha
particles (9 u,m) is too short to be detected with a two step
etching procedure, the tritons (range = 52 u.m) easily reach
the sensitive layer of the detector and enhance the sensitivity for thermal neutrons considerably.

Consequently, the research and development programme is
focussed on providing a sound scientific basis for these
operational and consultative duties. A particular research
topic must ideally fullfil four requirements in order to be
accepted into the research programme of the division:
•

Relevant to the radiological safety at PSI

•

Important for Swiss governmental organisations

•

Internationally relevant research area

•

Compatible with PSI infrastructure

The main thrust of the R & D work in 1994 was along two
axis: Radioecology and dosimetry. These two topics clearly
fullfil the four requirements outlined above. They are embedded in a multitude of European projects in radiation
protection. The association with this organisation has opened the road to a major source of outside funding, which
currently finances approximately 50 % of our R & D efforts. It is anticipated that during the upcoming 4th framework programme of the EU, our research collaboration will
continue with this organisation. In preparation of an even
more intense integration of our work into European projects, a contractors meeting was organized at PSI (see 2.4),
that has significantly strengthened both formal and personal ties to the international radiation protection research
community.
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Energy dependence of the prototype personal
neutron dosimeter

Aluminum inhibits the production of recoil protons and
hence, causes a lower response to fast neutrons as compared to polyethylene. Out of the ratio of the readings behind
polyethylene and aluminum, spectral information can be
derived, especially in accidental situations when the track
density is high and a field analysis is required. The system
has been calibrated in a wide range of neutron energies
from thermal to several hundred MeV. Further lab and
field tests are planned for 1995.
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2.2

Response of Radiation Protection Detectors to High Energy Radiation

energy neutron fields at PSI. These results correspond well
with the data from the CERN experiments.

K. GMÜR

Incident radiation: Neutron spectrum, Emax 600 MeV

Various individual dosimeters and a commercially available tissue-equivalent proportional counter (TEPC) have
been exposed to a mixed high energy stray field at CERN,
and to a mono-energetic proton beam at PSI. in order to
determine the response of these routinely calibrated radiation protection detectors. The investigations aim at improving the dosimetry of radiation workers and experimentalists at accelerator sites. In addition, the stray field at
CERN is similar to the cosmic radiation field at flight
altitudes of aircrafts, opening the possibility to calibrate, on
the ground, measuring instruments for flight monitoring.
CERN is providing an experimental facility for testing and
calibrating radiation detectors, based on a contract with
CEC (1993-1995). About twenty institutions are participating with a large variety of instruments. At present, the
interest focuses on neutron detecting devices (Remcounter,
Bonner spheres) modified with lead, extending the useful
measuring range up to the 100-MeV-region.

1
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Fig.la:

Dose equivalent spectrum accumulated with a
REM 500 TEPC irradiated behind a concrete
shielding at CERN

Figures la and lb show dose equivalent spectra accumulated with the REM 500-TEPC after irradiation with neutrons and protons, respectively. Both spectra are very similar at high lineal energies above 10 kcV/um. Clearly visible are the maximum proton lineal energy near
90 keV/um, and events with higher lineal energies generated by alphas from nuclear reactions or by carbon recoils.
A slight difference in the spectra occurs below
10 ke\'/p.m: In the spectrum from CERN, the dose equivalent contribution is less than in the PIF-spectrum, pointing
to a small dose from low-LET radiation (muons, photons).
In the spectrum from PIF, the dose contribution in this
region seems to be more important.

The stray field, produced by 205-GeV/c-protons and pions
hitting a copper target and shielded by concrete or iron, is
predominantly a mixture of neutrons with energies up to
600 MeV and muons. CERN provided experimental dose
rates measured with a TEPC as well as calculational results
which serve as reference data. Detectors tested by PSI were
LiF:Mg,Ti and Al^C^C TLDs for gamma and directly
ionising radiation, and fission track as well as
CR-39 solid state nuclear track detectors for neutrons. The
response of the former three dosimeters is within ± 20 % of
the reference dose equivalent, while the CR-39-dosimeter
reads about 30 % of the reference when calibrated with a
:4l
Am-Be neutron source. This latter result is in agreement
with figures from another participant. A final review of the
reference doses and of the remaining participants results is
not done yet.

Incident radiation: 300 MeV mono-energetic protons
1T

0,8
f 0,6
^0,4
0,2
01

The performance of a newly available TEPC (REM 500) is
particularly interesting. In this instrument a threshold is
set at a lineal energy of 5 keV/um, which suppresses the
measurement of photon and other low-LET radiation. For
the neutron component the response was well within ±20%
of the reference dose.

Fig. lb:
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1000

Dose equivalent spectrum accumulated with a
REM 500 TEPC in a proton beam at PIF

In conclusion, both the CR-39 detector and the REM
500 TEPC respond to high energy neutrons and protons.
For CR-39, a reduction of the sensitivity has to be considered relative to 5-MeV-ncutrons, and with protons both
instruments respond to the high-LET dose component
only.

At PSI, the same set of detectors was exposed to a monoenergetic beam of 300-MeV-protons at the Proton Irradiation Facility (PIF). Both components of the proton dose
equivalent are separately measurable: the directly deposited
energy from the stopping process is detected by the TLDs,
and the energy deposited by fragments with a high linear
energy transfer (LET) from nuclear reactions are detected
by both the CR-39 dosimeter and the TEPC. The response
is 30 % for the CR-39 detector and 120 % for the TEPC,
with regard to the high-LET dose fraction which is one
third of the total dose. The fission track dosimeter reads
80% of the total dose equivalent when calibrated for high
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2.3

Whole body Intercomparison / Intercalibration program

2.4

The PSI contribution to the EU Radon
Research Programme

M. BÖSCHUNG

CH. SCHÜLER, G. BUTTERWECK

The PSI was invited to participate in the international
intercomparison / intercalibration program started in 1993
and organized by the Human Monitoring Laboratory of the
Bureau of Radiation and Medical Devices of Ottawa, Canada, and assisted by the United States Department of
Energy. The goal of the measurements was to investigate
the size-dependency of whole body counting, specially to
compare and test the whole body counter with a child-sized
phantom. Furthermore the measurements should provide
new data to calculate and implement a new calibration set.
For this purpose a Bottle Mannequin Absorption
(BOMAB) phantom (P4 phantom) has been filled with
tissue (muscle) substitute material and an unknown quantity of radioactivity. The phantom is composed of 10 elliptical containers (bottles) which should be assembled in an
adequate way to simulate a 4 year old child. The activity in
the phantom has been homogeneously distributed throughout all sections. The activity in each section of the phantom is proportional to the volume of that section.

A very important part of the radon research within the 3 rd
EU Research Framework Programme is the project
'Characteristics of Airborne Radon Decay Products". The
'. nhaviour of radon decay products in the indoor environnent is a dynamic and complex process. Produced as free
atoms or ions, the short-lived radon decay products form
uUrafine clusters with atmospheric trace gases
("unattached fraction", 1-4 nm diameter). These arc deposited on room surfaces or attached to ambient aerosol
particles ("attached fraction", about 200 nm diameter). The
deposition of the radon decay products in the human respiratory tract and hence the radiation dose to the tissue is
strongly dependent on the size of the airborne radionuclides.
The parameters determining the behaviour of attached and
unattached radon decay products in the indoor air are
complex in nature. Measurements of the radon progeny
size distribution in domestic non-steady-state atmospheres
under environmental conditions are difficult to interpret.
Knowledge from basic experiments in radon chambers
with well controlled parameters is therefore necessary.

The measurements were performed with the whole body
counter routinely used for the survey of incorporation at
PSI. The sample or person to be measured sits on a chair at
about 1 5 - 2 0 cm from the 4 inch x 4 inch NaJ detector.
Data acquisition and spectrum evaluation is carried out by
a PC-program. A spectrum unfolding algorithm is used for
nuclide identification and activity calculation. Up to seven
different nuclides, for which calibration measurements
with the standard BOMAB phantom exist, can be identified. For nuclides not included in this calibration set, manual evaluation has to be done.

Experiments in the PSI walk-in radon chamber within the
EU-contract "Behaviour of Radon Decay Products in Controlled Indoor Atmospheres" started at the beginning of
1994. The aim of the radon research at PSI is to study the
size distribution of the unattached fraction of the radon
progeny and to understand the formation and growth of
radioactive clusters in atmospheres similar to the domestic
environment. Experiments arc conducted to investigate the
interaction of radon decay products with trace gases (SO;,
NO,, humidity) and natural aerosols.

Three different nuclides were identified in the phantom
with the standard evaluation algorithm and no manual
evaluation was required. Preliminary results show the
expected bias in the calculated activity due to the used
calibration data set derived from a reference man sized
phantom. The "worst case" precision of counting repeatedly the phantom placed in extreme positions was smaller
than 2 %. Minimal detectable activity of 100 Bq and 85 Bq
for 137Cs and 88Y, respectively, were found.

Due to the complexity of influencing parameters, chamber
experiments have to be designed with the help of model
calculations. An extended sophisticated radon chamber
model has therefore been developed and transformed into a
computer code.
The radon chamber model as well as first measurement
results of attached and unattached radon progeny in defined chamber atmospheres have been presented at the "3 rd
CEC Radon Contractors Coordination Meeting" organized
by PSI and held October 12 - 14 at this institute. The meeting helped to deepen the contacts between European
scientists in the radon research field. More than half of the
participants used the occasion to visit the PSI radon chamber.

Due to the large number of participants measurements, arc
still being performed. Therefore, the final data arc not yet
available. A complete report will be issued in 1995.
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2.5

Exposure of the Swiss Population to
50 Hz Magnetic Fields

3.

J. ElKENBERG, S. HAJO, A. FlECHTNER, J. HlTZ, M . RUETHI,
A . TRIGOA, I. ZUMSTEG

M. STRATMANN, C. WERNU

In order to assess typical levels of power frequency magnetic fields and to identify main causes for elevated field
levels, a study with 552 volunteers was performed. Most
data were collected at work places with employees. The
participants were selected from different professions and
areas of northern Switzerland. To complete the time range
and the demographic spectrum, weekend periods and
house-keepers were included as well. The resultant of the
magnetic induction vector was recorded in the frequency
range from 4Ü to 800 Hz at a sampling rale of 10 seconds
with EMDEX-II instruments which were carried by the
participants over a 24 hour period. The 24 hour data series
of each individual were split into 5 environmental categories: at work, commuting, at home, at rest, miscellaneous.
For this reason, the participants were instructed to press
the 'event' button on the instrument when the environmental category changed and to fill out a simple protocol. A
detailed questionnaire was distributed and answered by
participants to characterize the 5 types of environment.

3.1

3.2

While the activity of a considerable number of potentially
incorporated radionuclides can be determined by measuring their y-activity in a well shielded whole body counter,
radiation from pure a- and ß-emitters is completely absorbed in human tissue. Indirect incorporation analysis using
human urinary excretions (or faeces in case of suspected
incorporation) have hence to be carried out. Depending on
their radiotoxicity, these methods often require extensive
radiochemical nuclide specific separation procedures. With
respect to a-radiation, a rapid method using liquid scintillation counting (LSC) with integrated a/ß-discrimination
was recently developed [1] and is applied now in the routine programme as low level screening technique. Following
the principles described in [1], further methods are currently developed for pure ß-emitting 90Sr/9OY and 63Ni in urine
by precipitation of carbonates, washing of the residue (to
eliminate the strongly interfering 40K) and subsequent
dissolution in HCl. In order to avoid colour quench effects
of the photons produced by the liquid scintillation
processes, all remaining organic compounds in the precipitate have to be destroyed by repeated wet ashing and dissolution with the oxidising agents (nitric acid and hydrogen
peroxide). Although LSC-methods have the great advantage that no further radiochemical separation steps are
necessary, chemo- or colour-quenching (i.e. absorption or
scatter of light) is highly undesired since it causes shifts of
the induced light impulses towards lower energies along
with reduction in detection efficiency (Fig. 1 and 2). Note
that LSC is also the only technique for determination of ihe
activities of 3H and 14C in urine. These nuclides are less
radiotoxic due to their low ß-energies and short biological
half lives in human bodies. Therefore, no preconcentration
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Development of radiochemical separation techniques

3.2.1 Rapid screening methods for detection of
incorporated radionuclides

100%

75%

Introduction

Major activities of the radioanalytical laboratory focused
on further development of fast radiochemical separation
techniques for both incorporation measurements and analyses of environmental material from the vicinity of PSI
and the nuclear power plant at Beznau. In parallel, a new
radiochemical laboratory located at the radiological emergency center (GENORA) was equipped and is now operational for routine analyses of radioactive materials. For
quality assurance, the group also participated in various
intercomparison studies on et- ß- and y-spectrometry.
Furthermore, different applied radiochemical research
studies in cooporation with the European Union (EU), the
Centre National de la Recherches Scientifique (CNRSStrasbourg), the ETH-Ziirich and the University of Beme
were continued.

The daily averages were found to be below 0.2 uT for 75 %
of the volunteers and for only 3 % of the cases this value
was above 1 U.T. The highest individual readings in the 5
environmental categories were all between 10 jiT and
200 (xT. As expected, the data showed an almost lognormal
distribution, and with few exceptions most of the readings
were far below the recommended limit of 100 u,T (Pig. 1).

=

Radioanalytics

Cumulative distribution curves (measured
values) for the complete data set and the main
categories
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or other techniques are necessary and aliquots can be directly mixed with scintillator cocktail solutions. Quenching
is accounted for by using quench curve data sets obtained
by measuring the transformed spectral index of the sample,
tSIE, i.e. shift of the mean centre of spectrum gravity relative to an external standard [see 2 for details]. Fig. 2 shows
clearly the reduction of efficiency of an unquenched
sample (tSIE = 1000) with increasing level of colour
quench. Typical tSIE values of 10 ml urine samples mixed
with the same amount of cocktail scintillator scatter around
a value of 200, which means that for nuclides with low ßenergies such as 3H. (Em» = 1S.6 keV) or 63Ni ( E ^ = 67
keV). losses in efficiency of quenched samples are quite
significant. If high quality results are needed (e.g. intercomparison exercises) unquenched samples can be prepared by destination and bubbling of the vapour through
tritium free water (for 3H) or alkaline solutions (for fixation of U C).
T-. i-T

r —,

3.2.2. Environmental monitoring of 9 0 Sr / °Y
grass and soil samples
Immission studies of radionuclides in environmental material around nuclear facilities is pan of the routine work of
the radioanalytical group. Grass and soil samples are taken
from defined locations and analysed for natural occurring
and anthropogenic radionuclides released into the environment. The most prominent techniques are y-spectrometric measurements and typical nuclides found in soil
samples are 7Be (from cosmic ray production), '''''Cs, 13'Cs
(fingerprints of the Chernobyl accident) and members of
the natural decay series of 2j8 U and 232Th such as 2U Pb,
:i4
Bi, :08T1, " 6 Ra, " 8 Ac etc. For radioanalysis of pure ßemitting 9CSr, a new technique has been implemented and
is now applied for routine analysis [3]. The method is
based on the leaching of ,0 Sr from the mineralised (first
dried, then dry ashed) samples followed by liquid-liquid
extraction of 90Y, its short lived daughter, by txibutyl phosphate and subsequent precipitation of Y-oxalate. Activity
measurements are performed in a low-level proportional
counter with a relative detector efficiency of 40% for 90Y
and an extremely low background of about 210' 3 cps.
Based on dried samples of 30 g of soil and 100 g of grass,
respectively, the limit of detection is about 0.1 Bq/kg for
both materials.
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spectral index of the external standard UJBa, (tSIE), resulting from colour quenching of standard samples.
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3.3

Research projects and other activities

3.3.1

Radiotracer migration experiments at the
Grimsel Field Site

3.3.2. Laboratory investigation on Tritium reemission after soil surface contamination
In collaboration with European partners, a radioccological
study on the dynamics of Tritium (as HTO molecule) movement at the interface top soil layer - unsaturated zone
was initiated at PSI a year ago [6] by simulating a typical
groundwater environment in a glass container partially
filled with sediment material. (Radio)tracer injection is
performed by a dropping system (simulated rainfall) and
breakthrough curves of water extracted from the saturated
zone can be measured in addition to HTO reemission rates
of evaporated water. While first experiments, performed
under closed conditions (i.e. no escape of evaporated
HTO), were carried out to identify the predominant parameters responsible for transport in the unsaturated and
saturated zone, current experiments are carried out to study
the dynamics of additional remission into the atmosphere.
At a later stage it is intended to also include experiments
allowing periods of rainfall during HTO reemission, thereby producing highly complex breakthrough curves of the
water being transported into the saturated zone. The HTO
breakthrough and reemission profiles of an experiment
with short term HTO top surface deposition and continuous
HTO reemission is shown in Fig. 3. The figure also shows
the breakthrough profiles of HTO in the water being extracted from the saturated zone as well as the tracer recovery curves. After about 190 h this long-term diffusion
experiment was terminated by starting continuous rainfall
which resulted in a sharp breakthrough profile of the extracted water and a rapidly decreasing reemission rate of
HTO.

Pan of the Grimsel field rock laboratory (Grimsel Test
Site, GTS), operated by Nagra, is the investigation of
(radio)-nuclide migration in fractured crystalline rock. At
the GTS (around location AU96m) an almost planar water
conducting shear zone intercepts the laboratory drift and
eight boreholes have been drilled into the fracture. The
borehole intersections with the fracture are equipped with
packer systems to enable two well injection - extraction
(dipole) migration experiments, thereby using a variety of
conservatively behaving (i.e. chemical non-reactive) species (Na-fluoresccine, s; Br, 3H, 3-JHe) and slightly to
strongly sorbing radiotracers ("Na, 85Sr, 87Rb, 137Cs).
Supported by additional laboratory batch sorption studies,
the dynamic field migration experiment is aimed at investigating solute transport in fractured media including
transport modelling [4]. To calibrate on-line measured
radiotracer count rates into activities, aliquots of injection
solutions and extracted water samples are taken for subsequent y- and ß-spectrometric investigations at PSI with
semi-conductive and liquid scintillation counters [5].
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Fig.3:

time[h]
HTO reemission rates (given as measured over injected tracer activity, C/C0 per hour) and breakthrough curves
(C/Co) of extracted water percolated through the unsaturated zone as response to a short term top soil deposition
of aqueous HTO. The steep tracer breakthrough curve (i.e. rapid transport through the unsaturated zone) as well
as strong decrease in reemission rate is due to a start of simulated continuous rainfall after 190 h.
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3.3.3

Xe n -Xe s dating and decay constants for
and spontaneous fission of ""U

Xe

References

A dating technique for U-bearing minerals based on stepwise heating of fission noble gases from the spontaneous
fission of ^ ' U in addition to those which were artificially
produced by reactor neutron bombardment on 235U has
been developed recently [7]. As function of the ratio of
slow neutron induced fission derived radioactive I3j Xe and
85
Kr to stable fissiogenic I34Xe, 136Xe and S6Kr so called
"plateau" ages can be derived. However, without simultaneous irradiation of reference (monitor) minerals of both
known age and chemical composition, the age equation
contains two parameters that need to be accurately determined: the decay constant Asf of the parent nuclide 238U
and that of the shortest lived normalisation isotope, ,3j Xe.
The former decay constant has been determined using very
different techniques such as direct fission counting, radiochemical separation, fission track counting and noble gas
spectrometry of accumulated fissiogenic Xe and Kr [8,9].
Compiling all these results, the IUPAC commission on
radiochemistry recommends Asf = 8.5-10'I7/y. To better
understand zircon noble gas systematics, a geological
simple, i.e. unaffected zircon with well defined U-Pb age
was investigated by Xen-Xes. Inserting the IUAPC value, a
plateau age well agreeing with the U/Pb result was obtained. The 133Xe half-life was determined by measuring
the decrease of the 133Xe/13',Xe ratio in 4 pitchblende aliquots over 2 months. The resulting half life calculated
from the slope log(133Xe/13,*Xe) vs. time is 4.9 ± 0.2 days,
i.e. a value of 7% lower than that of current nuclear data
tables.
3.3.4

Geochemical investigation and speciation
calculations on surface and groundwater
exchange processes

In collaboration with the CNRS Strasbourg, isotopic ratios
(Pb, Sr, Nd), trace and rare earth elements (REE) and
members from the U- and Th decays series are utilised to
identify anthropogenic pollution in river- and groundwaters, to determine the chemical behaviour of heavy metals
in water and exchanges between the different water sources. Beside these trace element investigations, the bulk
chemistry in the water is measured using ICP-MS. Complementary geochemical speciation calculations including
surface complexion modelling are carried out in parallel.
Such exercises are helpful to characterise the different
water types but also to calculate mixing of different water
sources under steady state conditions. The local groundwaters can be well described as Na, Ca, HC0 3 types slightly
contaminated with nitrates due to intensive agricultural
activity as well as with saline waters emerging from nearby potassium producing mines. Typical aquifers exhibit an
almost neutral pH which is strongly buffered by solid CaCO3 and Si0 2 (log ion products of corresponding species
fit well to the solubility product of the respective solids).
With respect to trace elements, hydrolysis and redox equilibria will be calculated and computer data will be compared with laboratory findings.
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4.

Radiation Protection

4.1

Introduction

those doses vs. source energy is being analysed for various
angular surface source distributions. This may enable to
optimize the geometry as well as the material composition
of the BNCT spallation source and can have important
consequences for the future therapy planning.

A. JANETT

4.2.2

The research and development activities of the Radiation
Protection Section are very limited because of the large
volume of routine work for .guaranteeing a safe operation
of all nuclear installations at PSI according to the relevant
official regulations and the ALARA (as low as reasonably
achievable) principle. Our R&D work therefore is mainly
concentrated on the operational needs of the various domains of PSI. A great effort had to be done to introduce the
Si-units by modifying the majority of the radiation protection instrumentation, signalisation as well as safety
documents.

A new version 4A of the Monte Carlo code MCNP has
been installed on SUN and CONVEX computers. The
graphics of the new version has been adapted and customized to the SUN environment. The very voluminous set of
new libraries have been installed and partially verified.
Several small bugs have been detected and some of them
were corrected.

References
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In 1994, highest priority was given to calculations of the
propagation of mixed (neutron/gamma) radiation fields, to
the development of an environmental surveillance system
and to the treatment of radioactive waste liquids with
membrane technologies. All these activities are reported
more extensively in the following sections. In addition,
irradiation tests and calibrations of Alanine-ESR high-dose
dosimeters have been performed to determine the temperature dependence from room-temperature down to cryogenic
conditions. The aim of this collaboration with CERN and
three other research laboratories was to look for a dosimeter system which is suitable as a monitor for radiation
damages in particle accelerator components in a cryogenic
environment. The dose response functions were determined
between 10 Gy and 80 kGy at 290 K, 77 K and 5 K. The
results showed that at a given dose the amplitude of the
ESR signal decreases slightly with the irradiation temperature, moreover, this effect is found to be dose dependent.

4.2

J. ARKUSZEWSKI, J.F. CRAWFORD, J. STEPAXEK, S.
TEICHMANN: "Neutron Production for BNCT by

Protons of Different Energies", International
Workshop on Accelerator-Based Neutron Sources
for BNCT, 11-14 September 1994, Jackson,
Wyoming
4.2.3

Cf-252 Shielding calculation

For an experiment, 10 micrograms of a Cf-252 spontaneous fission neutron source will be acquired at PSI in the
near future. This tiny sample delivers a radiation dose of 2
mSv/h at 50 cm and needs to be shielded to a maximum of
a few uSv/h for permanent residence in the laboratory.
Borated paraffin (5 weight percents boron) is a very good
material for shielding fission neutrons. The necessary
thickness has been calculated with the code ONEDANT
[1,2] and the cross section library HILO [3,4]. Figure 1
shows the results.

Mixed radiation fields

It was interesting to investigate better shielding materials
for such neutron sources. Further calculation made with
iron added to paraffin (45 volume percents) or with lead
polyethylene (76.5 weight lead percents) showed for the
same thickness a gain of a factor 5 and 10 respectively,
resulting from a better photon absorption. Such materials
are partly commercially available in the form of bricks.
These are easily build up to complete shield, but are more
expensive than pure paraffin.

J. ARKUSZEWSKI, J. DUVOISIN

4.2.1

MCNP Development

Analysis for the Boron Neutron Capture
Therapy (BNCT)

The effect of the source proton energy and beam intensity
in a BNCT spallation device on the neutron/photon dose in
the B10 doped head spherical phantom has been analysed.
Three proton energies were investigated: 72, 250 and 600
MeV. The calculations were done using the
LAHET/MCNP sequence of Monte Carlo codes. There was
also a verification done of the LAHET/MCNP sequence
relative to the GEANT code, as well as relative to experiments performed for the proton energies of 30 and 52
MeV. The results allow to estimate the high energy neutron parasitic dose for the planned BNCT spallation layout
[1].
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The sensitivity of the BNCT relevant brain doses to the
neutron energy distribution on the surface of an ellipsoidal
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Surveillance

System

V. HERRNBERGER

The development of an environmental surveillance system
is underway to link measurements of the emissions
(nuclear installations), of the meteorology (e.g. from
ANETZ-stations) and the immissions (e.g. from radioactive samplers or NADAM-network) to atmospheric dispersion and dose calculations. In this way the environmental
impact from normal and accidental releases of pollutants
such as radioactivity can be analysed, verified and forcasted. In parallel, practical experience is gathered from a
prototype of an ESS that is made available to routine users.

GREEN:

"Revision, check and documentation of HILO
cross section library for neutrons energies up to
400 MeV", EIR/TM-22-82-41/Rev. 1, November
1982.
R.G.

Environmental
(ESS)
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Cross Sections for Neutron Energies < 400 MeV
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4.3.1 The central models:
ADPIC-Subsystem

MATHEW/

In a first step the restructured MATHEW/ADPIC-system
was implemented to replace the older versions from 1992.
Its choice for the special application to complex terrain
was the result from the model evaluation and selection
scheme described elsewhere [1]. The new subsystem has a
clear file structure and object oriented file names to enhance user-friendliness. The subsystem contains 4 main models as TOPOG, to create the terrain surfaces of any Swiss
nuclear site; MEDIC, to interpolate wind measurements;
MATHEW, to generate mass-consistent wind fields;
ADPIC, to estimate concentration fields; as few postprocessors and graphic routines to present and analyse the
topography, the wind and concentration fields.
4.3.2

10
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Operational experience and ESS development

For the development of an operational ESS it is necessary
to take into account all experience, which can be gathered
from the operation under real conditions. For this purpose
an earlier, menue-driven version of an ESS, MENUE [2] is
made available to the PSI emergency organization. The
physics of MENUE is based on simple Gaussian approximation. Its application is limited to the near, but flat range
around the PSI site.

50

Radius [cm]
Neutron and gamma dose attenuation in borated
paraffin, surrounding a Cf spontaneous fission
source. The calculation was simplified to spherical symmetry.
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4.4

Decontamination of aqueous radioactive
waste solutions by membrane processing

Different membrane materials and types such as planar
and tubular membranes were inserted along with changes
of the processing techniques (Fig.l). By monitoring the
decrease in activity, the retention capacity of different
membrane materials were also studied as function of time.

M. SCHÄFER, A. JANETT, H. BRUCHERTSEIFER

4.4.1 Introduction

4.4.3

Usually, processing of radioactively contaminated waste
waters is performed by filtration of precipitated substances.
However, the use of additional chemicals to enable precipitation or coprecipitation of radionuclides significantly
increases the waste volume as well as the chemical pollution of waters released into the environment. By application of membrane processing techniques, a high retention of
elements from the alkaline and earth alkali group, technetium as well as trivalent lanthanides and actinides was
obtained [1]. The experiments were earring out using the
nuclides :2 Na, 8SSr, 9 t e Tc, m C s and 1HYb as tracers in
artificially contaminated solutions. Goal of the experiments
was to determine the separation efficiency, that is based on
the filtration or sorption properties and ion exchange capacities of different membrane materials and the efficiency
of various processing techniques.

In many experiments with variation of the parameters
listed above, the highest retention efficiencies were obtained using reverse osmosis (RO) membranes. While the
main part of none-solute species (i.e. solid particles) are
significantly rejected by ultrafiltration (UF) membranes
(Fig 2), dissolved, ionic radionuclides are only separated
by application of reverse osmosis membranes or membranes with a sorption or ion exchange capacity.

4.4.2

Results

The best sorption properties were found with small-pore
nylon membranes with strong bonding at their surface. Ion
exchange tests with disks for both anions and cations yielded best results with solved ionic radionuclides. In a full
scale experiment performed under real conditions, a candle
filter, a microfiltration module and a reverse osmosis module were connected in series (Fig.l).

Analytical

Radioactive waste waters from different sources produced
at PSI were spiked with the radionuclides listed above and
water samples before and after membrane crossing were
taken for subsequent determination of their y-activities.
Scoping experiments with radionuclides spiked pure water
at different pH-levels were complemented with tests using
real waste waters to later compare the results of both test
series.

Fig. 1 :

Illustration of different membrane processes.
FI= Flow indicator, PI= Pressure indicator,
7= Temperature
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4.4.4

Conclusion

To minimize the amount of contaminated waste waters
released into the surrounding aquifers, it is proposed to
construct a multivalent water reprocessing plant, endowing
the flexibility to separate radionuclides occurring in various chemical compositions. The basic filtration system
was proven to be sufficient in retention of suspended matter. However, for the separation of dissolved species in
polluted water the use of a reverse osmosis system is highly
recommended. Special Filters such as ion exchange filters
and capsules can be used for additional enhancement of
filtration. The plant is allready installed at PSI and is fully
operational.

Radioecology

5.1

Introduction

T. RIESEN

Radioecology may be defined as research "regarding the
relation between the ecosphere and radioactivity" with the
final goal to obtain reliable data for the dose calculation.
To comprehend and predict the behaviour of radionuclides
in the environment it is necessary to have detailed knowledge about their chemistry and the dynamics of ecological
processes. Our projects concentrate on research about the
nature of radionuclide transfer in the environment.

References
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Uptake and transport of radioactive
cesium into grapevines after leaf
contamination.

P.KOPP, J. ElKENBERG,
J J . OERTLI0
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FELLER*,
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Swiss Federal Research Station for Fruitgrowing,
Viticulture and Horticulture, CH-8820 Wadenswil,
* Institute of Plant Physiology, University of Bern, CH3013 Bern,
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5.2.1

Since 1989 we have been studying the foliar uptake of
radioactive cesium (134Cs) by food plant leaves, their transport to other plant parts and finally the release from the
plants to the soil. Grapevine plants represent a suitable
experimental system in this context. They are not too large,
like most fruit trees, and they are clearly separable into
stem, leaves, fruit, branches and roots. The accumulation
of radioactivity in the fruit is of special interest since this
represents a pathway for these undesirable isotopes into the
human food chain.
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Fig.2:

Introduction

Typical retention of activity for radionuclides by
the ultrafiltration method

Radiocesium was easily taken up through the leaf surface,
transported to other plant parts and to some extent released
from the roots back into the soil. Cesium reaching the soil
is fixed to clay particles and is therefore less available to
plants.
5.2.2

Material and methods

Two to three year old grapevine plants ("Riesling x Sylvaner", Müller Thurgau) were obtained from a nursery. They
were planted in large plastic pots in a 1:2 mixture of peat
substrate and local soil. The plants were cultivated in a
greenhouse. The top surfaces of the pots were covered with
plastic to prevent contamination of the soil. The two first
fully developed leaves reaching a size of between 50 and
80 cm2 were contaminated with the short lived isotope
13,,
Cs in the form of chloride. All the lower leaves were
removed.
Sampling: Two plants were removed at fortnightly intcr-59-

vais after contamination between the first and fifth months
in the first and after 13.5 and 14.5 months in the second
vegetation periods. Activities were determined in the different parts of the plants: first the two contaminated leaves
were removed and washed with 0.1 N HCl. Then the plants
were separated into the different plant parts, cut into small
pieces and air dried. The samples were then packed into
standard 50 ml polyethylene bottles, roots were separated
manually from the soil and treated similarily to the other
plant parts. The soil was sieved, well mixed and about 1
kilogram was put into a 1 litre plastic bottle.

will no longer be available to the plants. In our experiments, it remained open to what extent the 134Cs activity
found in the soil was released from the living roots or lost
by rotten or severed root parts.
The fate of the radiocesium during winter and the subsequent vegetation period was subject to further investigation. From four plants in each 1991 and 1992, the treated
and non-treated leaves and the grapes were collected in the
autumn. In the spring of the following year the plants were
pruned. All removed plant parts and the sap issuing from
the cut sufaces were collected and their activity, as well as
that in the material harvested in the previous year, was
measured. The pruned plants were re-integrated in the
experiment without being contaminated again. The harvest
of the wintered plants took place in August and September
(13.5 and 14.5 months after contamination). Activity lost
by removing dead leaves, grapes, the pruning material and
sap was 83% in 1991 and 68% in 1992. Thus all the activities measured in the wintered plants and in their soil
represent transported activities. 72-83% of the activity
detected in the second vegetation period was found in the
soil. Only 5-9% of the initially applied cesium activity
could be detected in the plant and not more than 1.5% was
accumulated in the berries. Considering the recoveries and
the half life of 134Cs (2.1 years) it can be concluded that
only 10-20% of the originally applied activity was relevant
during the second year. Although plants and soils were
exposed to rain and snow during winter time, activity was
not leached during the dormant period.

Measurements of radioactivity: Since only gamma-emitting
samples had to be analyzed, the concentrations of 134Cs
could be determined by means of a gamrna-spectrometric
method, using a solid state intrinsic germanium detector
having a relative efficiency of about 30% relative to a 3" x
3" Nal (Tl) detector.
Measuring geometries: We reduced the number of different
geometries of the samples for radioactivity measurements
to two, 50 ml for all plant materials and 1 litre bottles for
the soil, both geometries having been calibrated before.
In 1992 we checked the geometry effect by comparing the
directly measured activities as described above, with the
results of activity measurements after chemical and physical digestion of the same plant material, using a Microwave-laboratory-system. The results corresponded well with
the direct measurements.
5.2.3

Results and discussion
In order to gain some information into the role played by
the soil and roots we decided to repeat these experiments
growing the grape vines in hydroculture instead of in soil.
After some initial difficulties, especially iron deficiency,
we succeeded in obtaining some results. They show active
excretion of cesium and renewed uptake by the roots in
relationship to the potassium content in the nutrient solution. Further experiments should confirm these preliminary
results.

A continuous increase in recovery was noted when comparing activity balances for the different years: in 1991 between 60 and 66% of the total recovered activity could be
washed off the leaves and 25 to 32% of the activity taken
up by the leaves was transported to the other plant parts.
Between 10 and 6% of the total recovered activity was
retained in the contaminated leaves. In 1992 the amounts
of activity washed off the contaminated leaves decreased
steadily during the whole experiment from 66 to 39% of
the total recovered activity, while the activity transported
from the contaminated leaves increased steadily from 24 to
51%. The activities remaining in the contaminated leaves
varied between 9 and 14%. These results show that, in
contrast to 1991, during the whole experiment activity was
taken up by the leaves.The differences between these uptake patterns may have been caused by a lower temperature
and higher relative humidity in summer 1992.

5.3

Activity of 134Cs in wheat grain in relation to the time of plant contamination.

T. RIESEN, A. WOLF

The time of the year when a nuclear fallout occurs is of
eminent importance for the radioactivity finally found in
food. We started to investigate this relationship for winterwheat.

The distribution of the transported radiocesium in the
plants and in the soil suggest that a large percentage was
released from the plants to the soil (22-49%). Initially, the
specific activities in the berries increased rapidly in both
years, decreased to low values and increased again towards
the end of the experiments. Obviously the grapes act as
transient sinks for radiocesium and some cesium was released by the fruit back to the plant and partially also to the
soil. In both years berries and stalks showed the highest
specific activities of all plant organs.

Winter-wheat (cultivar Arina) was grown in big plastic
pots of 0.4 m diameter in a commercially cultivated wheat
field near Wiirenlingen. Three pots were removed from the
field at each of five defined development stages of the crop
and transported to the laboratory. Here the soil surface was
completely covered with absorbent tissues to prevent the
penetration of precipitation into the soil. Then the plants of
one pot were contaminated with a solution of 134Cs. The
plants of the second pot were treated the same way. However, there ears had previously been covered with plastic
pouches to prevent direct contamination of the grain. The

In the soils, cesium may interact with clay particles and
-60-

third pot served as control pot. After the treatment all pots
were moved to the greenhouse where they remained until
harvest. The activity of t34Cs in grain, glumes, the rachis
and the whole harvested plant is currently determined.
Fig. 1 shows a preliminary result. The most unfavourable
time for a contamination is around flowering of the wheat
(40-50 days before harvest). At this stage most of the
activity enters the young grain through the ear. Contrary,
at the booting stage (60-70 days before harvest) all the
134
Cs recovered in grain originates from leaves.

•

We further intend to localise the activity in kernels and to •
grow the contaminated seed on an artificial medium to
determine how the activity is translocated into the young
seedling.

to determine the fate of 134Cs in the mycorrhiza and
plant respectively (absorption, translocation, accumulation).

For our studies we use the following basic test system:
Seedlings of spruce (Picea abies L.) are grown on an activated charcoal filter in polyethylene pouches. After two
months half of the seedlings are inoculated with the fungus
Hebeloma crustuliniforme (Bull, ex St. Amans) Quélet.
After another two months the filter paper is soaked with a
solution of 134CsCl (20 000 Bq/ml) and kept wet until the
trial is interrupted and the activity -of 134Cs is analyzed in
side- and mainroots, stem and needles.
In one trial we varied the ammonium concentration in the
nutrient solution because there arc indications that mycorrhizal structures are modified at high nitrogen concentrations. We therefore compared the uptake of 134Cs in
spruce seedlings which were grown
(a) with or without mycorrhiza and
(b) at high (44.9 mM) or low (7.6 mM) ammonium concentration.
We found that under low ammonium conditions (7.6 mM)
mycorrhizal plants had a higher dry weight compared with
non-mycorrhizal and significantly less cesium in shoots
(Table 1). While the root : shoot ratio of the dry weight is
significantly higher in mycorrhizal plants, the same ratio
for the cesium activity per dry weight is not. This points to
a reduced root to shoot transfer of cesium in mycorrhizal
plants and possibly to an accumulation of cesium in mycorrhiza. However, the overall absorption of cesium is
lower in mycorrhizal seedlings and cesium is not accumulated in excess in our artificial test system.

62d

44d

23d

9d

2d

Table 1: Activity of ,34Cs per dry weight ± SE [Bq/mg]
of spruce seedlings grown under low ammonium
conditions (7.6 mM) after 10 weeks. Different
letters beside columns indicate that their values
differ significantly.

days before harvest
Fig. J:

l34

5.4

Mycorrhiza

Cs-activity in wheat grain at harvest.

shoot

T. RIESEN, I. BRUNNER*, A. WOLF

* Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape
Research, CH-8903 Birmensdorf, Switzerland
The mutualistic symbiose between a fungus and fine plant
roots is called mycorrhiza. While the plant supplies mycorrhiza with energy, the fungus improves the water and
nutrient uptake of the plant. Ectomycorrhiza wrap whole
rootlets but do not invade root cells. They act as a barrier
for material exchange between soil solution and root and
vice versa. It is also known that fungal mycelia have the
capacity to absorb and to retain or translocate radiocesium.
Therefore, fungi are contributing considerably to the fixation of radionuclides in the top horizons of forest soils. The
project aims

root

root : shoot

without mycorrhiza 165.7 + 21.6 a

699.0 ± 159.2 a

4.7+1.1 a

with mycorrhiza

467.4 ± 62.3 a

5.1 ± 0.6 a

not significant

n.significant

p

96.3 ± 9.1
0.01

b

Under high ammonium conditions (44.9mM) mycorrhizal
plants had a significantly higher dry weight as compared to
non-mycorrhizal ones. But, contrary to the previous case,
cesium uptake per dry weight was higher in mycorrhizal
plants, especially in side roots. Also contrary to the low
ammonium growth conditions, the root : shoot ratio of the
dry weight was not significantly different nor was the
root : shoot ratio of the activity per dry weight (Table 2).

• to investigate the part ectomycorrhiza play as a link
between soil solution and root for the radionuclidetransfer and
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Table 2: Activity of 134Cs per dry weight ± SE [Bq/mgJ
of spruce seedlings grown under high ammonium conditions (44.9 mM) after JO weeks. Different letter beside columns indicate that their
values differ significantly.
shoot
without mycorrhiza 93.8 + 20.5 a

root

site (3) the calculation over the grass path which is a simple estimation or (4) the feeding habits of the cows which
were milk-samples taken from. By applying a correction
programme which interpolates between two measured
values for the grass activity a good agreement between
measured and calculated activity in milk could be obtaind.
As an example the result of one calculation is presented
(Figure 1):

roottshoot

218.0 ±65.7 a 2.3 ±0.6 a

with mycorrhiza

20.9+14.8 a

368.1+52.0 a 3.1 ±0.04 a

p

not significant

not significant

Starting point for the calculation was the measured grass
activity of I37Cs and 131I from a farm near Spiez and an
assumed yield of 1 kg/m2. Based on these data the activity
of milk from cows of this farm was calculated and compared with the real values. As described above we obtained
too low values. In a second step the activity of grass at the
begin and at the end of a 20-day interval was estimated,
the values within this period interpolated by the correction
programme, the activity in milk calculated and the result
compared with the measured values. Here we obtained a
very good agreement between the two values. In a third run
we calculated the activity in sheep meat. The result was
equal with the value obtained from a sheep which had been
kept on a pasture at Spiez and which had been slaughtered
on the 18.05.1986.

not significant

Our results obtained under low ammonium conditions
compare well with findings in heather plants that mycorrhiza-free plants accumulate more cesium in shoots.
These findings are in contrast to investigations with arbuscular mycorrhizal systems where generally more cesium is
accumulated in mycorrhizal plants. As stated in a recent
review about accumulation of radionuclides in fungi by
Haselwandtcr, no general conclusion can therefore be
drawn on the effect of mycorrhization and cesium uptake.
Mycorrhiza and mycorrhizal plants possibly act as a sink
for NH44* and reduce the influx of cesium.
The ammonium concentration in the nutrient solution
influences the cesium uptake to a much higher extent than
the mycorrhization does. This is clearly demonstrated by
the results obtained under ammonium-rich growth conditions. The effect of high ammonium concentration on mycorrhization is the subject of intense research and the results are partially contradictionary. Without further physiological investigations it does not seem possible to draw a
final conclusion.

5.5

CHECOSYS

T. RIESEN

CHECOSYS is a dynamic model for assessing the radiological impact of a nuclear accident which attempts to
predict the radiation exposure to the population. The code
was developed by "GSF - Forschungsanstalt für Gesundheit
und Umwelt GmbH". One copy of the code which has been
adapted to Swiss conditions already runs at the Swiss
Emergency Operations Center (NAZ) at Zurich. A second
one could be installed on a HP-workstation at the PSI this
year.

Fig. 1:

Based on four data-sets which were established after the
Chernobyl accident we compared the values calculated by
the code with measured values for the following paths:
activity in grass —» activity in milk and activity on air
filters —> activity on grass -> activity in milk.
The best estimates by the code were obtained when the
calculation was based on the air filter activity
(overestimation by a factor 2). The values calculated by the
code based on the grass activity were between 4 to 9 times
too low. Among the factors which cause such an underestimation are (1) the longlasting deposition time after the
accident (some days), (2) the precipitation during the fallout which was not exactly known for each grass sampling

5.6

'34Cs-activity in milk at Spiez. Comparison between measured and calculated values (basis
grass activity).

Cesium activity in forest soils

T. RTHSEN, S. ZIMMERMANN*, P. BLASER*

* Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape
Research, CH-8903 Birmensdorf, Switzerland
Within the framework of the Swiss National Forest Damage Inventory 1993 by the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest,
Snow and Landscape Research soil samples were collected
on a 8x8 km grid over the entire forested area of Switzer-62-

land (around 170 spots). The top soil layers were measured
for cesium activity. Preliminary results show that the pattern of radioactivty in forest soils coincides well with the
corresponding maps which were created after the Chernobyl accident. Most of the then deposited cesium is still
located in the top 5 cm of the investigated soils. A closer
analysis of the data is under way.

5.7

6.

School for Radiation Protection

R. STÜRM, H. PFEIFFER

The school for radiation protection does not persue any
research projects. This organisation, however, is in close
contact with many scientific endeavours in and outside
PSI. The teaching staff regularly is invited to deliver
presentations at international conferences about various
aspects of radiation protection. The spatial association of
the school with the research activities of PSI provides an
unique opportunity for an exchange of information:

Contamination of agricultural plants by
nuclear fallout: Foliar absorption and
transport of 134ç s a n c j
in potato
plants

J. EGLI
In the framework of a CEC - research programme in radiation protection, the uptake and subsequent translocation
of radionuclides in potato plants is studied. Results from
these studies will be used to further refine computational
models applied in decision making after a potential nuclear
fallout.
In the work reported here the point of interest is whether
the long-distance transport of 13,1Cs in the potato plant
takes place in the phloem or in the xylem, and whether
134
Cs is transferred from the phloem to the xylem.

•

Instructions given by the school provide the permanent
and temporary scientific staff with the necessary
knowledge to safely handle radiologically critical experiments.

•

Data from experiments are taken up into the curriculum
of the school, ensuring a permanent adaptation of
procedures to the state of the art in radioprotection.

Increasingly, routine operations of the school are harmonized with national and international organisations, with
the aim to improve the compatibility of professional certificates among different institutions and nations.

The phloem of the main stem was destroyed with hot steam
without impairment of the xylem. After a 24 hour resting
period, the leaf was contaminated with an aqueous solution
of 134CsCl. Two days after the contamination of the leaf,
the distribution pattern of 134CsCl within the plant was
analyzed by dividing the piant into small parts, and measuring their 134Cs-activities with a gamma counter.
Preliminary results indicate that cesium is transported
exclusively within the phloem. Transfer from the phloem
into the xylem could not be observed. In all cases the
transport of cesium stopped at the site of phloem destruction.
Further experiments are planned in order to assess whether
cesium can be translocated from the xylem into the
phloem.
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Publi-

Teaching Activities and Lectures

H.-J. PFEIFFER: "Folgerungen aus ICRP 60 für die Optimierung in der Schweiz", Europäische Kommission. Kurs über
"Optimierung des Strahlenschutzes bei Auslegung und
Betrieb kemtechnischer Anlagen". Karlsruhe, 7. - 11.
November 1994.

J. EIKENBERG: "LSC-Schnellmethoden zur indirekten Inkorporationsüberwachung". Invited Lecture: CanberraPackard Users Seminar on Liquid Scintillation Counting,
Bcmried (BRD), 20 - 22. September 1994.

CH. SCHÜLER: "The PSI Radon Chamber - a Tool for Calibration and Research". Invited lecture. Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale, Institut de Radiophysique Appliquée,
Lausanne. April 29, 1994.

J. EIKENBERG: "Migration Experimente mit radioaktiven
Tracern im Felslabor Grimsel" Invited lecture: Seminar in
Gamma-Spektrometrie, Physikinstitut Universität Fribourg, 17.3.1994.

R. STÜRM: "Biologische Wirkung ionisierender Strahlung"
in Sozial- und Präventivmedizin-Vorlesung, ETHZ,
27.April 1994.

7.

Teaching Activities and
cations

7.1

R. STÜRM: "Medizinische Notfallplanung bei Reaktorunfall", Weiterbildungsseminar für Ärzte des Kantons BaselLandschaft, Licstal, 7. und 14. April 1994.

V.R.D. HERRXBERGER,: "Das MATHEW/ADPIC - System." Meeting of the Working Group "Dispersion" of the
National Emergency Center, 15. Juni 1994, Zurich, Switzerland.

R. STÜRM: "Strahlenschäden" im Ausbildungskurs für
Rettungssanitäter des SRK, Nottwil, 27. April 1994.

V.R.D. HERRNBERGER. M. HUTTER: "Survey of Uncertainties and Data Assimilation Methods in Dispersion Modclling/DSS." presented at the RODOS Uncertainty Meeting
2nd/3rd February 1994, School of Computer Studies, University of Leeds, GB.

R. STÜRM: "Strahlenschutz für Rettungssanitäter", Weiterbildungsseminar der Sanitätspolizei Zürich, Zürich, 4.
Februar 1994.
R. STÜRM: "Medizinische Aspekte von A-Einsätzen", im
Einführungskurs für Zivilschutzärzte, Seon, 2. September
1994.

V.R.D. HERRNBERGER: "Assessment and Verification of
Different Types of Dispersion Models in Complex Terrain." Meeting of the Europrean Research Community on
Flow Turbulence And Combustion (ERCOFTAC),
15 September 1994, Zurich, Switzerland.

C. WERNLI: "Nichtionisierende Strahlung - eine Uebersicht". Vortrag anlässlich der a.o. Plenarsitzung der Eidg.
Kommission für Strahlenschutz vom 13. Januar 1994 in
Bern.

V.R.D. HERRNBERGER: "Real time modelling of atmospheric dispersion in view of monitoring systems on
the near and meso scale range." dito.

C. WERNLI: "Grundlagen der Mikrodosimetrie". Seminarvortrag an der Abteilung für Radiologische Physik am
Kantonsspital Basel, 16. Februar 1994.

V.R.D. HERRNBERGER, P. DORIA: "Assessment and verification of four different types of dispersion models." Poster
presented at the Workshop for "Operational Short-Range
Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Impact Assessment in
Europe", 21 -24 Novembre 1994, Mol, Belgium.

C. WERNLI: "Legal Requirements for Internal Dosimetry in
Various Countries". Invited lecture at the EURADOS
training course on internal dosimetry, Cadarache, France,
18-22 April 1994.

H.-J. PFEIFFER: "Messfehler müssen nicht sein?". Fortbildungsseminar: 26. Jahrestagung des Fachverbandes für
Strahlenschutz Karlsruhe, 24. - 26. Mai 1994
(Eingeladener Vortrag und Leitung des Seminars).

C. WERNLI: "Trends bei der Entwicklung von Personendosimetern". Eingeladener Vortrag anlässlich der 26. Jahrestagung des Fachverbandes für Strahlenschutz vom 24. - 26.
Mai 1994 in Karlsruhe.

H.-J. PFEIFFER: "Die neuen gesetzlichen Grundlagen des
Strahlenschutzes in der Schweiz", Fortbildungsseminar für
Mittelschullehrer. ETH und Universität Zürich;
Zürich, 30. Juni 1994.

C. WERNLI: "Measurement of Radioactivity Levels around
Chernobyl". Seminarvortrag am Département de Radiologie, Hôpital Cantonal Universitaire de Genève, 5. Juli
1994.

H.-J. PFEIFFER: "ALARA und die entsprechende Gesetzgebung in der Schweiz", Europäische Kommission. Kurs
über "Optimierung des Strahlenschutzes bei Auslegung
und Betrieb kemtechnischer Anlagen". Karlsruhe, 7. - 11.
November 1994.
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7.2
7.2.1

Publications and Abstracts

J. EIKENBERG, T. FIERZ, E. HOEHN, U. FRICK: "Grimsel

Reviewed Papers

Test Site: Preparation and performance of migration experiments with radioisotopes of sodium, strontium and iodine". PSI-Bericht Nr. 94-11 and Nagra Technical Report
94-17 (1994).

A. AROUA, M. BÖSCHUNG, F. CARTIER, M. GRECESCU,
S. PRÊTRE, J.-F. VALLEY, C. WERNLI: "Characterisation of

the Mixed Neutron-Gamma Fields Inside the Swiss Nuclear Power Plants by Different Active Systems". Rad. Prot.
Dos., Vol. 51, No. 1, pp. 17-25, 1994.

P. C. LICHTNER, J. EIKENBERG: "Propagation of a hyperalkaline plume into the geological barrier surrounding a
radioactive waste repository". PSI-Bericht Nr. 95-01, and
Nagra Technical Report 93-16, 1994.

D. AziMi, K. LANGEN, C. WERNLI: "Further Study of the
Characteristics of Different Proton-Recoil Track Detectors
at Various Neutron Energies". Radiation Measurements,
Vol. 23, No. 1, pp. 241-245,1994.

H. MENZEL, T. MARSHALL, C. WERNLI, M. VARMA
(EDITORS): "Individual Monitoring of Ionizing Radiation".

Proceedings of a Workshop held in Villigen, Switzerland,
May 5-7, 1993. Rad. Prot. Dos. Vol. 54, Nos. 3-4, 1994.

J. ElKESBERG, A. FlECHTNER, M. RUETHI. I. ZUMSTEG: "A
rapid method for determination of gross alpha activity in
urine using LSC with integrated oc/ß-discrimination."
Radiocarbon (in press).

'"Die 1993 Radon Intercomparison Exercise
at PSF. PSI-Bericht Nr. 94-04, 1994.

CH. SCHULER:

7.2.3

T.O. MARSHALL, C. WERNLI, RJ. TANNER: "Performance
Requirements of Personal Dosemeter: Can these be met by
present and future Designs?" Rad. Prot. Dos., Vol. 54, Nos.
3/4, pp. 287-294, 1994.

Proceedings and Abstracts

J. EIKENBERG, M. RUETHI, A. FIECHTNER, I. ZUMSTEG:

H. MENZEL, T. MARSHALL, C. WERNLI: "Editorial. The
Impact of Recent ICRP and ICRU Publications". Rad. Prot.
Dos., Vol. 54, Nos. 3/4, pp. 161-162, 1994.

"Eine Schnellmethode zur Bestimmung von aTotalaktivitäten in Urin mit LS-Messtechnik und integrierter ct/ß-Diskriminierung". In: Strahlenschutz, Physik und
Messtechnik, W. Koelzer, R. Maushart, Eds.; Fachverb.
Strahlenschutz Publ. Ser. FS-94-71-T (ISSN 1013-4506),
455, 1994.

J.-F. VALLEY, C. WERNLI, M. HÖFERT: "Personnel Dosimetry for External Irradiation in Switzerland - Concepts and
Methodology". Rad. Prot. Dos., Vol. 54, Nos. 3/4, pp. 179182, 1994.

K. GMÜR, C. WERNLI: "Das Kalibrierlabor am Paul Scherrer Institut" in: Strahlenschutz: Physik und Messtechnik,
26. Jahrestagung des Fachverbandes für Strahlenschutz,
Karlsruhe, 24.-26. Mai, 1994.

C. WERNLI, M. BÖSCHUNG, T. LAUFFENBURGER, R. MINI,

K. GMÜR, C. WERNLI: "Eichstelle für Strahlenschutzmessgeräte am Paul Scherrer Institut" in: OFMETInfo Zeitschrift für das Messwesen 1, Nr.3, 1994.

E. STOLL, J.-F. VALLEY, W. ZELLER: "Concept for Internal

Dosimetry and Approval of Internal Dosimetry Services in
Switzerland". Rad. Prot. Dos., Vol. 53, Nos 1-4, pp. 95-97,
1994.

V.R.D. HERRNBERGER, P. DORIA, G. Prohaska: "A General

Model Evaluation and Selection Scheme Applied to Real
Time Simulation of Atmospheric Dispersion in Complex
Terrain." Proceedings of the 6th Joint EPS-APS International Conference on Physics of Computing (PC'94), Lugano, August 1994.

HJ. ZEHNDER, P. KOPP, J.J. OERTLI, U. FELLER: "Uptake
and transport of radioactive cesium and strontium into
strawberries after leaf contamination."
Gartenbauwissenschaft 58, 209, 1993.

S. Joss, M. STRATMANN, C. WERNLI, U. KREUTER,
J. BAUMANN, N. KÜSTER: "Survey of the 50 Hz Power
Frequency Field Exposure of the Swiss Population". Annual Meeting of the Bioelectromagnetic Society, June 12 17, Copenhagen.

H.J. ZEHNDER, P. KOPP, J. EIKENBERG, J.J. OERTLI, U.
FELLER: "Uptake and transport of radioactive cesium and

strontium into grapevines after leaf contamination." Radiation Physics and Chemistry, (in press)
R. ZlMMERLI, L. TOBLER, S. HAJO, A. WYTTENBACH,
R. SIEBER: "Untersuchungen von Tagesrationen aus
schweizerischen Verpflegungsbetrieben. VI. Essentielle
Spurenelemente: Eisen, Zink, Mangan und Kupfer". Mitt.
Gebiete Lebensm. Hyg. 85, 245-286, 1994.
7.2.2

A. REINEKJNG, J. PORSTENDÖRFER, G. BUTTERWECK: "Size
distribution of "unattached" short-lived radon decay products in dwellings". Paper presented at European Aerosol
Conference. Blois, France, May 30 - June 2, 1994.
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VI

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) Program

1.

Introduction

Perfusion of parenchymal brain tissue using e.g. radiolabeled water (H2150) is one indicator of neuronal activity
which can be measured by PET. The system to measure
this in man has been validated during 1994 (2.1).

K.L. LEENDERS

PET concentrates on interaction between special radiotracers and living body measured largely non-invasively in
man and animals. This interaction yields the specific information which is sought: regional in vivo biochemical or
physiological quantitative measures of organ tissue activityMethodological ly this is possible because the radiotracers
used are physiological substances, radiolabeled with physiological radionuclides. These tracers therefore can interact with normal biochemical transformations without influencing them. The phenomenon of coincidence detection,
inevitably associated with positron emission, also allows
sensitive and quantitative registration of the radiation
signal from the body. The fact that most positron emitting
radionuclides are shortlived has advantages and disadvantages: it reduces radiation dosages and allows sequential
administration of tracers, but it requires a complex and
large departmental infrastructure.

The graphical and mathematical description of the timecourse of the measured tracer signal in blood and organ
tissue is a paramount feature of PET which also needs to be
developed further in order to better understand the pharmacology and tissue biochemistry involved in tracer turnover. A major effort of our program is to understand the
properties of the precursor FDOPA. Improvement of its
modelling (2.3) and basic pharmacokinetics (2.4) is
necessary to be able to interpret brain tissue uptake in
terms of dopa decarboxylase activity to produce the neurotransmitter dopamine. The latter is of major significance
in the motor organisation by the brain.
A further example of tracer kinetics development is given
in 2.6 where a project initiated by the PSI PET Program
aims to clarify heavy metal transport from blood into brain
using 52Fe and 52Mn labeled tracers.
In the sections "Pathophysiology: Degenerative Diseases"
and "Pathophysiology: Oncology" examples are given of
how the various tracer methods are exploited to answer
questions which are perceived as important topics both in
the field of biomedical science and in clinical research.
The definition of neurochemical patterns in brain to distinguish disease entities on pathophysiological grounds may
occasionally also lead to clinically practical advantages
like helping in differential diagnosis (3.1.7) or in contributing to sort out effectiveness of therapeutical interventions (e.g. 3.2.2). However, most of our projects aim to increase knowlegde concerning 1) how the brain is organised
on a in vivo tissue biochemical level in health, and 2) how
disarrangements of this organisation are connected with
specific brain disease pathology, and 3) how tumor cell
biology is expressed in altered biochemical organisation.

On the basis of above mentioned principle of radiotracer
interaction the main scientific thrust of PET methods is in
physiology, pathophysiology and pharmacology (see below
for examples). A major advantage is that longitudinal
studies in living man and animals are possible. This allows
investigating brain derangements in early stages of the
disease where other methods are not available. Naturally
interference of pharmacological interventions and effectivity of therapeutic measures are investigated both in brain
degeneration as well as in tumor development. Great effort
in the PSI PET Program is made to study healthy subjects.
The PSI PET projects follow the general topics of the life
sciences section of the PSI: degenerative diseases and oncology. The PET-Program tries to cover the specific research features of PET comprehensively.

Brain PET projects are focused on how neurotransmitter
systems interfere with organisation of motor and cognitive
systems. This is particularly investigated in a range of
neurodegenerative diseases such as movement disorders.
Energy consumption is studied equally extensively in these
disorders particularly to investigate the relationship between cortical and subcortical brain structures in motor and
cognitive programs. Apart from movement disorders
conditions like multiple sclerosis and to a lesser extent
Alzheimer dementia are studied also. Finally, activation
studies using water perfusion are arranged in such a way
that they complement the findings of neurotransmitter and
energy consumption projects.

In the "Methods" section it is illustrated that PET tracer
uptake in the body has to deal with how to register the
measured signals in space and in time. Both aspects of
tracer uptake assessment require separate methodological
approaches.
One project addresses improvement of measurement accuracy. Scatter correction of the emitted gamma rays is an
important topic which needs to be addressed (2.5).
After reconstruction of the measured signals into threedimensional space, sophisticated image analysis procedures need to be applied in order to glean small but specific
changes from many systematic methodological or biological variances. An example of development and validation
in our program is given in 2.2.

Oncology PET projects focus on dedifferentiation of brain
tumor cells, estimation of regional tumor cell proliferation
and the remote effects of tumors.
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cyclotron centre London and by repeated measurements in
animals (AN-28-94-01).

2.

Methods

2.1

Regional Cerebral Perfusion
with iSo-Water

Studies

2.1.3

Initial trials of the production system indicated that optimisation was required to increase yield and to minimise
the dose to the operator. By monitoring the activity, using
small Csl crystal detectors, at various points during the
6 min. production process, weak points in the production
have been identified and corrected. By introduction of a
constant flow unit (pressure reduction valve and throttle)
operator intervention and variation has been reduced.

P. MAGUIRE

2.1.1

Introduction

Following successful completion of the first animal study
with 150-waier, performed on 5.10.93, the program of
rCBF measurements with this tracer was begun. Since
17.01.94, 52 patient studies have been performed, as part
of the research projects described elsewhere in this report.
The integration of data from the on-line blood detector and
complex data reduction methods used to analyse the data
have been implemented and tested. The production process
has been consistently simplified and improved resulting in
lower operator dose and higher yields.
2.1.2

Production system

Data Analysis

Data analysis uses data from both the dynamic (18 x 10s)
time frames and from an integrated image generated over
the 90s after arrival of the tracer at the capillary bed in the
brain. Data collected from the on-line arterial blood detector is compared with the scanner time activity curve. By
fitting a model of uptake which includes the delay and
dispersion, due to blood vessels and the detector tubing,
global estimates of these two parameters are made which
can be used to correct the time frame and shape of the
blood time activity course (see Xfitool, annex 1993).

Fig.2:

2.2

Images from the same subject scaled for rCBF.
Comparison of rest rCBF pattern (left) with a
strong -15 Hz strobe - stimulus pattern (right).

Statistical Parametric Mapping of Significant Local Changes in PET Studies

J. MlSSIMER
Dispersion Correction

Statistical analysis of images is an essential part of the
PET evaluation process. For example, a motor activation
study might consist of scans of blood flow in several patients in two states of activity: a rest state and a state in
which the subject moves his right index finger repeatedly.
The aim of the statistical analysis is to decide where significant differences in brain function have occurred and how
large the changes were. Images of the statistical significance of change are denoted statistical parametric maps.
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The analysis is complicated by differences in the subjects;
the brains of humans are as individual as their faces. One
approach to this complication is to map each image into a
standard image, a process comparable to mapping the eyes,
ears, nose, mouth and other facial features into a standard
face. A scale transformation does not suffice; the mapping
is essentially nonlinear. A second set of complications is
posed by the different amounts of tracer injected and the
individual response of a subject to the tracer. Thus, the
statistical analysis must include a procedure for distinguishing global from local changes.
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Fig.]:

Dispersion correction. The measured curve
(circles) is deconvolved with an exponential
function, to produce the corrected curve
(diamonds).

The integrated image is scaled non-linearly, according to a
lookup table based on the corrected blood time activity
course and the one tissue compartment model of water
uptake, to create a dataset scaled for region perfusion
(rCBF). The precision of this system was confirmed (AN28-94-02) by comparison with the implementation at MRC

Mapping the individual brain images into a standard
image is one part of a module, SPM, for statistical analysis
developed at Hammersmith Hospital in London and distributed widely to PET centers throughout the world. At PSI,
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brain images arc reconstructed as a volume of fourteen
image planes. The volumes must be interpolated to yield
cubic voxels and oriented correctly before they can be
processed. The reference system used is the Talairach atlas
in which the component parts of the brain are assigned
coordinates in 26 transverse planes. The atlas is incorporated in a template of PET images. The stages of stereotaxis
are: cropping of the image planes and linear rescaling to
the standard size, rotation of the image volume to align the
planes parallel with respect to the planes of the atlas, a
nonlinear transformation mapping the transverse planes of
the image to those of the template, and, finally, nonlinear
transformations in each plane mapping contours of the
image to those of the template.

epilepsy and is being used in a study of fatigue in multiple
sclerosis.
The Hammersmith module is being compared with an
alternative statistical analysis procedure used by PET Programs at Stockholm, Duesseldorf and St. Gallen in a collaboration between PSI and Duesseldorf. Preliminary results
were presented recently in a poster contribution to 24th
Annual Meeting of the Society of Neuroscience in Miami.
Florida, USA.

2.3

Compartmental Modelling of 6-18Ffluoro-L-dopa (FDOPA)

P. VONTOBEL

At PSI. the standard images can be analyzed in two ways.
The first method is included in the SPM module. Analysis
of regions of significant change begins with an analysis of
covariance for each pixel. This is a linear regression
technique to determine condition means in the presence of
a background variable, which in this case is identified as
the global average of a patient. The result is a parametric
map of a F-statistic, the ratio of the variance around the
group means when corrected for global differences to the
residual variance. Large values of the ratio indicate that
most of the variation is accounted for by differences in
group means; the probability that a given ratio could have
occurred by chance is given by the F-distribution and
therefore determines if significant change has occurred. In
a second step, the significance of the difference of two
group means is evaluated. The ratio of the difference of
two means to the standard deviation of residuals determines the significance; the probability of chance occurrence
is given by the t-distribution for independent measurements. However, the pixels of an image are correlated
since they arc smaller than the resolution of the scanner.
The calculation of the level of significance must therefore
be modified. The analysis yields a set of t-images for each
pair of conditions as well as projections of pixels exhibiting significant change onto three orthogonal planes. The
SPM module is used to analyze changes of cerebral activation during motor learning and in Parkinson's patients
after surgical intervention reported elsewhere.

Plasma
FDC PA

Tissue
FDOPA
»
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f OMFD

FDA
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Fig.3:

Compartment model for FDOPA

To investigate the transport and metabolism of FDOPA in
brain, a compartmental analysis has been implemented.
This analytical model is needed to follow both the time
course of the FDOPA and OMFD activity in blood and to
separate the total tissue response into its individual contributions. The model shown in Fig.3 describes the methylation of FDOPA in periphery (kO, k_l), the exchange of
FDOPA and OMFD between plasma and brain tissue
(kID, k2D, klM, k2M), the decarboxylation of FDOPA in
tissue (k3D) and the loss of FDA and other metabolites
from tissue (k7D). It can be shown, that the analysis of the
peripheral metabolism with a compartmental model leads
to a more physiological description of the FDOPA plasma
time activity curve, than applying a sum of two decaying
exponentials.

The second method of analysis employs programs written
in house yielding average and standard deviation images
for a set of subject studies. Two sets of studies of subjects
with and without a condition, for example, can then be
compared by means of analysis of variance using a twoway classification with interaction. The interaction term
represents the local difference due to condition corrected
for global differences and constitutes the numerator of a
t-statistic. These programs have been essential to the analysis of glucose metabolism in the frontal lobe of Parkinson
patients, of thalamotomy in tremor dominant Parkinson's
disease and of localized dystonia (torticollis) described in
other contributions to this report. For studies of a single set
of subjects in two different states, for instance, before and
after an operation, an alternative program effects a direct
pairwise comparison of states using a similar analysis of
variance; this program facilitated the analysis of a two year
follow-up study of glucose metabolism in temporal lobe
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Fig.4 shows the measured and fitted total and metabolite
activities in plasma. The FDOPA activity is derived by
subtracting the sum of all metabolites from the total plasma activity. The summed metabolite time activity curve is
thereby modeled similarly like the OMFD activity, but
taking the parent plasma activity as source.
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Measured and fitted tissue response for putamen
of a healthy subject

Therefore a reduced set of parameters has been chosen in
order to estimate the AAAD rate constant k3d. We used
fixed values for the distribution volumes of free FDOPA
and OMFD in tissue calculated in a large region of the
brain with no AAAD activity. Only kid, klM and k3d
together with the fractional blood volume were allowed to
vary in the target region of interest. A test of this set of
parameters with data from a group of nine healthy subjects
gave an uniform value for the distribution volume of
OMFD, whereas the value of the distribution volume of
free FDOPA in tissue Ve=kld/k2d varied more. Because
the k3d value is strongly correlated with Ve, k3d too has a
higher coefficient of variation than the FDOPA metabolic
rate constant as derived from Patlak analysis.

The fitted FDOPA time activity is used either in the Patlak
graphical analysis method to get an estimate of the decarboxylation activity. In this approach, we assume that the
kinetics of free FDOPA and OMFD in a reference region
tissue is the same as in the target region of interest
(reference region without decarboxylation activity is subtracted). A compartmental modelling approach tries to get
• further insight into the kinetics of OMFD and FDOPA in
brain tissue. Using the fitted time course of OMFD activity
in the periphery too, the individual rate constants mentioned in Fig.3 are calculated. The result of one particular
set of fitting parameters is shown for the putamen of a
healthy subject in Fig.5. From the data it is apparent that
in the model there arc too many free parameters to be
identified reliably.

2.4

6-18F-fluoro-L-dopa (FDOPA) Kinetics
as Assessed by PET

M. PSYLLA

Ph. D. Thesis
Extensive peripheral FDOPA metabolism reduces the
tracer availability to the brain and complicates the interpretation of the PET data. In order to increase the amount of
FDOPA that reaches the brain we suppressed its peripheral
metabolism by inhibiting the action of the respective enzymes. Twenty FDOPA/PET scans were performed in one
healthy control monkey to study the influence of three
catechol-O-mcthyl transferase inhibitors (CGP 28014, OR611 and Ro 40-7592 at a dose of 10 or 30 mg/kg, orally or
i.V., provided 2h before FDOPA administration) alone or
in combination with the peripheral AAAD inhibitor carbidopa (5 mg/kg i.V., lh before the tracer injection) on
FDOPA pharmacokinetics.
All COMT inhibitors prolonged, in a dose-dependent
manner, the FDOPA retention in plasma and reduced the
formation of 30MFD, with Ro 40-7592 being more effective in suppressing COMT activity (Table 1). Optimum
enhancement of FDOPA availability was obtained with a
combination of carbidopa and Ro 40-7592 (30 mg/kg).
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Premedication

FDOPA elimination 3-OMFD
lormation

M

Ko
(min"1)

(min"1)

25.6

0.021

0.008

18.0

0.017

0.014

4.2

22.1

0.002

0.001

10 mg/kg p.o. Ro 40-7592

3.5

31.3

0.003

0.001

30 mg/kg p.o. Ro 40-7592

3.5

48.6

0.001

0.000

5 mg/kg i.v. carbidopa (CD)

3.4

17.4

0.025

0.008

30 mg/kg i.V. CGP 28014 + CD

4.5

23.5

0.013

0.003

30 mg/kg p.o. CGP 28014 + CD

5.6

32.2

0.014

0.005

30 mg/kg P.O. OR-611 + CD

5.0

27.3

0.017

0.005

30 mg/kg p.o. OR-611 + CD

4.9

22.1

0.013

0.005

10 mg/kg p.o. Ro 40-7592 + CD

5.8

36.7

0.003

0.001

30 mg/kg p.o. Ro 40-7592 + CD

5.0

64.7

0.001

0.000

30 mg/kg i.v. Ro 40-7592 + CD

3.8

62.9

0.001

0.000

tl
(min)

«2
(min)

baseline

5.7

30 mg/kg i.v. OR-611

2.4

10 mg/kg i.v. Ho 40-7592

Standard graphical analysis does not account for FDA
turnover in striatum. During the experimental period (2h)
minimal clearance of striatal activity is observed. However,
if studies of sufficient duration are carried out, the metabolism and clearance of FDA from striatum can be evaluated.
In order to investigate the central metabolism of FDA we
performed longer FDOPA/PET scans and the graphical
analysis method was adapted to incorporate a slow catabolic rate constant for the loss of the tracer from the trapped
kinetic component. We calculated the FDA turnover rate
constant to be 0.005 min"1 when no premedication was
given, and 0.003 min"1 and 0.001 min*1 after premedication with OR-611 and Ro 40-7592 (30 mg/kg) respectively,
while the FDOPA striatal uptake rate constants (Kj) wenidentical to those obtained when we analysed our 2h data.
In the light of the central effect of Ro 40-7592 in rats, our
results lead us to conjecture that Ro 40-7592, at high dose,
acts both in the periphery and in the central nervous system.

3-OMFD
clearance

Using FDOPA we studied a group of monkeys exposed to
MPTP in comparison with a healthy control monkey. The
administration of MPTP in primates produces a parkinsonian syndrome that correlates with selective destruction of
the dopaminergic cells of the substantia nigra. All animals
received carbidopa and Ro 40-7592 before the tracer administration. Plasma analysis revealed no differences between the control and the MPTP-treated monkeys. In contrast, brain measurements of MPTP-treated monkeys demonstrated a significant reduction in the striatal activity on
the lesioned side when compared with the control animal
(Fig.6).

Table I: Plasma pharmacokinetics
Further analysis was performed to estimate the FDOPA
striatal uptake rate constant Kj in all the above investigations by the graphical analysis method. Analysis was done
using the fitted plasma FDOPA activity curve and the
specific striatal activity, which was obtained by subtracting
the activity in a reference brain region from striatal activity. Specific striatal activity measured by PET increased up
to two-fold following premedication with the enzyme inhibitors. Graphical analysis revealed a linear correlation
between specific brain activity and FDOPA plasma levels
and showed that pretreatment with carbidopa, COMT-Is or
a combination of carbidopa and COMT-Is does not affect
the striatal FDOPA net influx rate constant
(Kj=0.023±0.003 min"1, Table 2). Thus, the increase in
measured striatal tomographic activity after inhibition of
the metabolizing enzymes in the peripher}' is the result of
the increased FDA levels.
Premedication

Ki (min'1)

baseline

0.023

30 mg/kg i.v. OR-611

0.021

4.0-

3.0-

s—
"B -ç,
E H
g 1.0-

10 mg/kg i.v. Ro40

0.018

10 mg/kg p.o. Ro40

0.C18

30 mg/kg i.v. Ro 40
30 mg/kg p.o. Ro 40

0.018

carbidopa (CD) 5 mg/kg i.V.

0.028

30 mg/kg i.v. CGP + CD

0.028

o.o-T

1

1

1

30 mg/kg p.o. CGP + CD

0.023

0

50

100

15(1

30 mg/kg p.o. OR-611 + CD

0.024

30 mg/kg p.o. OR-611 + CD

0.026

10 mg/kg p.o. Ro 40 + CD

0.023

30 mg/kg p.o. Ro 40 + CD

0.020

30 mg/kg i.v. Ro 40 + CD

0.025

0.024

time (min)

Fig.6:
mean * S. D.

0.023 ± 0.003

C.V.

13%

Table 2: FDOPA striatal net influx rate constant
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Plasma FDOPA (triangles) and striatal (circles)
time activity curves in one control (solid symbols) and one MPTP-treated (open symbols)
monkey.

Thus, the decreased accumulation of activity on the lesioned side is not due to differences in the FDOPA input to
striatum, but results from the degeneration of the
nigrostriatal system. This degeneration leads to lowered
decarboxylase activity and storage capacity for the decarboxylation products (FDA and its metabolites) in striatum.
Estimation of the striatal FDOPA uptake rate constant Kj
Using the Patlak method yielded a decrease for the lesioned
side by a factor of 5-10. At the same time the catabolic loss
rate constant was found to increase 5-fold in the MPTPtreated monkeys as compared with the control. These findings indicate that in primates, dopaminergic neurons
surviving dopaminergic lesions have an enhanced FDA
turnover rate and the decrease of 1 8 F accumulation in the
basal ganglia of the parkinsonian monkeys is the result of
the decrease in the striatal AAAD activity and the increase
in FDA metabolism.

-

permit further features of scatter analysis and reconstructions (filtering, optimization of energy windows).

Since experimental validation of simulated data is the
decisive test for every Monte Carlo program, further granite phantom studies besides the five studies from Pittsburgh will be undertaken.
Successful development of the expected method of correcting for scattering could open a frontier for other nonmedical PET studies as well as providing a significant
contribution to medical PET.
M A

3

2.6

-Fe in Positron Emission Tomography
- Validation of the System

C. CALONDER

2.5

Ph. D. Thesis

Monte Carlo Studies of Scattering and
Correction for Scattering in 3D-Imaging
of Granite with Positron Emission Tomography

Iron in its oxidation states +11 and +III plays an important
role in biochemistry: different proteins form complexes
with the iron metal to give them their specific functionality. In blood, transferrin acts as an iron carrier. Transferrin
receptors, which the blood brain barrier, allow the cross
transport of the iron-transferrin-receptor complex from
blood to brain. An excess of brain iron is thought to be
responsible either primarily or secondarily for some pathophysiological phenomena.

F. EMERT
Ph. D. Thesis
In the widely unexplored field of non-medical PET applications preliminary studies have recently been undertaken
using PET for the imaging of granite.

To study the distribution of iron in healthy and pathological brains in living humans a noninvasive method like
positron emission tomography (PET) could be an excellent
tool. 52Fe is a positron-emitting isotope, which is currently
in use in the tracer 52Fe-citrate. The decay of 52Fe leads to
the positron-emitters 52m Mn and 52Mn. These two manganese isotopes also contribute to the detected PET-signal
complicating an exact interpretation of the measurement.
To validate and optimize the experimental procedure several avenues of investigation are needed:

In particular, the quantitative determination of the porosity
in the core fractures responsible for radionuclide transport
is the goal of the PET measurements. The outstanding
problem in quantitation is the correction for the scattering
of annihilation photons in the granite. For comparison, the
fracture of scattered unabsorbed photons in medical PET is
between 10-40%; in granite it is about 90%. Moreover, the
total number of unabsorbed photons in granite is much
smaller.

-

The Monte Carlo programs will use the GEANT package
incorporating extensions to positron and photon tracking
implemented by the IMR. An important task in this context
will be to find special techniques simulating object structures like granite fracture zones that cannot be represented as
simple geometrical objects. Furthermore, the simulations
will
-

behavior of the PET-signal using different
Fe/52Mn-mixtures in phantom experiments, with
physical and mathematical interpretation of the results.

52

Since there is no experimental method of discriminating
scattered from unscattered photons and since scattering
depends on various set-up conditions (source distribution,
etc.), this dissertation aims to develop and validate an
algorithm capable of correcting for scatter to a degree
sufficient for a reliable quantification of porosity in granite
fracture zones. Thereby Monte Carlo simulations are essential to realize algorithm development and validation
successfully.

-

in vivo measurements of 52Mn in comparison to 52 Fecitrate, 52Fe-transferrin and 52Fe-labeled reference
tracers including its biological distribution and clearance in blood and tissue;

-

influence of chelators or receptor-blockers on
ligand uptake.

52

Fe-

A final aim of this thesis is the kinetic modelling of the
tracer 52Fe-citrate to make its PET data better interprétable. Other imaging modalities and methods like
MRI/MRS or autoradiography may also contribute. After
validation of the primary 52Fe-related signals in human
brain using PET, development of further radioligands
using this radionuclide can be considered.

yield sinograms required by the 3D-rcconstruction
programs used by the RPT-2 scanner and
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3.

Pathophysiology

3.1

Neurodegenerative Diseases

3.1.1

Cerebral Activation During Execution of
Motor Tasks

At present, data collection for the validation study is finished. For this reason, results are provided only for the
former study.
3.1.1.2 Methods
Using H 2 1 5 0 and positron emission tomography, we studied rCBF in 14 healthy controls. Subjects were scanned
with eyes closed under two different conditions: first, while
at rest (baseline) and second, while performing freely chosen joy-stick movements in one of four possible directions
(motor activation). The movements, performed with the
right hand, were paced by a tone sounding at a fixed interval.

G.THUT

Ph. D. Thesis
3.1.1.1 Introduction
In two ongoing projects, we assess regional cerebral blood
flow (rCBF) using positron emission tomography (PET)
during execution of different motor tasks.

Arterial blood samples were taken continuously and corrected for delay and dispersion of the tubing and arterial
system. After correction, rCBF was calculated for the
activity recorded over the first 90 seconds after arrival of
the signal in the cerebral capillary bed (for a detailed
description see methods section above).

In a series of PET-studics concerned with movement programming, Frackowiak and coworkers measured rCBF
during internally cued movements. Subjects had to perform
joy-stick movements in one of four possible directions on a
free-choice basis. This task has been shown to involve the
sensorimotor cortex and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
contralaterally as well as the premotor cortex, supplementary motor area (SMA), anterior cingulate cortex and the
cerebellum bilaterally. In healthy subjects, the task component of internal movement selection was associated with
activation of the SMA. As compared to healthy controls,
patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) with no medication
exhibited slower movement selection, which was correlated
with a significant reduction in SMA activation. Antiparkinsonian medication, however, leads to a normalisation of SMA activation during task execution. In a first
project, we investigated rCBF during internally cued movements in healthy subjects and patients with PD, who
were selected for surgical intervention (pallidotomy). The
aim of this project is two-fold. First, replication of published results in healthy subjects provides a final validation of
methodological aspects developed and adapted by coworkers of our group. Second, efficiency of surgery is assessed
by looking for changes in SMA activation after surgical
intervention as has been shown to occur after drug administration.

Data- and statistical analysis were performed using SPM
software implemented for our purposes (for a detailed
description see methods section above).
3.1.1.3 Results
Pixel based statistical comparisons between the baseline
and motor activation condition (threshold of p<.01) were
performed. Comparisons revealed activation of the left
sensorimotor cortex, left premotor cortex, left anterior
cinjpilate cortex as well as left SMA and right sided activation of the cerebellum (see figure below).

Opposite cortical motor areas of both hemispheres are
connected with each other through the corpus callosum.
Callosal fibers in monkeys were reported to have both
facilitatory or inhibitory influences on opposite areas. In a
recent study (see Jahresbericht 1993), we found evidence
that motor areas with distal upper extremity muscle representation in man may have inhibitory interactions,
whereas for proximal motor areas facilitation is observed.
Callosal influences on motor areas were deduced from
efficiency of intermanual transfer of motor engrams. In a
second project, we now investigate rCBF during intermanual transfer of distal upper extremity motor engrams in
healthy subjects, in order to evaluate changes in cortical
activation associated with callosal inhibition. The aim of
this second project is furthermore to increase insight in
cerebral activation during motor learning.

Fig.7
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3.1.2

l5

0-water is applied during the exploration task and fourteen transverse slices are acquired. Resulting changes in
cerebral blood flow can be calculated and imaged using
acquired data of measured cerebral tissue- and arterial
blood activity. Changes in blood flow correspond to changes of neuronal activity. Involved cortical areas can be
identified, and changes in space and time evaluated. Individual and group analysis will be performed by means of
statistical analysis.

Motor Skill in Parkinson's Disease Studied
with PET and its Relation to Dopaminergic
State

M. NlENHUSMEIER

3.1.2.1 Introduction
Parkinson's disease is one of the most frequent neurological afflictions. Though partial destruction of substantia
nigra is well known as the major reason for related clinical
symptoms, there is little knowledge about resulting effects
on motor-programs and sensomotor circuits.

Images need to be spatially standardized to a proportional
grid system containing an anatomical template of a reference brain, based upon slices of a stereotactic atlas. A
standardization procedure facilitates comparability of individual images generating spatial congruency of anatomical structures.

PET imaging offers a unique method to get insight into
disturbed cerebral activation patterns and metabolic characteristics of the affected areas such as substance accumulation, damage extent and kinetic behavior in space and
time.

Average images and flow values are calculated from standardized images. Significance of task-dependent changes
are determined by applying statistical parametrical mapping to the collected data-sets in both groups.

This study tries to identify deficient cerebral activationpatterns in Parkinsonian patients by means of a well defined sensorimotor stimulation task, its relation to dopaminergic state and clinically observed complaints. The project
is a collaboration between PSI and Department of Neurology of Kantonsspital St. Gallen and is sponsored by the
Swiss National Foundation.

3.1.2.4 Determination of dopaminergic state
Examination conditions are comparable to the activation
scan. 18F-FDOPA is applied intravenously having inhibited dopa-decarboxylase by carbidopa short time before.
Acquisition takes about two hours under resting conditions
and reflects reduced substance uptake and disturbed kinetic
mechanisms. This scan is applied to patients only.

3.1.2.2 Methods
Both patients (about 20 subjects) and a group of healthy
volunteers older than 30 years (10 subjects) are examined.
Measurement of stimulation-task-induced changes of regional cerebral blood and dopaminergic state using PETdata form central parts of the study protocol, performed at
PSI. Statistical image evaluation will follow including
individual analysis of resulting activation patterns and
group comparisons using average and subtraction images
of patients as well as volunteers. Characteristic differences
in the involved areas between patient and healthy subject
are expected to be found.

3.1.2.5 Preliminary results
Eight healthy volunteers and two patients have been examined up to now. Evaluation of finger movements and
recognition indicates the dependence of correct answers on
range of difference between the currently explored cubes
and the preceding pair.
Significant increases of cerebral blood flow in volunteers
group could be found in contralateral sensorimotor area
and premotor cortex, slight increases in the premotor area
ipsilateral and increase in basal ganglia on both sides.
Preliminary impressions indicate a smaller increase in
these regions in comparison to healthy subjects.

Further determination of clinical findings will follow at
Kantonsspital St. Gallen using the United Parkinson's
Disease Scale as validated instrument of staging, physical
examination and a set of neuropsychological tests correlated especially to frontal functions.

3.1.3

3.1.2.3 Activation study and imaging procedure

Dissociation between Motor Disability and
Cognitive Frontal Impairment in PD: Relation to Cerebral Metabolic Changes, Disease
Duration and Age of Onset

The subject is positioned in the PET-Scanner, the head is
fixed, light is dimmed and work performed in silence to
avoid cortical excitation artifacts caused by interfering
auditory and visual perception.

3.1.3.1 Introduction

The subject explores a series of metallic parallelcpipeda
offered as pairs during three minutes groping with the
right hand. The cubes differ only in shape, but are identical
in weight, volume and surface structure. The task involves
determining the larger of a pair of cubes, the result is
signaled by moving the right thumb. No visual control is
possible, finger movements are recorded videographically.

There is a general consensus that motor symptoms in Parkinson's disease (PD) are based on dysfunction of basal
ganglia-thalamocortical circuits, caused by depletion of
dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra and the basal
ganglia. Although deficits in executive, mnesic and linguistic functions have been assigned to dysfunction of
these circuits, it is still a matter of debate, whether

G. THUT
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cognitive impairments and motor symptoms have a
common aetiology.
In order to provide data on this issue wc investigated
cognitive frontal impairment as well as motor disability
and associated cerebral metabolic changes using 18 FFluoro-deoxy-glucosc and positron emission tomography
(PET) in PD patients.

•

In Fig.8 the most significant differences between PD
patients and healthy controls are depicted. In line with
other PET studies, results revealed decreased FDG
uptake in frontal, parietal and lateral temporal cortex.
A tendency for increased metabolism was found in the
putamen. Metabolic activity was preserved in all other
regions of interest.

-

Motor disability (H&Y) correlated positively with disease duration (Table 3) and with basal ganglia metabolic activity (Table 4) and showed a tendency to correlate negatively with the metabolism in the frontal cortex (Table 4).

-

No correlation was found between disease duration or
basal ganglia metabolic activity and frontal lobe associated cognition (Table 3 and 4). However, the frontal cognitive score correlated negatively with frontal
lobe glucose consumption (Table 4) and positively with
age of onset (Table 3).

3.1.3.2 Methods
27 patients with idiopathic PD (mean age 58 (39-80) years,
H&Y scale 1 to 4) and 9 age-matched healthy control subjects (mean age 52 (40-75) years) were scanned.
Images were analysed after reconstruction in a normalised
atlas space (Talairach). A glucose metabolic index (GMI),
Regions-of-interest value divided by global value, was
calculated for a series of cortical and subcortical regionsof-interest.

Age of onset

In PD patients, frontal cognition was evaluated within one
week to six months of PET scanning. A frontal score was
computed with low values reflecting relatively spared and
high values reflecting relatively impaired cognition. Disease severity (H&Y) reflecting predominantly motor involvement was assessed as a measure for motor disability.
To compare cerebral metabolism in patients with PD and
healthy subjects, pixel by pixel t-statistics were performed
using the stereotactic normalized images.

Disease duration

H&Y ratings

.35

.72 **

frontal score

.49 *

.03

alpha error of 5% (1%) adjusted to 2.5% (0.5%) for multiple tests (Spearman rank): * p < .025 / ** p < 0.005

In order to evaluate the interrelation of PET-data, H&Y
and frontal cognitive score, age of onset and disease duration in patients with PD correlation values were assessed.

Table 3

3.1.3.3 Results and Discussion

Brain region:

H&Y ratings

frontal score

Rho (n)

Rho (n)

Lat. Frontal

-.46 ( 2 7 ) t 2

-.63 (27)*

Med. Frontal

-.50 ( 2 7 ) "

-.62 (27)*

Thalamus

.22 (27)

Putamen

.65 (27)*

-.02 (27)
.04 (27)

Caudate Nucleus .39 (27)

-.05 (27)

Parietal Cortex

-.21 (25)

-.27 (25)

Lat. Temporal

.11 (25)

-.10 (25)

Med. Temporal

-.02 (25)

.17 (25)

• 14 (21)

.27 (21)

Cerebellum

alpha error of 5% adjusted to 0.6% for multiple tests
(Spearmanrank): * p < . 0 0 6 / 1 1 p = .011 / t 2 p = .019

Fig.8: PD patients vs. healthy controls

Table 4
Pearson correlations between regions of interest showed
that only parietal metabolism .was related to metabolic
activity of the frontal lobe (frontal avg. vs. parietal:
r=0.57, p=.002), whereas glucose uptake in the basal
ganglia was not.
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- Furthermore, age of onset was found to correlate negatively with metabolism in frontal (Pearson: r=-0.47,
p=.01) and parietal cortex (Pearson: r=-0.56, p=.003),
whereas disease duration was found to correlate positively with metabolic activity in the putamen (Pearson:
r=0.52, p=.O04).
-

3.1.5

A. ANTON1NI

HD is characterised by widespread degeneration of striatal
projection neurons. Although the gene mutation responsible for the disease has been recently identified, not much
is known about the course of the disease before symptoms
become manifest. We studied glucose metabolism and
dopamine D2 receptor binding in caudate nucleus and
putamen of 5 HD gene carriers, 9 subjects with positive
HD familiarity but gene negative and 6 untreated patients
with manifest HD, using PET and the tracers " C raclopridc and l8F-FDG. Data were compared with age
matched healthy subjects.

Data indicates that in PD patients with advanced age at
onset reduction of frontal metabolism and directly related impairment of frontal cognition are more severe.
This reduction seems to be associated with cortical
dysfunction and not directly related to loss of dopaminergic nigrostriatal neurons. Motor disability in PD, on
the contrary, is independent of age at onset, is associated with basal-ganglia dysfunction and increases with
advanced disease duration.

3.1.4

Stereotactic Thalamotomy in
Dominant Parkinson's Disease

Glucose Metabolism and Dopamine D2
Receptor Status in Gene Carriers and Patients with Huntington's Disease

Tremor-

Four of the 6 gene carriers had a second i 'C-raclopride
and 1SF-FDG scan with an interval of time between 1 and
3 years.

U. ROELCKE

Symptomatic HD patients showed severe reduction of
glucose metabolic index and raclopride binding in caudate
nucleus (respectively p<.002 and p<.003 Mann Whitney U
test) and putamen (respectively p<.002 and p<.003 Mann
Whitney U test). Asymptomatic mutation carriers as a
group revealed values in the normal range. However. 4 of 6
HD mutation carriers revealed the glucose metabolism or
raclopride binding values in caudate nucleus and putamen
more than 2 SD below the mean for healthy subjects. The
remaining 2 individuals as well as subjects with no HD
mutation sliowed no differences with respect to healthy
controls. Decreases of glucose metabolism and " C raclopride binding in the caudate nucleus and putamen
significantly correlated in clinically affected HD patients
and asymptomatic gene mutation carriers.

Stereotactic thalamotomy (ST) can be applied in the treatment of several movement disorders. In Parkinson's disease
(PD), lesions or stimulation of thalamic nuclei can reduce
disabling tremor. However, the pathophysiology of tremor
is only poorly understood. We studied regional cerebral
glucose metabolism (rCMRGlu) before and after ST with
PET and 18F-FDG. ST was performed contralateral to the
clinically more affected side and led to tremor reduction in
all patients. Absolute values of rCMRGlu were normalized
for global glucose metabolism (GMI=metabolic index of
glucose). From side-to-side differences of rCMRGlu,
asymmetry index (AI) values related to the side of ST were
calculated. The results were compared with data from 16
healthy subjects. Before ST (n=ll), a significant bilateral
increase of GMI was found in the sensorimotor cortex
(SMOC) with relatively higher values ipsilateral to the side
of ST (AI +5.6±4.7%, Mann Whitney p=0.004). Significantly increased GMI values were also found for the putamen (PUT, bilaterally, no asymmetry), SMA (ipsilaterally)
and thalamus (THAL, contralateral to the side of ST;
AI -5.8±4.4%, p=0.014). After ST (n=6), the asymmetry
for the SMOC was abolished (Ai +0.6±6.9%), whereas the
asymmetry for the THAL increased (AI -14.0±4.3%,
p=0.0002). For the PUT, the AI was -6.7±2.4% (p=0.006).
We conclude that alteration of glucose metabolism of the
SMOC may reflect cortical activation due to tremor as a
motor phenomenon and spino-thalamo-cortical feedback.
In contrast, relatively lower rCMRGlu in the THAL contralateral to the clinically more affected side suggests advanced loss of neurons related to the pathophysiology of
tremor in PD.

Repeated studies in 4 HD gene carriers revealed that the
rate of decline of glucose metabolism and dopamine D2
receptor binding is fast (5-6% per year, Fig.9).

Caudate Nucleus

1.5

Controls

1.25
GMI

Asymptomatic Gene +ve

1 -

Asymptomatic Gene +ve
follow up (1-3 yrs)

0.75

Symptomatic Gene +ve
0.5

i

0.5

1

1.5

2

i

2.5

[HCJRaclopride Uptake Index
Fig.9
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3.5

The finding of normal values in 2 gene carriers indicates
that the HD mutation does not induce neuronal impairment
for a significant part of the life span. These data also suggest that, once neuronal loss has begun, it can be predicted
when an individual who has inherited the disease would
develop clinical symptoms.
3.1.6

3.1.7

A. ANTONINI

The differential diagnosis between different degenerative
processes of the extrapyramidal motor system on a clinical
basis may be difficult, particularly in early patients. We
studied striatal dopa and glucose metabolism and dopamine D2-receptor binding with PET and the tracers 1S Ffluorodopa (FD), I8F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), and n C raclopride in 20 clinically asymmetric patients with PD
(H&Y scale 1-4) and 6 patients with multiple system atrophy (MSA) (H&Y scale 3-4). Data were compared with
healthy control subjects.

Striatal Glucose Metabolism in Patients with
Spasmodic Torticollis

S. MAGYAR-LEHMANN

Torsion dystonia is characterized by prolonged and excessive contraction of antagonist muscles, often accompanied
by recruitment of distant muscles. The pathophysiology of
spasmodic torticollis is still unknown. Basal ganglia
dysfunction has been suggested to underlay this clinical
syndrome. The site in the basal ganglia most frequently
associated with symptomatic dystonia is the putamen.

Specific ' sF-fluorodopa uptake (Ki) (calculated using a
metabolite corrected plasma input function), an index for
1
'C-raclopridc binding to dopamine D2 receptors and a
glucose metabolic index (rCMRGlu normalized to global)
were calculated in putamen and caudate nucleus.

We studied eight patients suffering from unilateral torticollis (4 on the right and 4 on the left side) using positron
emission tomography (PET) and (18F)-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-Dglucose (FDG). The age of onset was between 34 and
68 years. Images were analysed after reconstruction in a
normalised atlas space (Talairach). A glucose metabolic
index (GMI = ROI value divided by global value) was
calculated for a series of cortical and subcortical regions of
interest. Data were compared with a group of 15 agematched control subjects.

Early PD (H&Y scale 1-2) patients showed a significant
decrease of FD metabolism in putamen but not in the caudate nucleus, upregulated putamen dopamine D2 receptors
and normal striatal glucose metabolism compared to controls.
Clinically more severe PD patients (H&Y scale 3-4)
showed severely reduced FD metabolism, normal or
slightly reduced "C-raclopride binding and increased
FDG metabolism in caudate nucleus and putamen.

3.1.6.1 Results and Conclusions
1. In all patients, the global cerebral glucose metabolism
was in the range of healthy control subjects.

MSA patients revealed a marked decrease of FD uptake in
caudate nucleus and putamen as in advanced PD, but also
severe reduction of dopamine D2-receptors binding and
glucose metabolism.

2. The GMI in putamen was significantly increased bilaterally in putamen of torticollis patients (Table 5).
3. No statistically significant correlation was found
between side to side differences in putamen glucose
metabolism and torticollis side.
No changes were observed in the GMI in caudate
nucleus and thalamus (Table 5).

Caudate
Putamen
Thalamus

Normal
left
1.21 +/-0.08
1.28 +/-0.07
1.11 +/-0.09

(n=15)
right
1.19+/-0.09
1.29+/-0.07
1.10+/-0.06

Caudate
Putamen
Thalamus

Torticollis
ipsilateral
1.20 +/-0.04
1.34 +/-0.08 *
1.11 +/-0.08

(n=8)
contralateral
1.23+/-0.06
1.35 +/-0.07 *
1.15+/-0.12

Dopamine D2 Receptors and Striatal Dopa
Metabolism in Patients with Parkinson's Disease and Multiple System Atrophy

* p < 0.05
Table 5: Mean values of GMI values for glucose for
basal ganglia in control subjects and in patients
with torticollis.
Fig. 10
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Dopamine D2 receptor binding in putamen discriminated
the best between MSA and PD (H&Y scale 3-4) patients.

I

Putamen Estimate

The reduction of striatal ' 'C-raclopridc binding and glucose metabolism in MSA patients suggests additional impairment of the post-synaptic dopaminergic system.
3.1.8

Putamen

Ki
3.6

6-18F-fluoro-L-dopa (FDOPA) Uptake in
Parkinson's Disease: Relationship with Disease Duration

0.0150

K.L. LEENDERS

0.0100

From the time course of FDOPA reductions in striatal
brain regions in patients with Parkinson's disease it might
be possible to deduce the point in time at which the pathological changes of the nigrostriatal neurotransmitter system
did stan. Estimation of the time between pathological
change and stan of the clinical signs and symptoms might
give important clues about pathogenetic mechanisms in
Parkinson's disease. The relationship between FDOPA
reduction in putamen of parkinsonian patients and the
severity of their clinical motor disturbance has been documented before.

0.0050

0
0

We have investigated with PET and FDOPA 28 patients
with Parkinson's disease who had clinical manifestations of
the disease for 2 to 15 years. Methods and data analysis arc
introduced in the previous sections of this report.

10 15 20

Disease Duration (Years)
Fig.ll:

Specific FDOPA decarboxylation, indicated by a net tracer
influx constant (Ki), showed a reduction of only 15 to 40%
in the patients who had the disease only 2 years when
compared to healthy control values. However, patients with
a disease duration of 10 to 15 years showed reductions of
60 to 75%. Although the variance of the data was rather
large (Fig. 11), the time course of the reduction was best
fitted by a curvilinear exponential line. Extrapolation of
the fit to normal values resulted in an estimated 3.6 years
of dopaminergic neurotransmitter system decline in putamen before the disease showed itself clinically. For caudate
nucleus the time delay was estimated to be 1.3 years.

5

Disease duration in patients with Parkinson's
disease and FDOPA uptake in putamen.

These results indicate that the pathological cause of the
dopaminergic deficit in Parkinson's disease, which is unknown at present, is only operational a few years before
onset of clinical signs and symptoms and that probably the
change from normal is rather sudden and not insidiously
starting over many years.
3.1.9

Dynamic PET Measurements of Cerebral
18
F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) Brain Transport and Phosphorylation Capacity in Alzheimer's Disease (AD)

A. ANTONINI

Neuropathological studies showed significant reduction of
neuronal glucose transport in patients with Alzheimer's
disease. Since the reduction was greater than the loss of
synapses, it was suggested that loss of cerebral glucose
transporters might be a limiting factor for glucose utilization in AD patients. PET and the tracer lsF-fluorodcoxyglucose (FDG) can be used to estimate the rates of
cerebral glucose transport and phosphorylation
We studied 7 patients with probable AD (Mini Mental
Scores 18 to 24) and 8 age matched healthy control subjects using dynamic PET scanning and FDG. AD patients
were selected after neuropsychological evaluation at the
Zurich memory clinic. Arterial blood samples were taken
to provide input data. Regions of interest (ROI's) were
-78-

placed on frontal and parietal cortex and white matter.
Regional CMRGlu and kinetic parameters Kl, k2 and k3
describing glucose transport (Kl inward and k2 outward
glucose flux) and phosphorylation (k3) were calculated for
each ROI, using a non-linear iterative least-squares fitting
procedure.

3.2

Oncology

3.2.1

Crossed Cerebellar Diaschisis (CCD) in
Brain Tumors

AD patients showed significantly reduced CMRGlu values
in parietal (p<.003) and frontal cortex (p<.007), but not in
white matter. K l (glucose transport) was moderately reduced in frontal (p<.04) and parietal cortex (p<.02). A marked reduction was present in k3 values in parietal cortex
(p<.006) and to a lesser extent in frontal region (p<.04).

Cerebral lesions may cause metabolic changes in distant
brain areas. The resulting reduced regional cerebral metabolism and blood flow in contralateral brain is referred to
as crossed diaschisis. For the cerebellum, diaschisis (CCD)
is attributed to interruption of the cortico-thalamo-pontoolivo-cerebellar circuitry.

Since reductions of k3 were greater than Kl changes we
concluded that glucose transport decreases in AD are probably secondary to neuronal dysfunction and/or Joss as
expressed by reduced Phosphorylase activity in the affected
regions. The finding of more pronounced loss in parietal
than frontal region is in agreement with neuropathological
findings indicating a more marked impairment in the parieto-temporal lobes in AD.

Using PET, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose and nC-methionine,
we investigated 35 glioma patients. Asymmetry of cerebellar glucose metabolism (AI) was also assessed in 10 healthy subjects and was 0.0±2.6%. CCD was present in 23 out
of 35 glioma patients. Our results show that CCD is more
correlated with tumor localization (namely the frontal lobe,
Fig.12) than with histology (Fig.13) and tracer uptake. We
are currently investigating whether CCD observed after
surgery of frontally located tumors can be used for estimation of tumor recurrence or progression.

A. OTTE

3.1.10 Multiple sclerosis (MS)
U. ROELCKE

MS is patho-anatomically characterized by demyelinating
lesions ("plaques") frequently observed in the white matter
of the brain. Clinically, MS can follow a rclapsingremitting or chronic progressive course comprising a large
spectrum of neurological symptoms. Whereas appearance
and disappearance of white matter plaques, which can be
assessed by magnetic resonance tomography (MRI), appears to be related to the inflammatory process of MS, only
little is known about the consequences of demyelination on
the function of the cerebral cortex. We are currently investigating the following aspects of MS using PET and 18 FFDG. 1) Fatigue, which is a frequent complain of MS
patients and which frequently leads to unemployment, has
been attributed to dysfunction of the frontal cortex. Preliminary results in 35 patients revealed relatively lower
glucose metabolism in the frontal lobe of fatigued MS
patients when compared with MS patients without fatigue
(Mann Whitney p<0.035). 2) ß-interferon (ßlF) is administered in patients with secondary chronic progressive MS.
We assess whether ßlF treatment is - apart from reducing
the frequency of plaque occurrence - reflected by changes
of cortical glucose metabolism. 3) All PET studies are
complemented by MRI studies in order to investigate
whether regional plaque volume and/or contrast enhancement of plaques encountered in the white matter is associated with alteration of regional cortical glucose metabolism.

Fig. 11
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3.2.2

Iron-Transferrin Uptake in Brain Tumors

Tumor grade
Low Grade Gliomas after Surgery and Radiotherapy

U. ROELCKE

Low-grade gliomas tend to recur within a few years after
surgery. In 20-30% of cases, de-differentiation takes place.
So far, there is no agreement whether additional radiotherapy (RT) is helpful or not, and whether it should be administered immediately after surgery or later. The major
value of RT has been attributed to prevent or retard dedifferentiation. On the other hand, there remains the problem of radiation toxicity. We have so far investigated 32
patients between 3 and 194 months after surgery
(OP-c="complete", OP-i=incomplete resection), who received (RT+) or did not receive (RT-) additional RT with
PET, "C-methionine and 18F-FDG. Tracer uptake was
quantitated using normalized uptake values, expressed as
ratio of tumoncontralateral cortex (T/C). The following
T/C ratios were observed: Group A (OP-c, RT-, n=13):
1.48±0.70 (MET), 0.86±0.43 (FDG); B (OP-c, RT+, n=2):
1.55±0.15 (MET), 0.77+0.11 (FDG); C (OP-i, RT+, n=8):
1.35±0.31 (MET), 0.89+0.13 (FDG); D (OP-i, RT-, n=6):
2.20±1.85 (MET), 1.08±0.67 (FDG). T/C ratios of group
A-C were in the range of non-operated patients with low
grade gliomas (n=12, MET: 1.38±0.44, FDG: 0.7710.17).
These data show a trend for higher MET and FDG uptake
in patients of group D (OP-i/RT-) compared with group
A-C and non-operated low grade gliomas. If this difference
reaches significance in a larger series of patients, this
would support the use of additional RT for these patients
from an in vivo tissue metabolic point of view.

Iron and transferrin play an important role in cell growth,
differentiation and regeneration. Many cellular mechanisms including DNA synthesis depend on the presence of
iron, which serves as co-factor of various enzymes. In
brain tumors, the number of transferrin receptor (TfR)
positive tumor cells (immunehistochemistry) correlates
with their histological grade. We studied iron uptake in 24
brain tumor patients (5 astrocytoma, 11 glioblastoma, 8
meningioma) using PET and 52Fe-citrate. After tracer
administration, plasma radioactivity was found in the
80 kD fraction indicating labeled transferrin. Tracer uptake in tissue was quantified by (1) multiple time graphical
plotting yielding a measure for unidirectional tracer uptake
(Ki), and (2) a non-linear least square fitting procedure
which allows to estimate tracer influx (Kl) and efflux (k2)
across the blood-brain barrier (BBB) as well as specific
tracer binding (k3). Ki ([10*5/min]) was low in normal
brain (Ki 2.2±0.9) and astrocytomas (4.S+/-3.5) compared
to glioblastomas (13.6+/-6.1). Highest values were found in
meningiomas (no BBB; Ki 33.4+/-16.5, Mann Whitney
p = 0.008 compared with glioblastomas). Ki and Kl values
were
significantly
correlated
(Spearman
Rank,
p = 0.0006). Values for k2 and k3 could not be derived
from the data. We conclude that tracer accumulation in
tumors is governed by increased tracer influx at the BBB,
but does not reflect e.g. increased number of transferrin
receptors. In addition, the low tumor/normal brain ratios
for Kl and Ki (between 5 and 6) suggest that systemic
administration e.g. of transferrin-toxin conjugates may
result in substantial side effects in normal brain.
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1.

Introduction / Overview

2.

B. LARSSON

Gene therapy in radiooncology:
Drosophila as a model ?

P. M. SCHWEIZER. I. CORDT-RIEHLE. R. HAIDER

The research profile of the Institute for Medical Radiobiology (IMR) reflects the important role, in the life sciences,
of the advanced radiation technology that is continuously
evolving and made available for experiments, preclinical
studies or clinical applications based on the powerful PSI
accelerator facilities. Different radiation particles and
radionuclides are here implemented as diagnostic or analytical tools for elucidating biological structure and function or as means for therapeutic intervention, in oncology or
neurology. In this interdisciplinary context. IMR has the
obvious responsibility to provide theoretical and practical
knowledge that permits understanding of the radiobiological aspects of the scientific inquiry and rational planning
of experiments and clinical applications with a view towards quantitation and optimization of the effects of radiation doses encountered in the systems under study. The
intradisciplinary research activities are divided into four
projects,

2.1

Introduction

A new therapeutic approach in oncology that is receiving a
significant amount of attention lately is gene therapy [1].
Envisioned strategics arc the replacement, excision or the
addition of genes. Targets are the immunogenicity of tumor cells, the antitumor efficacy of immune response,
oncogene expression, tumor suppressor gene functions and
suicide or sensitivity genes that render tumor cells more
sensitive to therapeutic agents.
We used the malignant neuroblastoma l(2)gl in Drosophila
as a model to address the question as to whether a radioresistant tumor could be rendered more sensitive to radiotherapy by mutational disruption of pathways whose normal
functions are to maintain DNA integrity [2].

2.2

— molecular and cellular radiobiology,
— predictive assays based on tumour biopsies from
individual patients,
— experimental tumour therapy, and
— radiobiology for radioprotection.

Experimental approach

In Drosophila, both tumour growth and DNA repair is
under the control of known genetic factors and accessible
to modification by genetic mutations [3,4]. Neuroblastomaprone strains were established where the wild type allele of
the mei-9" and mei-41 DS repair genes were substituted by
the mutagen- and clastogene-sensitive alleles mei-91 and
mei-41DS respectively. The mutant alleles mei-9* and mei41DS exhibit a strong clastogenic effect [2] and render cells
hypersensitive to irradiation. Malignancy of the genetically
modified neuroblastoma was assayed upon inoculation of
neuroblastoma into adult hosts. Survival profiles of 100
probands for each data point were evaluated.

They are persued by small task groups, 4 - 6 for each project, lead by a postdoc biologist, chemist, physicist or mathematician. We try to define the tasks in time frames set
by the project requirements but a certain room is always
given to competence-furthering activities and explorative
experiments adressing problems of the future. Thus, in
1994, the biomedical use of synchrotron radiation attracted
a great deal of interest, indeed, and all projects were contributing with enthusiasm to this new theme. For convenience, we list here the three key concepts that constitute the
common source of inspiration:

2.3

Results and Discussion

In summary the results of this pilot study demonstrate that
radioresistant neuroblastoma l(2)gl in Drosophila can
successfully be sensitized by down regulation of genes
involved in control of specific DNA repair functions and
maintenance of somatic chromosome structural integrity
[2,3]. Mutational down regulation of mei-91 and mei-41D5
gene function reduces malignancy of l(2)gl neuroblastoma
already noticeably without additional irradiation. The effect is mutation-specific. To achieve complete inactivation
of inoculates of approximately 103 cells neuroblastomata
with wild-type mei-9° and mei-4105
gene functions
400 Gy are required (Fig. 1).

— modulation of radiosensitivity in radiotherapy for
macroscopic and microscopic tumours
— receptor-mediated cellular uptake of bioconjugates
loaded with DNA-seeking ligands; and
— cellular effects of single particle traversais,
nuclear disintegrations or Auger events.
The limited space available here does not permit uniform
reporting on the four projects and the activities of the 18
task groups. Instead, only a few themes have been selected
for presentation this year, with the intention to provide a
supplement to the more extensive presentations given in
1993. So, readers that are not up-to-date with the aims and
methodology of the four projects are kindly referred to
original publications listed below, or to the Annex II (LifeSciences) of the PSI Annual Report 1993.

The mutational down regulation of the mei-91 (excision
repair) and mei-41D5 (postreplication repair) gene function
leads to significant sensitization of the radioresistant neuroblastoma (Fig. 2). A single dose of 200 Gy was finally
sufficient for complete inactivation of the neuroblastoma
inoculates lacking normal mei-91 and mei-41D5 gene
-85-

functions. Taken together the results of this pilot study
encourages gene therapy strategy targeting DNA integrity
maintaining genes in combination with irradiation. We
achieved favorable results particularly in combination with
conventional low LET radiation available at any radiotherapy center.

3.

R. SCHEIDEGGER, C H . HEMMERLE
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Fig. I:

3.1

Repair proficient [l(2)gl] neuroblastoma

We use the human colon carcinoma cell line HUTU80.
Flow cytometrical analyses and sorting of the cells on the
FACSTARpus are done at the Zentrallabor für Durchflusszytometric of the Institut für Biomedizinische Technik und
Medizinische Informatik of the ETH Zürich. Cells were
stained with the non-intercalating DNA-specific dye
H33258 and/or with the membrane-specific lectine wheat
germ agglutinine (WGA) coupled to fluoresceinisothyoeyanate (FFTC).
Stock solutions of fluorescent-dyc-labeled lectines were
kindly provided by C. Nievergelt.

10
20
Days after inoculation
Repair deficient [ mei-9* mei-4lD$ l<2)gl] neuroblastoma

[I]

B.E. HUBER: "Gene therapy strategics for
treating neoplastic diseases". New York
Academy of Sciences 716, 6-11 ( 1994)
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P.M. SCHWEIZER: "A cell-cycle stage-related
chromosome X-ray hypersensitivity in larval
neuroblasts of Drosophila". Mutation Research
211, 111-124(1989)
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3.2

Preliminary Results and Preliminary
Discussion

Scatter analyses (forward scatter, FSC, versus side scatter,
SSC) show two distinct populations of cells separated only
by size, not by granularization. The arising question of
radiobiological relevance, whether these two "clouds"
actually represent (i) a cell cycle entity, (ii) living and
necrotic, (iii) cycling and apoptotic, or (iv) cycling and
resting cells, could be answered by addition of phytohemagglutinine (PHA) previous to FACS-Analysis. PHA
pushes resting cells back into the cell cycle, as it is well
known from experiments with human lymphocytes. Cell
sample analysed in a plot FSC versus H33258Fluorcscence show that only the smaller cells take up
H33258, whereas the larger cells in the upper population
seem to be unstained. Only after a drastic increase of
amplification can it be seen that in fact the larger cells do
take up the dye, but to a much lesser extent.
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Introduction and Methods

In order to characterize cell populations according to their
radiosensitivity, flow cytometry (FACS) can be used as a
very powerful tool within the sequential chain of radiobiological experiments commonly known as the "predictive
assay maH"[l]. Since, as a long-term goal, this technique is
planned to be used on primary cultures of biopsy material.
ire arc trying to standardize the procedure on cell lines
cultured in vitro and find parameters which help to characterize the cells before and after the application of ionizing radiation.
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Fig.2:

Flow Cytometric Standardization
of Cultured Cells: Radiobiological
Implications

After addition of PHA 24 hours previous to FACS analysis,
the cells from the upper population start to take up more
dye and also start to enter the population of smaller cells.
The question, why the larger cells do not import sufficient
amounts of DNA dye to give even a vaguely diploid distribution, remains unanswered. Possible explanations are that
(i) the metabolism of these cells is so low that the active
incorporation of H33258 is reduced, (ii) the chromosomal

E. GATEFF, B.M. MECHLER: "Tumor suppressor

genes of Drosophila melanogaster". Critical
Reviews in Carcinogenesis 1, 221-245 (1989)
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configuration in these resting cells is altered [2], so that the
dye docs not have the usual access to the groove of the
DNA helix. The latter explanation seems to be the more
realistic and has much influence on future experiments
with DNA seeking drugs loaded with isotopes. Tests with
such compounds are planned.
Most recent two-dimensional measurements of cell suspensions by H33258- and by WGA-FITC-fiuorcscence
have revealed an additional population in the range of
smaller cell size, whose characteristics have yet to be established. The longer-known and the "new" population
both show their own cell cycles as it is shown in Figure 1.
The data from the clonogenicity assay and the dose-effect
curve with doses of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Gy (X-rays,
300 kVp) have defined the SF2 at -477c Analyses of the
irradiated cell populations
^ \ C S confirm that only
the small cycling cells show a slight decrease in number
and a block in G2 with increasing dose.

c-\bcttemptdata002.

4.

N. E. A. CRO.MPTON, M. OZSAHIN, L. MELICHAROVA,
B. LARSSON.

Two major highlights of 1994 have made possible the
development of a rapid assay of normal tissue radiosensitivity. The first was the acquisition of the Becton Dickinson FACSVantage cell sorter which permits the analysis
and sorting of cells up to rates of 2500 cells/second (a
million cells in less than 7 minutes). The second was the
organisation and holding of the 4th Swiss workshop on
clinicai radiobiology with the theme: "The Clinical Relevance of Predictive Assays in Radiation Therapy." The
importance of predictive assays was intensively discussed
at this workshop, particularly their potential use to enhance
and individualise radiation therapy of cancer patients. At
this crucial stage in the development of the assays, collaboration between laboratory and clinic are mandatory and we
are enjoying excellent interactions with all the major Swiss
Radiotherapy clinics. The possibility to hold the workshop
at the Radiotherapy Clinic at the University Hospital at
Zurich by Prof. U. Liitolf made a perfect setting for the
program. One of the major conclusions of the workshop
was the need for a rapid assay for prediction of normal
tissue radiosensitivity, discussed below; a second was the
need for multi-parametric tests, which we plan to follow-up
by establishment of a series of dedicated laboratories: a
Predictive Assay Mall, to be based in the University Hospital environment in Zurich next year.
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Outlook

Using a two-pronged approach we have been developing
an assay which informs the clinician of the radiosensitivity
of a patient based on the radiosensitivity of the various
leucocyte subtypes. We first developed an assay of apoptosis for use with white blood cells and then extended this to
investigation of the various leucocyte cell types. The first
prong used TK6 human B lymphoblastoid cells obtained
from Prof. Jack Little at Harvard Medical School in Boston. The cells were irradiated, incubated for up to 24h and
examined flow cytometrically for apoptosis. Expression of
apoptosis required 20h. Therefore, upon arrival of a blood
probe we can inform the clinician about the radiosensitivity
of the patient within one day. This compares favourably
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A rapid assay of normal tissue radiosensitivity

It has been estimated that if we can remove the most sensitive 5% of individuals diagnosed for radiotherapy, a 20%
increase in the local control of tumours could result from
th3 increase in dose made possible. There are various clinical situations where pre-treatment knowledge of a patients'
normal tissue radiosensitivity would be welcome. A major
mode of cell killing at fractionated clinical doses is apoptosis, a sort of deliberate cell suicide. We are developing an
assay to determine normal tissue radio-sensitivity based on
the response of an individuals' different leukocyte cell
types.

both of the two populations with cells smaller in
size show their own cell cycle. WGA-FITCfluorescence(Y) vs. H33258- fluorescence(X).

Since the cells in Go are more radioresistant than their
cycling counterparts, we are presently looking for possible
experimental endpoints that permit characterization of the
cellular changes associated with entry and exit of the Go
stage. These experiments include FACS, FISH, laserscanning microscopy and breeding of cells on palladiumislands.
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Predictive assays and rapid evaluation of normal tissue radiosensitivity
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with the weeks usually required for the present "gold standard" assay: the clonogenicity test.

5.

The second prong makes use of the new cell sorter with
which it is possible to isolate the different white blood cell
types, and to determine the radiosensitivity of these cells.
This reduces the variation observed and helps to eliminate
anomalous findings. Intra-experimental variation is overcome in the present method by sorting a number of cells
types. This has the additional advantage of taking into
account cell-type specific radiosensitivity. Differences in
radiosensitivity up to one order of magnitude are observed
between the lymphocyte cell types. If any shift in the relative frequencies of the various cell types occurs (as expected during the progression of a tumour), an unreliable
estimate of radiosensitivity will îcsuli. This problem is
immediately obviated when the individual cell type radiosensitivities are examined.

Tumour biology and predictive
assays

W . BURKARD, M . FÄSI

The cultivation of tumour cells on palladium islands in
special culture chambers, that can be equipped with a particle track detector [1] was improved with regard to the
planned investigations at the PSI vertical proton beam
[2,3], Our aim is to answer the question of possible correlations between cellular damage and single proton tracks
through the cell nucleus. Concerning therapeutic applications of protons and deuterons, preclinical studies were
started at the "Optis" facility at PSI. Cultured human tumo'.ir rails (MCF-7) and an animal fibroblast cell line
(V79) were irradiated and cell survival was determined by
a colony forming assay. The biological effect was compared to that of Cobalt-60 y-irradiation. Preliminary results of
the proton irradiations are shown in figure 1.

action

Using this method we are able to obtain clear variation in
the radiosensitivity of different leucocyte cell types. It is
also clear that hypoxic cells show a reduced apoptosis,
equivalent to an increased radioresistant. Thus the metabolic state of the cell governed by the degree of oxia regulates the apoptotic response, confirming its physiological
origin. Furthermore, the assay is a general apoptotic assay
and should be useful for examining the effects of chemotherapeutic drugs as well.
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Radiation-induced cell death (apoptosis) requires time to become fully expressed.
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V-79: Cobalt-60 (1A Gy/mirO

• V-79: 72 MeV-Protons (60 Gy/mln)
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MCF-7: Cobolt-60 ( 1.4 Gy/min)

•

MCF-7: 72 MeV-Protons (60 Gy/mln)

Preliminary RBE-values of 72 MeV-Protons
(60 Gy/min) compared to Cobalt-60 irradiation
(1.4 Gy/min) for 50% survival

Further irradiation series with the 72 MeV proton beam
are planned to confirm the results and to get exact RBEvalues. The data will be compared to those of the started
deuteron irradiations.
Collaborating with the department of gynecology of the
University Hospital of Zurich the main point of emphasis
was put on the preclinical testing of photodynamic treat88

Further detailed studies will be centered on the response of
cells previously treated with ionizing radiation using therapeutic doses and treatment modes. As shown in figure 3,
human tumour cells (HTB-40) surviving such a clinical
irradiation regime are more radioresistant than cells never
irradiated before. This phenomenon is also known for
tumour cells in a relapse situation, where a second radiation treatment is contra-indicated because of the doselimiting tolerance of the healthy tissue. Therefore it is of
interest to know if cells with acquired radioresistance respond as well to a photodynamic treatment as cells without
radiation history. Furthermore the influence of hyperthermia on photodynamic processes will be tested.

mcnts. The so-called photodynamic therapy is a technique
by which the tumour cells are selectively sensitized to
destruction by light of an appropriate wavelength. The aim
of our investigations is to analyze the biological effectiveness of photochemical reactions induced by laser light in
tumour cells exposed to photosensitizers. The toxicity of
the two photosensitizers zincphthalocyanine (ZnPC) and
meso-tetrahydroxyphenylchlorine (m-THPC) as well as the
biological effect of the combination of the sensitizers with
laser light were tested in vitro. A doctoral thesis was integrated in these investigations [4]. For both sensitizers
doses of around 5 ug per milliliter of culture medium
showed low toxicity, i.e. the survival of the treated cells
exceeded 90%. For laser treatments the dose permitting
90% survival was determined to be around 10 J/cm2. Using
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and laser light proved to be very effective and resulted in a
drastic reduction of survival to less than 15% (see figure
2).
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Acquired radioresistance in human tumour cells
[details see text]
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Biological effect of photodynamic reactions in
human tumour cells (MCF-7) in vitro [details
see textJ

A single irradiation of the cells with doses of 1 and 2 Gy of
X-rays reduced the survival to 66.2% and 47.1%, respectively, compared to the value for untreated cells. The surviving cells however showed no changes either in the response to treatments with photosensitizers or to combined
applications of photosensitizers and laser light [5].
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6.

rized by setting a threshold and analyzed using object recognition software to reduce the background.

Study of low dose radiation damage by reconstructing single
tracks through single cells

Detection efficiency of 45 and 30 MeV protons: The
length of the proton tracks through the emulsion was used
to determine its thickness. For that purpose the detector
was exposed at a tilt angle of 15° to the beam. After development the lengths of the tracks were measured with the
confocal microscope. From these tracks the number of
silver clusters per u,m was established and used to calculate
the probability of at least two developed clusters due to
protons which crossed the detector perpendicularly.

H . W . REIST, W . BURKARD, D . CALABRESE', P. DORIA,
E. HEIMGARTNER, D.KXESPL i M. KÖHLER, B . LARSSON,
R. LEEMANN, CH. MARKOVITS", CH. MICHEL, J. STEPANEK,
S. TEICHMANN, ST. TTJOR'

' Federal Institute of Technology, CH-8000 Zürich
:

Paul Scherrer Institute, F2, CH-5232 Villigen PSI

6.1

Accuracy and systematic errors of the microscope dish:
The scales of the x- and y-axes were calibrated by laser
intcrfercrr.etry, while the straightness and recrangularity of
the axes were determined with help of an electronic calliper and of a certified standard cube which was mounted on
the microscope stage. The temperature is regulated by an
air conditioner, and the cell chamber assembly can be
repositioned on the microscope stage within 20 p.m. The
reproducibility of systematic errors of adjusted positions of
the microscope stage make a correction by software feasible. The reproducibility was found to be inside the limits
of ± 0.2 u.m and the needed corrections of the x- and yaxes amount to at most 2.5 and 5 (im, respectively.

Introduction

The activities for the development of the new method to
study low dose radiation damage during 1994 has been
dedicated to the following objectives:
-

Improvement on the developing procedure of the
particle tracks.

-

Processing of the track images: background reduction,
signal enhancement, track recognition.

-

Measurement of the thickness of the photoemulsion
and determination of the relative detection efficiencies
for protons of 45 MeV and 30 MeV, respectively.

-

Investigations on the accuracy and reproducibility of
adjusted positions of the microscope stage.

-

Tests of the achieved accuracy of correlation of the
track position through the cell nucleus with that in the
detector with stacks of two detectors.

-

Software developments for selfacting measuring tasks
with the microscope.

6.2

6.3

Results and discussion

Under the condition of at least two silver clusters per track
the detection efficiency of 45 and 30 MeV protons crossing
the detector perpendicularly was found to be 90.6 and
97.4 %, respectively. The correlation accuracy of the track
position in the detector with that through the cell was
established with stacks of two detectors, by replacing the
agarose layer on the upper mylar foil by a second nuclear
emulsion. Position and width of the distribution of the
distances between corresponding tracks are given by the
systematic and random errors affecting the correlation
accuracy. The achieved accuracy at the present state is
(3.4 ± 0.3) u.m and mainly determined by systematic errors
of the microscope dish which are not yet fully corrected.
The software to perform these corrections is in hand.

Material and methods

Handling and developing procedure: The detector consists of a 5 |J.m thick nuclear emulsion of type K5 from
Ilford which is coated on a thin mylar foil. The size of the
undeveloped silver grains is 0.2 |im and that of silver clusters is 0.7-0.9 urn after development of the film. To assure
that the emulsion did not become locally detached from the
mylar foil and to avoid any distortion of the emulsion during the developing procedure, the mylar foil was first
covered with a thin gelatine layer. Special attention must
be taken if the emulsion is wet. As long as the emulsion is
not dry all the handling is performed very carefully. The
temperatures of the developer, of the stop- and fixing solutions and the duration of each process were optimized to
achieve well developed tracks and low background.
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Image processing: The tracks are investigated with confocal microscopy to discriminate artefacts on the surfaces
and in the mylar foil. The images of the tracks are bina-
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7.1

Fig.I:

Introduction

see Appendix 5

Several factors may modify the effectiveness of chemotherapy and radiotherapy of solid tumours. The model "mouse
blastocyst" was choosen with respect to the three dimensional growth. To reach the inner cell mass of the blastocyst, drugs must penetrate through the trophectoderm
without the aid of capillaries. This may mimic the situation
when chemotherapy and therapy with radionuclides are
applied in the clinic.
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Materials and Methods

NMRI mouse embryos 72 hours post conception (p.c.) were
collected and pooled in an in vitro-fertilization dish for
incubation at 37° C and 10% CCo in modified RPMI medium.
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Embryos were treated with X-rays in the blastocyst stage
and in culture medium with doses of 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 Gy.
Cytotoxicity of Hoechst 33258 (Ho-58) was studied by a 3h
exposure to blastocysts. After incubation the Hoechst containing medium was replaced by fresh medium and the
embryos were cultivated for a total of 5 days. The morphological endpoint was the percentage of embryos which
reached the egg-cylinder stage.

Fig.2: Dose effect curve for Hoechst 3325S

In combination experiments of X-rays and fluorocrome,
the exposition with Ho-58 was in the concentration range
of 0, 0.9, 1.8, 3.7, 7.2 and 9.0 ^M and added 3 hours before irradiation.
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The localization of the Hoechst 33528 in the embryonic
cell nucleus was established by fluorescence and confocal
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). The pictures were
taken with a Leica CLSM using an UV-laser.
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Results and Discussion

The Ho-58 was found in the nuclei of both the trophectoderm cells and embryonic cells after 3 hours. It was not
released from the nucleus for at least 5 days (Fig. 1).
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When the embryos were incubated with Hoechst 33258 at
concentrations of 0.9 to 2.5 u.M the majority of embryos
reached the egg-cylinder stage (85%).

—•—with

Hoechst 33258

— • — without Hoechst 33258

With a concentration of 9.5 u,M only 50% of the embryos
reached the egg-cylinder stage (Fig. 2).
Fig.3: Development of mouse embryos after Xirradiation

Combined experiments with Hoechst 33258 and X-rays
turned out to show protective effects of the Hoechst treatment at a dose of 2 Gy (Fig. 3).
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8.

8.3

"Coaching" the preimplantation
mouse embryo in vitro to fulfil the
needs of a single particle irradiation

The adhesion enhancing molecules applied in the here
reported experiments showed different results. In cases of
polylysine and fibronectin a weak to marked enhancement
of adhesion was seen but this response was influenced by
the type of petri-dishes. In conventional petri-dishes with a
diameter of 30 mm the coating of polylysine and fibronectin seemed to have a reduced effect compared to results
obtained with in vitro fertilization petri-dishes. Collagen
type VII did not enhance the surface adherence between
the dish and the zona pellucida.

M. KÖHLER, p. BINZ, D. BOHRER, P. DORIA, F. DÜRR,
E. HEIMGARTNER, R. C. LEHMANN, H. W. REIST, S. TUOR
AND C. MICHEL

8.1

Introduction

In continuation of the project "single particle damages to
single cells", various investigations concerning the in vitro
cultured mouse embryo were undertaken. Mainly four
fields were examined: 1. Immobilisation of the two-cell
embryos, 2. Combination treatments with a fluorescent dye
and proton irradiation, 3. 3D-reconstruction of optical
sections, 4. Computer simulation of the embryogenesis.

8.2

Results and Discussion

In experiments with proton-irradiation and the hatching
rate as biological endpoint, a clear dose-response relationship resulted. When the dye AÖ was applied Lite îadiàtion
response was enhanced which means the percentage of
embryos able to hatch out of the zona pellucida was reduced by 10 to 20%.
With the above mentioned staining procedure and the
described 3D-reconstruction method it was possible to
produce three-dimensional images of two-cell mouse embryos.

Materials and methods

Mouse embryo in vitro. Embryos of B6C3F1 mice were
cultured and the influence of the treatment was monitored.

The program BTB has been tested with the input of published data on mouse development. It describes important
parameters as for example cell cycle-time, DNA-contcnt at
a specific time point and spatial arrangement of blastomeres within the zona pellucida.

Embryo-immobilisation. To enhance the surface adherence
of the embryos to the petri-dishes the coating proteins
polylysine, collagen type VII and fibronectin were tested.
Proton-irradiation. 45 MeV protons at doses of 0 - 1 Gy
were used with a fluency between 7.0 - 7.5 x 105 ps'1.
During irradiation, cells were kept at 37° C and 10% C02.
In each experiment a group of embryos was sham irradiated to see any influence of the time period (20 minutes) in
the target station on the embryonic development.

For the interpretation of single particle track effects in a
individual cell it is important to identify that particular cell
and to follow its fate. Prerequisite for this analysis is the
knowledge of the relative coordinates of the biological
object and the track positions. Therefore the biological
material must be immobilised and its contrast must allow
the discrimination between the cell nucleus and the cytoplasm. Whereas the use of coating procedures did not
solve the problem of immobilisation, the restraining of the
embryos in a cell chamber completely filled with culture
medium seemed to be successful.

Staining. After adding the fluorochrome acridine orange
(AO) (0.1 Hg/ml) to the culture medium the embryos were
incubated for 2 hours at 37° C and 10% C02. After the
incubation the fluorochrome containing medium was replaced by fresh standard egg cultivating medium.
3D-reconstruction. A data set from the microscope consisting of 20 - 40 slices (512x512 pixels) was processed in
order to be treated by the graphics package AVS
(Advanced Visual Systems Inc.). The new volume can then
be analysed in order to extract a 3D-reconstructed object.
This reconstruction can either be based on contouring ( 1 )
or iso-surfacing (2) techniques. 1) A threshold value has to
be determined with different filtering algorithms for each
optical section. In each slice a contour is computed and
from the resulting stacks of contours (20 - 40) the object
will be reconstructed. 2) An overall threshold value is
determined for the volume and a 3D surface computed.

In addition, the problem of keeping the two cell embryos
alive after exposure to 45 MeV protons and subsequent
analysis by CLSM still exists. It is intentcd to stain the
cells with Hoechst 33258 and to use a UV laser for excitation.

Bio-Toolbox (BTB). The program Bio-Toolbox was written
in the programming language "Mathematica" to simulate
the development from the zygote to the morula stage of
mouse embryos. Each cell is described as a sphere with the
following parameters: cell identification number, cellular
geometry, force vectors, cell cycle phase and DNA content.
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9.

Tumour targeting

M.c. NIEVERGELT-EGIDO, R. WEINREICH. B. LARSSON

9.1

o

o
o

Introduction

We have used the bisbenzimide compounds Hoechst
33258, Hoechst 33342 and iodinated Hoechst 33258. Being
vital dyes these fluorochromes penetrate into the cells in a
shon time (30-90 min, dependent on cell type and state of
the cells).

3
jn

"3

Ü

The Hoechst dyes become strongly fluorescent upon binding to DNA, where they bind to poly-[d(A-T)] sequences
in a nnn-inte.rcalare binding manner, with minimal interaction with RNA (1). The fluorescence-binding affinity
appears to be highly dependent on the sequence of the
DNA base pairs. Human cells with putative deficiencies in
DNA repair showed enhanced staining with Hoechst
33342.
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Time (days)
-Control
-H42(0.8ug/ml)

-H58(0.8ug/ml)
•l-H58(0.8ug/ml)

Fig. 1: Growth of HuTu-SO cells after treatment with
bisbenzimide compounds

In the present study we used two types of human adenocarcinoma cell-lines Hu Tu 80 from duodenum and DU
145 from prostate, and nontransformed fibroblast hamster
cells, V79. The purpose of the study was to check to what
extent the Hoechst-compounds might influence the survival of irradiated cells and if this influence is dependent on
cell-type. The retention time of the Hoechst-compound is
also of interest in evaluating the merits of DNA-seeking
drugs for tumour therapy.

9.2

o
o
o

Results and Discussion

The effect of non-iodinated and iodinated Hoechst 33258
was similar at a concentration range from 0.9 to 9.0 uM.
Both dérivâtes stimulate the cell growth of each cell line
(Fig 1). All cell lines treated with Hoechst 33258 and irradiated (1.0, 2.0, 5.0 Gy) showed similar growth as the
irradiated control treated by 220 kV X-rays only (Fig 2).
Tumour cells labelled with Hoechst 33342 showed reduced growth, specially HuTu-80 cells at a concentration
from 0.9 uM and DU 145 cells at a concentration from
1.8 uM while the growth of V79 cells remained unchanged. The uptake of the dye was very rapid in all cell
lines studied. The Hoechst 33342 compound amplified
the radiation effect on growth in all cells observed.
The relationship between the number of cells per well
and the fluorescence was linear. The fluorescence remained constant only during the first four days, before
the cells became confluent or began to detach from the
growing surface. The retention of the Hoechst compounds
is sufficiently strong to allow cell sorting and microscopic
observation several days after treatment.
In preliminary experiments with Hoechst labelled with
iodine-125 and iodine-131 we observed reduced growth
of the rumour cells.
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Fig.2: Growth of HuTu-80 cells after irradiation and
Hoechst treatment
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10.

10.2 Test in vivo

Potential application of 77ßrbromodeoxyuridine as an Auger
electron source inside DNA

J.-E.
RYSER,
R. WEINREICH

P.

BLÄUENSTEIN,

I.

The first data on the biodistribution of HPLC-purified
"6Br-BrdU in a mouse hosting a neuroblastoma xenograft,
is shown 12 hours after the intravenous injection of the
tracer in Figure 2.

NOVAK-HOFER,

The goals of the project have been presented previously
[1]. The present state of development of the production of
76
Br-BrdU and 77Br-BrdU are reported in this Annex volume in the section of Radiopharmacy [2]. We report here
our first results concerning the biological behaviour of the
radiobrominated BrdU tracer.

10.1 Test in vitro
The uptake and utilization of radiobrominated BrdU for
the biosynthesis of DNA have been tested qualitatively in
cultures of a rapidly proliferating neuroblastoma cell line
(SKNAS). This first test has been carried out using unpurified S2Br-BrdU or 77Br-BrdU, which contained a
contaminant of < 20 % free radionuclide. The percentage
of incorporation into the DNA refers to the total activity
added to one culture. The percentage of incorporation of
the radiobrominated BrdU was found to be comparable to
that of 1251-idU, tested simultaneously in parallel cultures
(Figure 1). The percentage of incorporation of the l25T.Tdu
in these cultures was similar to data published in the literature [3].
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Distribution of 1(>Br 12 hours after the injection
of 76Br-BrdU into a mouse hosting a neuroblastoma (SKN-AS) xenograft.
Vertical axis: percent injected dose per gram.

This result also is similar to data published in the literature
for radioiodinated IdU [4].
82Br-BrdU
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11.

Optimized Spallation
Sources for BNCT

J.
ARKUSZEWSKI,
S. TEICHMANX

J.F.

CRAWFORD,

Neutron

J.

n on'y

STEPANEK,

As is well known, spallation is a convenient way to generate neutrons for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT).
While most spallation neutrons have energies comparable
to fission neutrons, there is a high-energy component extending up to the full proton energy. We distinguish here
between fast neutrons of up to 20 MeV, which are also
found in fission neutrons, and 'high-energy' neutrons of
above that energy which are peculiar to the spallation
process. The proportion of such neutrons varies strongly
with proton energy, and is of the order of a few percent at
practical proton energies.

Depth [cm]

Fig. I:

Dose distribution.': for 72 MeV protons: results
at 30 and 50 MeV are similar in shape, with doses reduced by factors of 11 and 2.3 respectively.

We summarize here a study of the high-energy neutron
contamination in BNCT beams made by spallation at various proton energies. As the proton energy increases, the
neutron yield also increases; however the fast and highenergy component increases even more. The objective of
this study, fully reported elsewhere, was to provide data for
a choice of the best proton energy.
The study was based on a layout optimized for a 72 MeV
proton beam, and used the Monte-Carlo particle transport
codes LAHET (for high-energy particles), in combination
with MCNP (for neutrons/photons up to 20 MeV), and
GEANT.

:03

j

Simulations were done for the following proton energies:
Depth [cm]

1. 30 and 50 MeV, convenient from the point of view of
accelerator technology
2. 72 MeV, directly available from the PSI Injectors
3. 250 MeV, the energy of choice for proton therapy
4. 600 MeV, the energy of the PSI Main Ring.

Fig.2:

Figures 1-3 show depth-dose curves in a head phantom,
along an axis pointing to the spallation source, using proton energies of 72, 250 and 600 MeV; results at 30 and
50 MeV (not shown) are very similar in shape to those at
72 MeV, scaling with the lower neutron yield at these
proton energies: 11 and 2.3 times lower at 30 and 50 MeV
respectively.

Dose distributions for 250 MeV protons. As
explained in the text, there is an additional,
roughly flat dose from high-energy neutrons
amounting to about 1.4.xWE-17 gray per proton.
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These plots show the effects of neutrons only up to
20 MeV. High-energy neutrons were found to contribute an
additional dose at 250 and 600 MeV, which because of
computational limits could not be simulated with accuracy,
whose approximate size is quoted in the captions to Figures 2 and 3. The high-energy neutron component is significant at 250 MeV, and probably prohibitive at 600 MeV.
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Fig.3:

The current required to deliver a useful therapeutic dose of
30 Gray, under the most favourable conditions, in three
hours, would be 317, 63.5, 28, 2.8 and 0.96 JiA at proton
energies of 30,50, 72, 250 and 600 MeV, respectively.
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Dose distributions for 600 MeV protons. As
explained in the text, there is an additional,
roughly flat dose from high-energy neutrons
amounting to about 13x10E-17 gray per proton.

12.

3-D track analysis in solid state
nuclear track detectors using a
confocal laser scanning microscope

References
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S. TEICHMANN, B. LARSSON

CR-39 polycarbonate detectors, kindly supplied by the
Department of Radiation Hygiene, were irradiated with
protons or alpha particles, and then etched for 6h in 6.25n
NaOH at 70° C to make the latent tracks microscopically
visible.
Tne feasibility of visualizing the developed tracks in three
dimensions with a confocal laser scanning microscope
(CLSM) was investigated. Possible applications of a threedimensional (3-D) track analysis include neutron spectrometry (through the generation of recoil protons) and neutron capture microradiography, both of importance to
IMR's interests in boron neutron capture therapy and predictive assay. A general method for spectrometry has been
published by others [1]; relevant track parameters of the
third dimension are extracted from 2-D track measurements by mathematical procedures. 3-D track visualization
would facilitate such an analysis. The principle of neutron
capture microradiography for studies of 10B, 14N and 16 0 in
biospecimens, and our interest in using SINQ as a neutron
source, have been described previously [2]. By taking into
account the tilt angle of the tracks, the spatial resolution
could be improved down to the subcellular level.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show CLSM images of fluorescently
dyed (with Fluorescein) 3 MeV alpha tracks in a horizontal
(a) and a cross-sectional (b) view. For comparison, Figure
1(c) shows the cross-sectional view of an unstained track
obtained with the CLSM. Figure 1(d) is a conventional
transmission image, looking at the broken edge of a similarly treated detector; the detector had been broken perpendicular to the irradiated surface.
The figure illustrates that 3-D track visualization with the
CLSM is possible if the tracks are fluorescently dyed. The
tracks are clearly outlined and could be analyzed with the
help of an image analysis program like AVS. To avoid
refractive index mismatches, which can lead to distortions
of the image, the detector was viewed directly (without a
cover glass) with an oil-immersion objective lens, allowing
the oil to fill the tracks. Differences in the track shapes of
Figures 1(b) and 1(d) could be due to slightly different
etching conditions and/or to slightly different incident
energies.

Fig. 1: see text.
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13.

Source ELETTRA in the higher have been utilized in the
calculations.

Radiosurgery with Photon Beam
Produced by Laser ComptonBackscattering from Relativistic
Electrons

It is shown that with a low energy electron ring running at
-0.4 GeV and a NdrYag laser it is possible to obtain the
required 3 MeV photon beam intensity to deliver the average dose in one hour, assuming an average distance between the source and the target of -5 m. With the same
machine used at -1.3 GeV and a COT laser a 3 MeV photon beam is obtained and the exposure time can be reduced
to less than one minute, assuming -10 m distance between
source and target. With a lower electron energy of 138
MeV and a CCH laser a 34 keV photon beam can be produced. More than 15 hours would be needed to deliver the
same dose. Here a hope is that this time could be shortened
by a factor 10 or more if stable iodine will be introduced
into the target with the help of a DNA-seeking substance.
In Urs case the geometrical precision will be further improved.

B. GmOLAMI1, B. LARSSON, M. PREGER2, C. SCHAERF3,
J. STEPAXEK
1

Istituto Superiore di Sanita and INFN, Sezione Sanita,
Roma, Italy,
2
INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, Italy,
3
tfniversita di Roma "Tor Vergata" and INFiV, Sezione di
Roma 2, Italy
The frontal collisions of a laser with relativistic electrons
result in Compton-backscattered photons. The energy of
these photons is dependent on the laser and electron energy
and ranges from keV to tens of MeV. In a sufficiently
narrow backscattering angle the photon beam is nearly
monochromatic and has almost constant intensity:

The backscattered photon-beam is at angles below 2 mrad
almost monochromatic as can be seen from figure 2 where
the ratio of scattered y-ray energy is displayed as function
of backscattering angle.

Our present interest is to investigate the possibility of using
34 keV to 10 MeV y-ray beams for applications in stereotactic functional radiosurgery. We foresee the possibility of
neurosurgical operations through the intact skull with
precise and effective destruction of deep-lying mm-sized
targets with minimal effects on intervening structures, high
reproducibility and precise prediction of the results.

i 10 MeV,

iol

/ / / _ 5 0 0 keV=

/////™°
The required total dose rate in stereotactic functional surgery is 100 to 400 Gy. To estimate the efficiency of radiosurgery with y-ray beams, a series of calculations were
performed using the M R version of the Monte Carlo code
G E A N T . For simplicity, a spherical soft-tissue phantom of
16 cm diameter with a central spherical target of 2 mm
diameter was considered. A typical irradiation was simulated considering 10 histories of 34 keV, 100 keV, 1 MeV
and 3 MeV photons in a parallel beam of 1 mm diameter
focused isotropically onto the target.

keyj

2a

itio of scattered 7 -ray e nergy

Fig.l

Figure 1 shows the radial dose distribution in the phantom.
The calculations were normalized to a dose of 200 Gy in
the target. It demonstrates that radiosurgery with 34 keV to
3 MeV photon beams enables precise destruction of deeply
lying mm-sized targets with minimal effects on intervening
structures.
An average dose of 200 Gy can be delivered to the target of
2 mm at center of 18 cm sized phantom in 1 hour using yray beams of intensities 2.47xl010, 1.08xl010, 4.36xl0 8
and 5.2lxl0 8 photons at 34 keV, 100 keV, 1 MeV, and
3 MeV, respectively.
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We estimated the backscattered photon flux from several
combinations of laser cavities at Nd-Yag (1.17 eV) and
CCb (0.117 eV) energies and electron storage ring energies
from 0.1 to 1.3 GeV. As an example, existing magnetic
structures, such as the DAONE Accumulator in the lower
energy range in Frascate and the Trieste Synchrotron Light
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Fig.l:

Photon (right hand side) and proton distributions for comparative case 1. The photon plan was calculated
using the inverse planning technique ofBortfeld, using 9 equally spaced, modulated fields. The proton plan
is a single field plan, calculated using the treatment planning system being developed at PSI.
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Fig.i:

An example of the display technique being developed for the user interface of the PSI proton treatment
planning package. Crosses indicate proton spot positions, with colour indicating their relative weight. The
field direction for these spots is as indicated by the greenfieldindicator.
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Fig. J; Comparison of dose distributions produces by the analytical dose calculation and
Monte Carlo calculation. (100% dose is set to the mean dose in the target.)

Appendix 4

Appendix 5

Fig.]:

Uptake of Hoechst 33258 in trophectoderm and embryonic cells after 3 hours
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